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CHAP'mR:t
'l'HE

NA'l'URE OF THE PROBIEM AND Ll:N'l'ON'S

CONTRDIJT:ION

Present-Day Problems of the Ministry
A historical study of the Church's ministry soon discloses a great
deal of variety in the ministerial office.

As Ni.ebuhr and

Williams re-

mind us in their historical survey of the Protestant ministry, while

there are a number of aspects of ministry that are agreed upon and
shared in the various historic churches, there are also divergent interpretations regarding the nature and essence of the ministerial office.1
I'n its empirical application this divergence of interpretation has

resulted in widespread confusion today with regard t.o the meaning of the
Christian ministry as vocation, both on the part of the laity and in the
minds of those who are members of the clergy.

One c:cmplicating factor

is the comparatively recent development of new types of ministries and
of unique ways in which the ministry may carry out its tasks.

'lbe

older, more traditional fo.rms of ministry are being challenged and occasionally rejected.
Meanwhile, furth~ confusion arises fran the contemporary emphasis
on the secularization of the church and its ministry in the world.
'D'lere are those who take the position that

l'l'he Ministry

in

Historical Perspectives, edited by H. Richard
Harper and Brothers, 1956),

Ni.ebuhr and Daniel D. W1.111ams (New York:
P• ix.

2

u the church in her v.iail>le structure hu certa1n :feature• llh1ch
resemble those o:f other political or ec:ancmic organizatimla, ahe
too, like those organizations, muat o:f necessity have her ":functicnarie•" who keep the organizational MCh1ne going and who represent ita interest■ to the outside world.2

Related to thia is the personal tension which many a contemporary

ter

:feel■

■ini•

u a result o:f the ccm:flict o:f role• between what he ccnceivea

his vocation to be--easentially the procluaation o:f the Gospel and the
care o:f aouls--and what the Church and 'llke caaunity expect o:f h1a in

term& o:f executive and social activities.
The increased identification o:f the ministry of the laity with
Christian vocation

ha■

also called :for a new exuaination o:f the place

o:f the clergy 1n the :Institutional Church.

Ha■

thi~ idmti:fication

obscured the need for an ordained miniatry? There are thoae who think
it has.
Beyond all this there is the diaturbing fact that the Church,

too,

is caught up in a period of time when individuals and groups are revolting againat every :form o:f institution and "establiament. 11 There
is an acc:0111panying queationing 6:f every :form o:f authoritariania in.
the structures o:f the Church, whether these structure• are hierarchical

or more simple congregatj_ona], forms.

As the authority :figure in the

Church, the minister often bears the :brunt o:f the hoatilitiea o:f ••-

bers who play their part in a rebellioua society.
Finally, there is continuing discussion in theological circle•
today about ministerial authority, about the nature and validity o:f the
minister•• call to

hi■

tuk, and about the meaning o:f ordination.

2.JUrgen Rolo:f:f, "The C)iest1.on o:f the Church•• Ministry in OUr
Generation," Lutheran World, XX (October 1964), 392.

3

Confronted by these and other problems from within and from
without,3 the Church and its ministers need to look seriously at the
meaning of Christian ministry and its validity as Christian vocation.
There is an urgency to examine the Christian ministry 1n the light of
its theological foundations, .its b.i.blical standards, .its historical
development, as well as in its contemporary situation.
Historical Development of the Ministry
But even when the ministry is viewed in the light of its purely
historical development from the ministry of Christ 1n
times, the divergent interpretations remain.

New

Testament

Christians 1n the Church

uni.versal are not agreed as to the form and structure according to which
the Church's ministry should be organized.

:It is true that for more

than a thousand years-from the Counc.i.l of Nicea to the days of the
early Reformers-the structure of the Church and its ministry was
generally stable and uni.versal.

But since the days of the Reforma-

tion, w.i.th its emphasis on Scripture and the Gospel, together w.i.th a
renewed study of the New Testament and the early Chr.i.stian centur.i.es,
there have emerged several new adaptations of the general structure
of the ministry.
The f.i.rst was the Iutheran pattern.

For

wther,

the only ministry

essential to the Church was that wh:l.ch was responsible :for the preach1.ng of the \-.brd and the administration o:f the Sacraments.

A man

could

3a. Roberts. Paul's introductory chapter 11A Ministry Perplexed"
1n ~~ (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Willimn B. Eerdman's Publishing

Co., 1965).
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not appoint himself to this office, but must rather be approved by the
Church.

The IA.ltheran pattern was congregational with respect to the

local congregation and synodical in its wider organization.

i'he second,

reformed type of ministry was the Calvinist or presbyterian, which included four kinds of ministerial office--pastor, teacher, lay elder
and deacon.

The really new and characteristic feature of this organiza-

tion lay i.n the eldership, and Calvin's system has become the basi.s of
all the Reformed Churches.

The thi.rd ministeri.al pattern emerging at

the time of the Reformation was the Angli.can, which was the result of
both political and religious stimuli that are not easy to distinguish.
'l'hi.s type of ministerial organization continued the threefold ministry
of bishops, pri.ests and deacons, which had existed in the medieval
Church.

Thi.s i.s the pattern of the Church of England, which has spread

also to other Churches throughout the world.

Following the RefoJ:mation,

a fourth pattern arose, that of the Free Churches, with its emphasis on
the spontanei.ty of the Holy Spirit, the autonomy of the local congregation, and personal commitlnent to Christ.

:Ct arose out of Anabaptism and

English Separatism and found expression in Baptist and Congregational
Churches.

These four types of ministerial organization, not entirely

distinct from one another, have taken thei.r place 1n the history of the
Church beside the Roman Catholic and the Eastern Orthodox Churches.
While each of these patterns claims to find some justification for
its organization in Scri.pture and in CU-istian tradition, there can be
no doubt that all of them have also been influenced by external factorspoli.tical, social and ecclesiastical conditions at particular times and
places.

Even today, as was indicated above, new patterns of ministry

5

are suggesting themselves to a Omrch that: must: he alert: to change and
to the most: effective way of proclaiming the Gospel.

We are living in

an ecumenical age, when we must: recognize the existence of other Churches
beside our own which have made outstand.ing contributions to the spread
of the Gospel.

It is not poss.ible any longer to say, "Our Omrch struc-

ture is the only d.ivinely appointed one."
A New Testament: Pattern?
In the past there has been much debate as to which t:ype of m.inistry
corresponds most closely to the original New Testament organization.
Unfortunately, a good portion of this debate has been fruitless and unsuccessful in the degree that the various Christian communions continue
to maintain that theirs is the only valid ministry. 4

'l'his sit:uation is

aptly expressed in the oft-quoted words of canon Streeter:

''In the

classic words of Alice in Wonderland, 'Everyone has won, and all shall
have prizes. 111 5
Within the last three-quarters of a century, as

w.

D. Davies points

out, a curious d.ichotomy has developed with regard to the organizaJ:ion
of the ministry of the Church.

Whi.le there has emerged "a marked unit:y

as to the essential nature of the Church as the eschatological people
of God in Christ:," at: the same time, continues Davies,
there has emerged an equally marked d.isagreement: as to the way or
ways in which that. people was organized, if, indeed, in its

4Ind.1viduals wit:lun the various Christian conmunions, of course,
have recently t:aken an increasingly broader view and are accepting the
ministries of denominations other than their own as valid.

Ss.

H. Streeter, ihe Primitive Church

1929), P• ix.

(New

York: i'l1e MacMillan Co.,

6

earliest stages we could apeak of its being atrictly "organized"
at all. The nature of the Body of Christ has becane clear; but
there is division as to the form or forms that that Body haa
asaumed. 6
The New Testament simply does not give us the sped.fies for detemining
the precise pattern or form of ministry, which, to the exclusion of all

other forms, should prevail in the Church.

Nor can we concede to any

one form of ministry the distinction of having been instituted
our ~d or

by the

first apostles.

by

We cannot say that any one system

found in the Church today re~uces what was found in the New Testament

Church.

As J. Robert Nelson has expressed it,

While the New Testament has much to tell us about the ministry
which is both descriptive for its time and normative for all timea,
it simply does not give the specific and incontrovertible anawers
to our restless questionings about ordination, auccesaicn, aacramental administration, the ministry of wcmen, and the like. Even
a most conservative, or literalistic, reading of the New Testament
does not make possible a simple restorationism, u though the
Church needed only c:cmmon reason, good faith, and the leading of
the Holy Spirit to discover the perennially valid patterns of
ministry and order. 7
I:t does not necessarily follow, however, that the New Testament
offers no help in dealing with the problem of diversified u well u
restricted ministries.

U we cannot find clear-cut patterns to follow,

neither can we conclude that the special .ministries are simply matter•
of practical expediency and ad hoc arrangements, or that they are ultimately unnecessary.

What we can do is discover in the New Testament

how the first generation of Christians recognized the diversity of minis-

tries as a gift of God for the upbuilding and extending of the Church.

&w. D. Davies, Christian Origins and .Ju.dai. . (Philadelphias The
Westminster Press, 1962l, P• 208.
7J. Robert Nelson, "Styles of Service in the New 'l'eat•ent and Now,"
'l'heologY Today, XXJ::I (April 1965), 86.

7

:tt is not possible, however, to d1sCW1s the nature end 11eanin9 of
the 0lr1stian ministry adequately without reference to the doctrine of
the Ciurch.

Few will disagree with the statement that the "m1n1atry" waa

given to the Church, that it is the ministry which the exalted Oir1st
uses to build and maintain the Church.
mines the ministry of the Church.

The mission of the Church deter-

The importance of th1a autual rela•

t1onsh1p is seen also in the way the Ccnfess1ons of the Lutheran Church
deal with the doctrine of the ministry.

There is surprisingly little

about the office of the ministry in the Ccnfess1ons, and where mention
is made of it, it is always, as in Article V: of the Augsburg Ccnfeasion,
in the context of the doctrine of the Church. 8

The office of the minis-

try is inherent in the Church.
Scope and Organization of the Study
The scope of this thesis, however, is 11m1ted to a d1acusa:lon of
developing stru.c:tures of the ministry.

The reader 1a reminded that we

ere particularly concerned in thi.s presentation, not with the general
ministry of the total Church, although this must necesaerlly be included, but primarily with the developing atru.c:tures of the apec1al!,
set-apart ministries as they are conceived by representative• of
ver1ous Cir1stian c:cammions.

These two ccnc:epts, of

cour■e,

cannot

8cf. Edger M. Cerlaan, "The Doctrine of the M1n1atry 1n the Ccn~
fessions," The Lutheran QlerterlY, XV (May 1963), 118-131; also Arthur
Carl P1epJcorn 1 11".l'he Sacred Ministry and Holy Ordination in the Syabol1cal Books of the Lutheran Church," in Lutherans and catholic• in
D1alop, published jointly by Representative• of the u.s.A. lfat1cnal
Ccllllit:tee of the Lutheran World Federation end the Bishops• c:a-:!ttee
far Ecumenical and Znterrel1g1oua Affair• (Hew Yark and Waahift9ton,
D. C.1 1970) 1 :IV, 101-119.

8

be isolated, ina1111111ch as ministry doe• not belong totally to an indivi-

dual but to the people of God.

Yet it 1• 1n the technical and more

specialized sense of those called and appointed to special office u
"ministers" that we shall cansider the developaent of the ministry.
The subject is a vast one; moreover, it 1• ccmplex and cantroversail.

As Williston Walker tiu pointed out, "No question in church his-

tory has been more darkened by controversy than that of the origin and

development of church

officer■,

and nane 1• more difficul.t, owing to

the scantine•• of the evidence that ha• survived. ■9 What ia true of
the early centuries is true of all of the history of church order dOlllll
to our own day, except that now it is not the scantiness of the evidence
that provides the difficul.ty, but the abundance of the controversial
material.
The methodology to be followed is based on the att.mpt to discover

whether there is any normative pattern for the structure of the Christian ministry in the New Testament, and in what ways the actual fozm• of
ministry that are current in the Omrch have developed.

The approach

will be historical.
Accardingly I we shall begin with a review of the conaenaua of Protestant scholarship that prevailed around the year 1880.

Thia review is

baaed on a dissertation by the Swedish theologian, Olaf Lintcn, entitled
Das Problem der UrJcirche in der Neueren Forsc:hunq.10 in which be analyzed

9wUlistcn Walker, A History of the Christian Church (Hew Yorks
Charles Scrimer•s Sons, 1919) 1 P• 44.
1001af Lint.en, Du Probl• der UrJcirche in der Nweren Foracmmq
(Uppaala1 Uppsala Universitet:s Arsakrift, 1932). For the purpose of
contr1buting to the development of this thesis, X have translated frca
the German Linton•• entire work of 243 pages.

9

criti.cally the prevailing view• of the ccnaenaua of ac:holarahip regarding
the Omrch and its ministry around the year 1880.

Written in 1932 1

Linton•• wark is thorough and c:cmprehensive, and he llani:festa a :broad
background of knowledge regarding the early Church, u the nineteen
pages of his bibliography indicate.
According to Lintan, .it had come to be generally accepted in Protestant circles around 1880 that the organization of the Church was of
sociological, not of dogmati.c or theological, s.1.gnific:anc:e.

Indeed,

the :formal organizati.on of the Omrch during its subsequent history was
regarded as a degenerati.on :frcm the original aimple structure of the
New Testament.

These assertions were made and accepted generally,

Lintan points out, under the influence of the Enlightenment and the
idealisa and humanism of that day.
of that day were not conc:luaive.

But the results of the scholarahip
'l'he attempt to :f.1.nd one organizational

principle for early Oiristi.an Omrch life :failed, ao that scholarahip
turned fr0111 its preoccupati.on Id.th early Qiurch organization to a study
of various .isolated elements of church life and parti.cularly to the
doctrine of the Omrch.

To th.1.a Lintan alao turns his attention, u he

evaluates the var.1.ous theor.1.ea of the Church that prevailed between
1880 and 1932.
In Chapter l'.l'.l'. we shall attempt to bring the diacuaaion ant.the

Church and .1.ta miniatry up to date.

Here again the material 1• vaat

and caaplex, and we have no illusions about having made a caaprehenaive

study of even the major portion of auch mater.1.al.

'What we have attempted

to•.!do waa to present a number of a.1.gnificant interpretation• o:f the
hiatorical developaent of the llin1atry that are bfiiii10111Y held today.

10
We have investigated representative sources and statements from the Angli.can, Anglo-Catholic, Ranan Catholic, Reformed, Lutheran and Pree ONrch
communions, and these are indicated i.n the bibliography.

We have fol-

lowed a pattern of organizi.ng all these interpretations into three main
groups, which appear to represent the predani.nant, major vi.ews on the
structure of the ministry.

Various aspects of one major view wi.11, of

course, be similar to those of another major v.iew, but 1.n general the
categories, we trust, are valid.

Here

and there personal reactions to

various 1.nterpretations will be expressed, but by and large the general
conclusions are reserved for Chapter :CV.

CHAPTER

:IJ:

OUJF Lnfi'ON AND THE CONSENSUS OF SCHOLARSHIP OF 1880
'l'he Consensus of 1880
The burden of Linton's work, Das Problem der Urkirche 1.n der

Neueren Forschung. is his presentation of a critical analysis of the
consensus that prevailed in Protestant scholarship around the year
1880 with regard to the organization of the early Christian Church and
its ministry.l

As w. D. Davies reminds us, the Enlightenment had by

that time thoroughly influenced New Testament scholars also 1.n the area
of Christian origins, with the result that
the Primitive Church had come to be regarded as made up of individual Christians who formed a religious society •• ._ and whose
organized life could be adequately understood 1.n the light of
that of similar contemporary religious groups, of which there
were many 1.n the Hellenistic as 1.n the Jewish world• • • • the
application of strictly theological or dogmatic categories for
their explanation was largely deemed to be superfluous: the
organization of the Church was regarded as a social necessity
not a divine ordinance.2
Thus, around the year 1880, and in contrast to the traditional position
of the Rcman Catholic Church regarding Church organization, Protestant
scholarship had concluded that the Episcopate is not a continuation of
the Apost:olate, that the constitution of the Church is not due to any

l:cn this chapter we intend to summarize what Linton has to say about
the consensus of 1880 1 s. While the translation of his work from the German is mine, the content of this chapter represents the th1n1cing of
Linton ccmpletely. Olaf Linton, Das Problem der Urkirche in der Neueren
Forschung (Uppsala: Uppsala Universitets ArssJcrift, 1932).
2w. D. Dav.ies, Chr.istian Origins and Judaism (Phi.ladelphia: "1'he
Westminster Press, 1962), p. 200.
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direct divine appointment, and that the leaderllhi.p of congregations re-

sided, not in the hands of a monarchical bishop, but in a body of elders,

the presbyterate, fram whose midst th~ bishop
Thia in general

term■

wa■

subsequently

represented the position of the

cho■en.

ccnsensu■

in Pro-

testant scholarship around 1880.
Fundamental to this ccnsenaus were the autancmy and the
of the ccngregation.
presbyters or elders.

The congregation wu

adllilu■tered

■overei.gnty

by a council of

One of these elders was chosen president of the

council, and thus the office of bishop arises fram the presbytery.

As

J.B. Lightfoot expressed 1.t, "The episcopate was fomed not out of the
apostolic order by localization but out of the presbyteral by elevat1cn.n3
Underlying these viewpoints is the basic ccncept of the Church u
a religious ullOCiation, or society, and the Church office as an office
of pure adll1niatraticn.

The office holders had nothing to do with the

preaching of the Word but: rather managed the extemal affair• of the
congregation and directed its deliberations.
activity combined with management affairs.

Only later on wu teaching

:rn a word, the original

church office, according to the prevailing view, wu not a spiritual
office. 4

The early Christiana, it wu said, thought in political and

social categories, being influenced by the world around them.
the concept of the universal
system of government.

prie■thood

Further,

led t h • to formulate a daaoc:ratic

The 1ndividual 1• of :fir■t impartance.

The Church

is not necessary for salvation, yet :for practical reuons individual

3Here Linton 1• quoting fram J.B. Lightfoot, st. Paul••
the Philippiana (1890).
4Liftton, p. -6.

Epi■tle

to

13

Christians assemble together.

And so the Olurch ia an empiri.cal, practi-

cal necessity, simply because no society of men could endure without
organization.

Accordingly, the Church is :fol:'lled "from below." The part

precedes the whole, and the whole idea of the Olurch is atomistic.s The
consensus, then, represented a consistent attempt to understand ancient
Christian O\urch organization, not in religious terms, but in the light
of mundane necessities.
With regard to the scholarly use of their sources, Linton suggests
that the advocates of the consensus had made some unwarranted assumptions.
For one thing, he believes that: they interpreted the few

New Testament:

sources that: were available in the light of their own contemporary situation
and in the context of their own times.

In addition, he is of the opinion

that they made inferences from silence, that they conjectured, and that:
they modernized their conclusions.
F.

c. Baur,

the

Equally significant, and following

consensus advocates operate on the a priori assumption

of a rejection of the authent:1.city of the Pastoral letters of

Paul as

well

as of his Letter to the Philippians (because of the mention of ''bl.shop"
and "deacon" in these Letters).

For the consensus, the Corinthian con-

gregation was the typical original Christian congregation, because there
we

observe the 11102't apparent autonomy.

:It governs itself, exercises

discipline over its own members, and determines its acts of worship on
the bas:1.s of charismat:1.c g:1.fts existing in its midst.6 Conclusions of
this kind :form one basis of the consensus, but this basis, Linton says,

5llxl,d., P• 8.
6 ~ . , P• 11.
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is weak because we are not certain that the Corinthian congregaticn wu
a typical ccngregation.
'l'he discussion at that time really revolved around two basic questions:

How

Church organization originated (whether spontaneously or by

following Jewish or Hellenistic

pattern■),

and how the Old Catholic

Church system of Church government developed fraa it.
the latter question the

cc::nsenau■

In

answer to

contended that at first the adm1n1•-

tration of the congregation was in the hands of a c:ounc::l.l of presbyters
but that, •in the very nature of the case," a council needs a president.
Fran this it was but a simple step for the c:ounc::l.l president gradually
to beccme the real overseer of the congregation, with the primary task
of administering not only the congregational affairs, but also those
of the presbytery.

While this hypothesis was regarded u well esta-

blished, there was less certainty about the chronology of the development of the monepiscopacy, due to various questions of authenticity,
especially those pertailiing to the letters :Cgnatiua end the Pastoral
Letters.

In

the final analysis, the mare radical scholars claimed to

detect hierarch:l.cal tendencies in these Letters and on that basis proclaimed the spuriousness of the Letters, while the conservative
who adhered to the authenticity of the
tendencies in them.
prevailed.

Letter■

scholar■

renaunc:ed any hierarchical

Despite these divergent usumpt:l.ons, the consensus

Furthermore, observes Linton, the prevailing theory ccnc:em-

ing the very origin of Omrch organization also was not acccapl:l.shed without questionable US\BJ)ticns, naely, the president-council hypothesis.
'l'he same critic:1■a, he c:cntinues, can be applied to the questionable

applications and

interpretaticn■

of the sources with regard to the

15

relation of the apostles to the allegedly autcmaaous congregations., The
consensus explained the later organizaticn of the Old Catholic Church in
terms, not cnly of developtent from the original
degeneration of the original system.

sy■tem,

but

al ■o

of the

Thus, "later Qmrch organizaticn

is the product of priestly and Raaan pretentiona to

■overeignty.n8

In answer to the other question ccncerning the original organization of the Church, the 00nsensus held that
fluencea were observable.

On the

Jewi■h

and Hellenistic in•

one hand, appeal was made to the

organization of the Jewish synagogue, in which the officials were not
priests and in which each mmaber was entitled to speak.

There were

others within the consensus who suggested that the Oiristiana imitated
the cooperative system of the Helleniatic-Ranan state organization.

Jew-

ish Christiana, it was said, patterned their organization according to
the former, and the Gentile congregations according to the latter.

Sau

even suggested an imitaticn of the Essene ccaaunitiea. 9 At any rate, it
was generally held that Christian Church organization depended for i'ta
origin on some outside influence.

Yet, Linton notes, not all scholars

accepted these theories on origins, but insisted rather on early Christian organization as an essentially original creation of ehristendcn.
Nonetheless, the majority adhered to a defini.te dependence upon Judai•
as the natural point of departure for early OlristJ.an organizaticn.

7n,1d., P• 19.

-

8D,id., P• 19.
9An interesting cmapari■on of the caaunity life of the E■■ene■
with" that of the Corinthian Christiana is provided in Martin H.
Scharl•ann•s Qumr:an and Corinth (New York: Bookaan A■■ociate■, 1962).
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Xdeologically, the assumptions of the prevailing consensus carried
great weight also with conservative scholars of that time.

While they

evaluated a number of questions in a manner different from their more
radical colleagues (particularly those dealing with authenticity), their
basic view of the situation in the early ONrch was the same.

'l'hi.s,

says Linton, is to be accounted for by the fact that the fundamentals of
the consensus lay, not simply in the area of scholarly thought, but
rather in the very modern spirit of the times.
Linton explains, were pietistically inclined.
was more important than the Church.
dividualism.

'lbe conservative scholars,
For them, the indiv1dual

I:n other words, p.ie'ty stressed in-

But the concept of the Church was congregational.istic,

even hierarchical, and they were hostile toward this.

Accordingly, .it

was not difficult for even conservative scholars to accept some of the
crucial assumptions of the consensus, not because they agreed w.ith the
more radical scholars, but because they were influenced by the spirit
of the times.

"Die kongregationalistischen und individualistischen

Gedanken lagen in der Luft. 1110
'l'hi.s, Linton adds, also prov.ides the rationale for the system of
Church government that the Reformed ONrches have adopted.

Whereas in

Lutheran.ism the emphasis was on doctrine, in the Reformed Churches .it
was extended to church order and 11.turgy.

~

Linton concludes that,

following the period of the Reformation, the Reformed groups adopted
the congregational system of

C,urch

organization, not because th.is was

in agreement w1th the New Testament type of organ.:Lzation, but primarily

lOL.:Lnton, P• 25.
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to indicate its oppoaitien to the later Catholic and hierarc:hical type

of church order, which the canaenaus opposed.
In ac:lditicn to these considerations, the idea of the gradual det-

velopnent of church structure was introduced.

Thi• involved the attempt

to reconstruct a coherent and historically accurate pattern of development that would link the late New
order.

Te■t•ent

=der with the early Catholic

Thia presented severe difficulties.

For the critical theologians

it was a problem that demanded a contimmm in which it could be demanstrated that New Testament church order had degenerated into a hierarchy;
and for those with pietistic leanings it was a matter of showing that

God was still at wark in the small circle of believers.

The situation was further ccmplicated by the introducticn of the
concept of law.

In the Middle Ageat-t:he Church'• _claia to sovereignty

was acknowledged, and that claim was superior to the claim of the State.
The State•• claim to sovereignty was recognized through the doctrine of
the two swords, both of which were bestowed by God.

But this .situation

was altered considerably with the introduction of the .concepts of
natural law.11

~ begin with, soveriignty was now explained not

an

religious grounds, bu.t according to natural law, and, then, the sovereignty of the State bec•e the predcminantly recognized one, while that
of the Church~ controversial.

As a result the Church had to ac-

c:mmodete itself to the categories which carried weight before the foraa
of natural law.

These categgrie• were those of the religious fellowship.

lln,id., P• 26.
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Thus, concludes Linton, the foundations of the ccnaensua were formed
partially out of the Reformed views and partially fram the Enlightenment and frcm natural law.
Meanwhile another observation was made.

:It was held by some that

the outward organization did not belong to the essence of the Church
but was religiously indifferent.

The Church is really an inner, purely

spiritual entity, while its organization is something external, incidental, human and earthly.

This view did not contradict the views of

those who were influenced by the Enlightenment and by natural law, for
such a vd.ew was concerned only with the visible Church.

The Church's

divine essence was invisible, accessible only to the believers.

Thus,

for the visible Church the categories of society or of the StateChurch could apply.
There was a reaction to this distinction between the visible and
the invisible Church on the part of the advocates of the High Church
movement, which was influential especially during the early decades of
the twentieth century.

01J. the basis of the New Testament they pointed

to a "holy office," to authority, to supervision, which they found in
the office of teaching in the New Testament apostolate.
they said, has an order that was established by God.

The Church,

In the view

of

the C011sensus, however, these were purely theological and dogmatic

C011siderat1ons and not historical ones.

While the office of teaching

existed frcm the beginning, it had no continuing or organizational
significance.

In

effect, the ccnsenaua did not see any relationship

between the apostolate and the office of teaching, on the cne hand,
and the rise of church order on the other.

Far Lintan, this is evidence
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that the religious basis of New Testament church order was never seriously
considered, and that the constitution of the Church was purely a secular
creation, as far as the consensus was concerned.

Linton indicates that

both Lightfoot and Hatch have illustrated how the consensus of the l880•s
has interpreted the first century in the light of the democratic idealism
of late nineteenth century Liberalism and what the influence of this interpretation was in England as well as in Germany. 12
The Impact of Hatch, Harnack and Sohm on the Consensus
Linton presents Edwin Hatch as a typical representative of the consensus that we have been describing.

Hatch•s two fundamental theses were:

(1) the development of the organization of the Qiurch was a gradual
one, and (2) the clue to the various elements in that organization
was to be found in contemporary human society.

Thus, for example, the

early congregations are merely cooperative bodies; the presbyters form
a council and choose a president; the bishop has administrative duties,
the primary one (and this is distinctive with Hatch) being the management of the finances in the society of Christians, much as in other
societies.

In one crucial point he deviates from the prevailing con-

sensus; he opposed the commonly held view that bishop and presbyter
were identical.
Hatch proceeds from the premise that it is inadmissible to read
back into the New Testa.'11ent situation the sequence of later historical

12Ibid., p. 30. The work of Lightfoot is mentioned above. The
reference to Edwin Hatch is found in his The Organization of the Early
Christian Churches (1888).
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developments, and that we must consider only the contemporary situation.
Accordingly, he points to two iapulaes of the New Testament period that
were influential I

the tendency to organize associations, and the preva-

lence of social misery that provoked deeds of charity.

These, Hatch

claims, are clearly to be found in early Christianity.

l'n his view, then,

the episcopoi became prcminent u financial administrators, in which they
were assisted by the deacons.

Thus, the entire emphasis in early Chris-

tianity, according to Hatch, is on social activity. 13 As far u

the

presbyters are conc:erned, their status ia to be explained once more by
a ccmpariaon with their counterparts in Jewish and heathen antiquity.
The institution of elders, or presbyb!rs, is old and widespread and was
imitated especially by the Jewish Christian congregations.

l'n Hatch••

view, while the bishops and deacons were :functicnaries, dealing with the
care of the poor and with worship, the presbyters had nothing to do with
worship but probably occupied a posi.tion s1milar to that of a Raun
senator.

This view is a most important cne becawle,

■aya

Linton, i.t

forms the basis of the later developaent of Hatch'• hypothesis by Harnec:1c.14
l'n the course of time, Hatch believes, the monarchical bishop arose u

the number of congregations increased and as the need came to be felt for
uni.farmity 1n teaching and discipline.
Hatch'•
■us,

view■,

then, cancur c:0111pletely with those of the

ccn■en-

u i.s indi.cated by h1a own words at the beginnin9 of his book,

which Linton quotes:

13Linton, P• 33.

14:o,i.d., P• 34.
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We shall see~ thoae to whca the Word of 11:fe 1.a made knolal
gradually united into fellowahips. We shall see hov these fellowships organized themselves aa cooperating aoc:1et:1es for the
exerc:1.se of charity in the midst of great poverty and need. We
shall see how they organized themselves as cooperating societies
for discipline, united by the paver of a strict moral law, 1n the
midst of social confusion and laxity. We shall see how they
changed frcm an oligarchical or dmocratic ayataa to a aonarchical
system in the :full aenae. We shall see how the individual congregations ultimately canb1ned with each other into a confederation
spread over the whole warld.15
'lhere were

110111e

who disagreed with Hatch on some points, but by and large

his work was accepted and ac:t:laimed.
'l'he moat outstanding of Hatch' s followers was Adolf Harnack, who

became the herald of Hatch in Gcmany. 16 Harnack au.pportec:l Hatch•• :fmldamental thesis regarding the distinction that was to be made between the
bishop-deacon organization and the presbyteral.

The former office holders

organize and supervise the c::ongregation•s :funct1ons, while the latter are
associated with teaching and warship reapansiblli~es.

'l'he presbyteral

organization was the earthly, secular one, Id.th age and experience serving
as criteria of office, while the biahop-deacan organization was the
specifically Christian one.

The existence aide by aide of these two

spheres of responsibility....the religious and the earthly--was IIOlllething
new with Harnac:Jc, insofar u

the attempt is now being made to understand

the episcopacy as a reli9ioua activity.
With the appearance of the Didache in publillhed fcma in 1883, the
views of the c:anaenaua were reinforced, 1nll8IIIUch as Church offic:1.ala are not

-

15n,1d., P• 35.
16n,1d., P• 36. Har:nack translated Hatch'• work into Geraan, supplied anenthuaiutic introduction to it1 and added "analecta• to it.
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mentioned (at least not up to Chapter 15), and bJ.shops appeared to be
chosen by the congregations, whJ.ch were soverei.gn.

Presumably, the

Didache confi.rmed the mai.n contentions of the consensus.
Harnack also made the Di.dache the subject of a monograph, in whi.ch
he developed a second hypothesi.s, namely, that of a total uni.ted Church
organi.zation, ·wi.th apostles, prophets and teachers servi.ng as the connecting Unks.

'l'hese men were not attached to a particular congregation,

but served the entire Church as they traveled from1 oongregation to congregation.

'l'hey were, moreover, completely free from admi.nistrative and

juri.sdictional functions.

Bishops and deacons, on the other hand, were

the adminJ.strative offi.ci.als of the indi.vi.dual congregation.

Ori.ginally.

they di.d not belong to the group of honored teachers of the Word, but
subsequently they were counted among them and were revered just like
the prophets and teachers.

'l'h:f.s vi.ew, says Linton, appears to be one of

the basi.c vi.ews in interpreting the hi.story of early Qiri.stian Church
order. 17 'J.'his, too, is the celebrated second hypothesi.s of Harnack
regarding a double organization of the early Church, by wh1.ch he d1st1.ngu1shes between a chari.smatic mi.ni.stry belongi.ng to the whole Church
and consisting of apostles, prophets and teachers who had a di.rect, d1v1ne appointment:, and the local administrative mini.stry of bi.shops and
deacons.
'J.'here were others among the advocates of the consensus who went a
step farther and conceived of a fourfold organization of the early.
Church:

the sp1r1tual, which included the apostles, prophets and

17:Ibid.' P• 42.
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teacher■;

the patriarchal, repreaented l,y the

presbyter■;

the

adllini•-

trative, c:aaposed of bishop• and deacons; and the "aristocratic," which
eo11priaed the martyrs and the celibate.

aat the diatinction between two

types of organization--that of the united Church and that of the individual congregation--r•ained the fund•ental one, also in later war:Jc•
of Harnack.

Re-

At this point Linton evaluates the views of Hatch criUcal~Y•

garding as a caricature the latter•• view of the bishop as a financial
administrator, Linton points. out that even in non-Christian evidence•
the term episcopos occurred only incidentally and infrequently iri cannection with the management of money, and that it was a,re
its general meaning of "overseer."

He

observe■

C01rm

in

that also Olristian

sources indicate that epiacopoa does not iqlply econcnics mt rather
signifies "pastor," "shepherd," "the relief of the poor." Thia was a
fatal blow to Hatch'• theory, Linton

believe■•

With regard to the alleged dependence of early Olriatian organization on secular society, Linton s11,ya only that Hatch carried his argument to absurdity, 1:Nt he does not say why, nor doe• he refute it with
evidence.
Furthermore, with respect to Hatch• s :fundamental diatinction between the bishop and the prellbyter, Linton says that throughout there
was an apparent 1nconaiatency, the relationship between the two being
presented first one way and then another.
says only that the opponents of the

He does not elaborate, :bu.t

c:on■mau■

were thereby confinled in

their v1.ew of an original identity.
Then turning to Harnack, Linton recaard• the :foraer'• hypotheses (the

twofold, and occasionally the fourfold organizaticn of the

Church)

u
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too 00111plex and artificial and improbable.

Furtheraore, there 1• no ref-

erence or indication of any kind of organizaticn of the
et■

and teac:hers--11011eth1ng that

an organized Church.

one would expect in

apostle■,

proph-

Harnack•• view of

When Harnac:Jc tried to attribute this absence or

c:cnfusion to the paucity of aourcea, Lintcn aaya, "that, one COllld not
bel1eve.n18

In passing, Lintcn 1• critical of cne other advocate of the

cona.,■u■

in this period, nmnely, F.dgar Loen1ng,19 who was a lawyer rather than a
theologian.

Loening

attempt■

to provide a

Olurch organization by claaa1fy1ng the

■olutian

source■

to the probl.aa of

ac:cord1ng to locality.

Thus, he distinguishes three main types of organizaticn:
Christian congregation with the congregational

a■■llllbly

the Gentile-

aa the principal

feature, the Jewish-Chriatian presbyteral organization, and the mcnarchical system of gover1111ent in

Jeru■alaa

under Jmaea.

But there

1■

nothing

new here, says Linton; everything 1• compatible with the prevailing

consensus.
Of much greater significance 1■ Linton•• evaluatian of Rudolf Sohm,20

also a lawyer, who

1■

known chiefly aa the defender of the thesis that

Church and Law stand 1n opposition to each other.

The ideal Omrch is

without law; it is regulated not legally mt charismatically.

'l'Vice th1■

ideal was realized--in the early Church and in the Refarmaticn--and twice

18
~ • • P• 46.
19Edgar Loening, Die Gaae1ndeverfa■IIUIIG de■ Urchriatenthuaa.
k1rc:henrecht-11che Unterauc:hunq (Halle: n.p., 1888).

20Rl.ldolf Soha, JCirchenrecht (Le1paiz1 n.p., 1892).

E1ne
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it came to nought through the Old Catholic Church and through supreme
h.ierarc:h.:Lcal Church authority <landesherrlic;he

KirchenregJ.men:t>.

1'h.:Ls

thesis underlies the entire viewpoint of Sohm. ;And yet the manner in which
Sohm attacked the prevailing assumptions is even more c:ruc:1.al and effec-

tive, Linton says.

For Sohm, the Church, the ecclesia, is strictly an

assembly of people, with the emphasis on the word "people." Every
assembly of Christians, be it large or small, is a manifestation of the
one Church of total Christendom.

'!'here

is no connection between the

local church and formal Church organization.
Church is charismatic and not judid.al.
gift of teaching.

All organization in the

It consists primarily of the

Like Harnack, Sohm insists that the Word of God is the

principle of this charismatic organization, so that anyone who is endowed
to teach is appointed by God and is not chosen by the congregation.

He

gives absolution, exercises church disd.pline, and governs Christendcm
in the name of God.

'Dus teaching authority was not of a juclicial nature;

it implied the consent of the congregation and rested on their free
assent.

Nor does this mean at all that judid.al power was vested in the

congregation.

There is ne. congregational authority, so that the congre-

gation• a assent is not more than a matter of simple recognition.

The

administration of the congregation :ls £.rem above through the expedient
of the individual personality-who is endowed by God, and it implies the
h.:Lgher moral authority, which claims obedience 1Jl. J:b!, ll!!D!a. 2L. God.
When the congregation elects its teachers, even the choice is not a
corporate act but rests rather on the testimony of God.

The congregation

merely gives its assent, inasmuch as the individual concerned has been
chosen by the Holy Spirit.

L:lJce the call, so also the ordination with

the laying on of hands can bestow only spiritual authority, not judid.al.
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Thus, for Sohm, there .is no closed, corporate, organi.zed congregation.

Only the total Olurch exists, and only that Church is organi.zed.

Yet local assemblies of Christians exist, and they must be explained.
Sohm conceives of them not as individual congregations, but. as "prelim-

inary stages of congregational formation."

Here he part.a company with

Harnack, who maintained that. the organization of the congregation developed
around the Eucharist and the care of the poor.

Sohm, on the other hand,

contends that neither the Eucharist nor the management. of church finances
(church

property is God's property and not the congregation's) is a mat-

ter of congregational administration.

These activities belong to a

priestly representative of God, and, therefore, they are in the hands of
one who had the gift. of teaching.

rn

cases where no one with the gift

of teaching is present, a substitute must. be appointed, and out. of this
necessity, according to Sohm, the bishop came into prominence.

'Ibis does

not. mean, in the case of the bishop, that. he was first an administrative
officer and was then advanced to the teaching office.

Sohm believes

the bishop filled the posit.ion of the teaching office originally.

Bishaps

are always chosen from the ranks of the presbyters, who, while they do
not all have the gift of teaching, nevertheless do have the gift of a
practical witness to the Christian faith.

rn

accordance wi.th his rejec-

t.ion of any element of constitutional government, Sohm does not believe
the presbyters formed a council.

'l'heir function, like that of the

deacons, is to assist at the Eucharist.
For Sohm, in sunanary, there was in early Christianity no congregation
in the legally organized sense, no exclusive council of bishops, no

bishop with a claim to office.

Every form of legal constitution is
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excluded.

In ita pristine purity the Church waa

II

apliitual :fellowship.

But c:cnditicna bec•e unsettled, regulations became
quently

Catholici■m

monepi■copacy

appeared.

arose Sohm

base■

nece■■ary, and

aw,ae-

The conc:luaion that it wu at Rome that

on the :first letter of Claent.

Sohm'• work, as Linton points out, include• cne other significant
conclusion, namely, this theory ccncerning the authority of

synod■•

The

ancient Church synod is not buec:I on the idea of representaticn and ia
not a joint agency of several ccngregationa.
a manifestation of the Church of God.

:It has

it■

authorizaticn u

:It is an usably of c:ongregationa

rein:forced through the 001111ng together of the

bi■hop■,

presbyter•, dea-

cons, ccnfessors, and the entire :faithful ccmpany o:f the laity.
fundamental point is that the authority o:f the synod was

The

univer■al

and

spiritual, not judicial.
Linton c:cmmends Sohm for the latter•• attack on the fundamental
asswaptions of the consenaus, namely, the
corporation.

Sohm, according to Linton,

idea■

of administration and

di■coverec:1

the 00rrect cate-

gories when he substituted "Church" :for corporation, and the "Eucharist"
:for administration.21
Sohm•• most important contribution, Linton says, is hi• statement
that Church and Law

■tand

in opposition.

According to the Protestant

view, divine Church law has arisen 1n two stages:

law :first c:mae into

the Onarch u human law, and then this human law becae deified.

Since

Sohm had already denied the existence of a corporaticn, it :follows that

21L1nton, P•

sa.
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there was no human or corporation law.
divine Church law or no law at all.
There are

■everal

'1'he al ternati.ve

thi■

fund8MDtal

For one thing, Sohll 1 s religion

of the spirit; he wants nothing to do with statutory ideu.
canaiderationa destroy religion.

■1aply th1■ 1

Human Church law 1■ an mpoa■1b111ty.

factors that contributed to

of Sohm, Linton points 01.1t.

vu

1■

thesi■

a religion

Law end legal

Accordingly I the Church alao muat be

free ~rem lay, insti.tuti.cma and 01.1tvard organized fcmas.

'l'his applies

precisely to the visible Omrch 1 for Som does not believe that the early
Church had any conc:epti.cna of an invisible Church.

Secondly, Soha'•

fundamental thesis is predicated upon his own view of law itself. What
is the conati.tuti.ve element of law7 :rn Som•• view
'l'he essence of judicial authority is not that it is to be ac:ca1-

plished forcibly, but rather that it is of a fcmul nature, that
1s 1 basically it has to do with the apec1f1c data of the past.
without the possibility of cr1t1.c1■-, without regard to it,
whether at the 1110111ent it appears essentially justified or not.22
'l'he essence of law for Sohm lies 1n formal powers en the basis of the

deeds of the past.
formal barriers,
viable order.
living Spirit.

Only •allneaa of faith daaenda a

9Uarantee■•

ay■tm

of law,

Accordingly, the char1•at1c order

1■

a

And so, there 1a an antithe■i• betwHn formal law and

Law is civil law and exists only for the State.

"1'he

Church belongs to another world, and Lintcn adds, the correct c:cacept1cn
of the Church 1• the Lutheran concepticn of the inviaible Church.

Sohm•• work WU appreciated by

Prote■tant■

even though all did not agree with his
"fraa nov en everycne who

want■

and Catbolica alike,

ccnclu■iona.

A■

Linton

put■

it,

to deal with the probl• of Church law

muat cane to tsaa with Soha, be he theol091an or 1awyer.n23 But the

-

22n,1d., P• 62.
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problem wu not solved.

Protestants and Catholics alike retabled their

tradit1cnal views, and the debate continues, with Sohm•a vark farming the
accepted starting point.

More important f'or our present d1scuasicn 1 Sola

did not ac:ccnplish the downfall of the cc:naenaus, although he d1d .Bhake
the foundations, and he did provide an impetus f'or :further investigation

of the evidences I which c:cnc:entratecl on isolated upec:ta of' early Christian Church life.
Special Problems
In the following decade (the 1890•s) interest 1n the organizaticn of'

the Church declined, and attention turned to special investigaticns.

Studies of the organized life of the Church were 1nconc:lusive1 so that
scholars no longer attempted detailed descripticna of that organization,
but turned instead to an investigation of specif'ic 1nd1v1dual probl•s•
Two of these probl•s c:cnc:erned the Apoatolate and the c:cmcept of the

Olurch itself.
'1'he Apostles
'1'he fund•ental probl• revolved around the queaticn, "Wu the

Apostolate an original Christian creaticn or wu it takan over f'raa
-:Judai• or Hellenia7"

The prevailing view of the c:cnamaus wu that

in autoncaoua ccngregatiana the apostles wre not the authoritative
leader• and directors mt cnly stiaulators and adviaora with a strictly
personal or "moral" author.:Lty.

wu rejected.

Everything that -deed of off'icialdaa

Chr.:Lat had appointed the apostle• only f'or preaching and

f'or service, not f'or rulin; over the Church.

Linton then presents an

extended diacussim of' the op1n1ans of various ac:holara of the tille on
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the concepts of "the circle of the 1\ielve," the Jewish

Shaliach,

the

limitation of the company of the apostles, the marks of an apostle, and
apostles and prophets as the Church's first charismatics.

We cannot

enter into a detailed description of his elaborate discussion. 24 .suffice
it to say here that one of the fundamental positions of the consensus
was that the apostles were the first charismatics.
them

'!'heir charisma gives

their authority, but this authority is a spiritual, personal, moral

authority, and not judicial.

'l'his is the characteristic feature of the

authentic, Christian apostolate, exemplified by Paul.

'l'he traditional,

official apostolate of later centuries is viewed as a political intruder.
:rt was later introduced by various congregations, and thus the antithesis
arose of a charismatic Pauline apostolate and a traditional Jerusalemite
apostolate.

With regard to the origin of the apostolate, opinions varied,

but the general consensus was that the apostolate was an original Christian
innovation that embraced a broad group of believers.
Prophets and Teachers
Linton's discussion of prophets and teachers is a brief one and concerns itself mainly with origins.

He does not accept the view that in

late Judaism the prophets were regarded as extinct:, but he regards their
appearance in New Testament times as an indicat:ion of the end-time.

By

the end of the second cent:ury, however, the "office" of the prophet had

declined.

With regard to the "teachers," Linton agrees with Harnack that

the origin of the teaching "office" is to be found in Judaism.

He con-

cludes his conanents on the "charismatic offices" with a few obaervat:ions

24~ . , P• 7o.
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on terminology.

Early Oiristianity, he says, was not acquainted wi.th the

term "charismatic, 11 at least not i.n the sense i.n which it is used today.
:It did not disti.nguish bebfeen charismatic and non-chan.smatic offi.ces.
All_ offices were vi.ewed as "charismatic" (pnetana.tikos).

Bishops
We now turn to Linton's discussion of bishops.

Citi.ng examples of

the variety of meanings of the word episcopos in non~istian literature and in the i.nscriptions, all of which, however, add up to the general
meani.ng of "overseer," Linton concludes that it is impossible to find a
fixed meani.ng with regard to the content of the word.

"The word signifies

only that the one so designated had been entrusted with a charge, but not
over what he was to exercise contro1. 11 25 Episcopos is a "relative word
devoid of content" (inhaltleeres Beziehungswort).

:rn Olristian c:ircles

there is general agreement that the word relates to pastoral care, worship and deeds of love, which were duties of the bishop.
Moreover, the word episcopos is a denotative word, suggesti.ng that
behind the bishop stands an "employer." Who, according to early Oiristian
interpretation, is this employer? '!he consensus had contended that it
was the congregation which elected the bishop, although Sohm had insisted
upon a charismatic election.

Linton believes that the most: probable

situation was this that the laity assented to an indivi.dual who was proposed as a candidate.

W1th regard to the council of bishops, or pres-

byters, Linton suggests that the earlier view of the council as an

25~., P• 107.
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executive council with presidents and special positions has now been
replaced by a twofold view:

either the council of presbyters who con-

stitute the pluralistic leadership of the congregation, or the bishops
as a narrow circle of administrative presbyters and the presbyters u
the wider circle of the esteemed elders.

At any rate, it is generally

accepted that from this council of bishops arose the monarchical episcopacy, although the precise stimulus that occasioned the elevation of
one person is explained variously.26 'lbe same is true with regard to
the subsequent expansion of the episcopacy.

Lightfoot•s view evidently

still holds that the episcopate was "formed out of the apostolic order
by localization but out of the presbyteral by elevation."
Presbyters
The old view of the consensus regarding presbyters was that they
formed a kind of congregational council.

Since then Sohm had developed

a different interpretation, according to which the presbyters are the
esteemed elders who sit with the bishops at the alt:ar table.

'lbe Jewish

origin of the word. presbyteros is still generally accepted.
Deacons and Minor Orders
'lbe office of deacon has been far less controversial than the higher

offices of early Christianity, says Linton. 27 'lbere is general agreement
conc:erning the function of the early Oir.1.stian deacons.

26Ibid., P• 111.
27Ibid., P• 113.

'Ibey were helpers
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at worship and in the exercise of deeds of charity.

:rn both areas they

are intimately linked with the episcopate, and various scholars have emphasized the close connection and have seen in the episcopate and the
diaconate only different aspects of a single original office.

'l'he ques-

tion of whether the Seven (Acts 6) were the first deacons or whether they
represented a special office is a controversial one.
'l'he minor orders, it had been generally assumed, had evolved frcm
the diaconate.

But some doubt began to be cast on this assumption when

it was suggested that the exorcists and the lectors were successors of
earlier charismatics.

Sohm had divided the lower offices into two classes:

deaconal offices and clerical functions of the laity, and Linton reinforces this by indicating that the East knew of only two lower initiationsthat of the sub-diaconate and that of the lector.
Women play a prominent role in the early Church, according to Linton,
in a way that was analagous to male activities, and there is a great
amount of literature to substantiate this. 28

'l'he prophetesses are the

feminine prophets, and the "young women" are the feminine ascetics.

Both

are "charismatics" and represent the two main types-the bearers of the
word of God and the heroines of the Christian way of life.

'l'he deaconesses,

of course, are the female deacons, and the widows of the congregation conformed to some extent to the presbyters.
Linton's Reevaluations

:rn spite of the new direction that scholarly research hac:l taken
the 1880 1 s, to which we have previously referred, the :fundamental

28~., P• 115.
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pr1nc:iplea of the conaenaua regarding Church organ1zat1cn had not died
out.

Linton quotes Otto Scheel who 1n 1912 wrote:
'l'he moat widely circulated asaumpticn even today 1n Protestant
research has little to say about a churchly character of early
Christianity. 'l'he "churches" (ecclesiai) were local alliances,
corporations, therefore "congregations." 'l'hey existed "autonomously," independent of each other. An association of cangregations did not exist. Each congregation chose for itself its
directors (prohiatmaenoi) or bishops (episcopoi), who were entrusted particularly with the management (administraticn) of the
congregation (ecclesia) and the stewardship of the congregaticnal
monies, and therefore were administrative and financial officers.
"Deacons," likewise chosen by the congregaticn 1 stood at their
side. 'l'his congregational constitution--not church constitution--is naturally a cmpletely secular structure, a societal
associaticn. The "officers" are just as "profane" as any officer
1n aociety.29

Clearly, the consensus of New Test•ent scholarship regarding Church
organization had not been seriously affected by later scholarly
investigations.
Yet it did become clear that agreement by all on the nature of the
organization of the Olurch was impossible, and for this and other reasons, as Davies points out,30 scholars began to turn their attenticn
from questions of organization to the idea or doctrine of the Church 1n
the New Testament.

"'l'he nature of the Church rather than the form of

its life assumed primary importance.•

Scme areas, still related to

early Church organizatian, continued to be investigated critically,
and to these Linton now refers.

On of the areas of investigatian concerned itself with the idea

of the "Kingdom of God" in the light of eschatology.

29~., p. 119.
30oavies, p. 205.

'l'he translation is mine.

A certain
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congruence had existed mtween the theories of organizaticn of the c:cnsenaua and the ideas of the nature of the Kingdm of God at that time.
The Kingdcm of God had

1,een

regarded as a Jd.ngdcm of ethical perscnali-

ties and, therefore, as an ethical organization of the human race.

J.

Weiss pointed out that this conception was entirely different frca
what Jesus and early Christianity had in mind.31 For the latter, the
Kingdom o:f God was an other-worldly, a heavenly entity.

The idea of

the Kingdcm o:f God and the idea of the Church, then, are in oppositicn.
Jesus had plainly preached of the nearness of the Kingdca of God and
had not intended a continuing earthly institution such u the Church, and
therefore eschatology and the Church are opposed to each other.

The

eschatology of Jesus was regarded as a decisive argument against the subsequent establishment of the Church.
There were other, newer investigations of the concept of the Spirit
in the light of supernaturali••
sented the free religious life.

For the consensus, the Spirit repre-

Spirit and person 1:)elonged together over

against institution and form, and in this respect one l,elievecl he wu
united with early Christianity against the

CClml enemy

of formali...

In 1888 Herman Gunkel suggested a new evaluation, which proceeded frma
a psychological-realistic interpretation rather than frcm the idealistic.
with the glossalalia as his starting point, Gunkel maintained that the
operation of the Spirit 1a not simply an
religiou■

inten■liication

of the innate

quality existing in all men, but that the entire

3~Johannes Weiss, Die Predigt. Jeau
Vanderboeck and Ruprecht, 1964).

'VClll

Chri■tian

Reiche Gottea (G3tt1ngen1
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life is a supernatural miracle, to be accounted for by the Sp1d.t of
God.32 Furthermore, t:he Holy Spirit was active also in the aituat:ion
where a fixed office had been established in the Cmrch, thus raising the
question of the coexistence of Spirit: and office.

'1'he consensus had

denied that: this was possible, insisting that the Spirit needed no forms
and that the case of Paul was a peculiarity.

Indeed, a large body of

literature began to appear at: this time on the subject of the Spirit
from philological, biblical-theological and psychological viewpoints,
and Linton is of the opinion that: the discussion in these wm:ks on the
relationship between Spirit and office was purely academic and, therefore, worthless.33
Another area that: occupied the attention of scholars at this time
was that: of worship.

The

fact: that officials in the early Church were

responsible for the conduct: of worship was accepted by everyone, including advocates of the consensus.

"l'he

latter held that the worship :func-

tion belonged to the sphere of administration, alt:hcugh Sohm distinguished between the two and, with his emphasis on the Eucharist, wanted
to account: for the organization of the Church from worship and not frcm
administration.

J:n

this Sohm was right:, Linton says, inasmuch as later

research has shown that: in early Christianity the Eucharist: held the
~entral position.

rn

the view of the consensus, public worship was

formalism; worship and living religion are opposed to each other.

But

the sehool of Historical Religion now introduced the concept of living

32Linton, P• 122.
33~., P• 127.
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worship, in which the Spirit is alive.

'l'he various charisma, prayer and

other worship experiences are intimately connected with worship.

'l'his,

Linton says, is a breakthrough in the ani:ithesis between organizai:ion and
Spirit, office and Spir.l.t. 34

In summary, Linton observes that the later invesi:igations have certainly shed new light on quesi:ions of the 0Nrch and its organization and,
in his opinion, have rendered the assumpi:ions of the consensus extremely
doubtfui. 35

Apparent now are the dichotomies of the supernatural and

eschatological and the religious life of the inner man, the worshiping
congregai:ion and individualism, the divine dynamic of the Spirit
(uberpersonliche Gei.st S!!£. ~aftwirkung) and the individual personality,
worship and administration.

'l'he consensus had defended its assumpi:ions

as the true interpretai:ion of early Church life and insisted that organization and forms represented degeneration and deterioration of the Church;
it adhered to fundamentals and rejected the unfamiliar.

'l'he newer views,

says Linton, accent the historical distance from early Chrisi:ianity,
stress the ancient and original, and underscore those things that appear
unfamiliar.
The Concept of the Church
While the problem that we are deal.ing with in this thesis is confined to a study of developing structures of the ministry, this seci:ion
on the concept of the 0Nrch in early Chrisi:ianity is not irrelevant 1n

-

34:D>id., P• 131.
35Jl>id., P• 131.
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view of the fact that Church and ministrY, are intimately related, also
with reference to its organization and to our preaent review of the consensus of the 1880 1 s.

Xndeed, it is impossible to

di■CWI■

the Church'•

ministry at all without repeated references to the Church itself.
Accordingly, we shall discuss briefly Linton•• review of the newer
literature on the Church of New Testament times.
:In the early decades of the twentieth century the nature of the

Church rather than the formal organization of its life occupied the attention of scholars.

There are many intellectual, religious and social fac-

tors that contributed to this change in theological discussion, Lintan
points out.36 The inconclusiveness of previous studies, the collapse
of individualism, a new social awareness, a new consciousness of the
total Church as opposed to individual sects, the relationship of the
Church to the State, especially in Europe, and last but not least, the
rise of the ecumenical movement--all of these are contributing elements
in this change of interest.
The consensus had taken its starting point from individualiam and

humanism.

The Church arose sociologically frcn men 'and was, therefore,

a human organization with a human objective.
possible.

No other alternative was

According to the newer views, the Church does not originate

with individuals through a federation, but exists prior to men; the
individual enters the Church.

The Church is a creation "f'rcn above."

Theologically, the Church is not a human creation but is f'rcm God. J:t
is the 11ecclesia" .2!_ God, the body .2!, Christ, the operational base of'

-

36n,1c1., P• 132.
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Holy Spirit.

Sociologically, the Church is more than the social fel-

lowship of the consensus.

Historically, the consensus had dated the rise

of the Church late, contending that. it. was a gradual development of the
union of individuals into congregations and then the congregations into
a confederation called the Church.

Now

the rise of the Church is dated

earlier and is traced back to the life of Jesus.
Linton clasaifies the main areas of scholarship that. have contributed
to the newer understanding of the Church.
1.

'l'he Lexicographical.

An

'l'hese four disciplines are:

examination of the ecclesia was given

a great deal of detailed attention by scholars.

:It. would, however, be

going too far afield even to sunanarize at this point the discussion that
took

place among scholars with regard to the meaning of the word ecclesia.

Does it signify the total Church or a congregation or both'l What about
the household Church'l What about the use of the term within Judaism and
Hellen1sm'2

How does Paul use the word'l What do the synonyms and the

epithets suggest'l All of these questions were involved in the elaborate
investigation, and Linton's conclusion is that one must be cautious in
the use he makes of linguistic achievements.37 Even when Sohm succeeds
in demonstrating from the sources the religious natua! of the Church as
opposed to the view of the consensus that the Olurch was a social assembly,
Linton points out, one can still understand the word "religious" in a
"modern" sense.
2.

'Dle

'l'heological.

From the theological viewpoint. among advoc:ates

of the consensus the Church was the creation of men fraa below with a

37:Ibid., P• 146.
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social purpose.

'1'he

more recent linguistic investigations have designated

the Church as the Olurch of God, with its synonym people 2t, i25l•
from above.

:It is

'l'his is to he seen already in the light of Judaism, where

God dealt with the people.

The same is true after the Exile when God

dealt with the Remnant, the true :Israel.

:In the New Testament the early

Christians did not establish a new society, but they were Jews whose
Messiah had come and who regarded themselves as "the true :Israel."

'1'hey

had not formed a new religious society; rather, a new age had come, and
they had entered into a new period of the world.
produced the Church.

Thus, not men, but: God

:It is not from below but from above.

!llch of the

same reasoning is to he applied to the relationship between the Omrch
and the Messiah, the Son of Man.
long together.

Messiah and Messi.ah's congregation be-

:Indeed, says Linton, Christ: is more closely bound up with

the Church than with the individual, for the 0Nrch 1s the bride of Christ,
the body of Christ. 38

Similarly, as the sphere of operation of the Holy

Spirit the Church is from above.

On the one hand, it is a real entity in

the world and not invisible or a metaphysi.cal idea, and on the other hand,
it resides here as an alien, for in essence it belongs to another world.
As Linton puts it, "it is a part of realized eschatology, 1139 and is not

to he distinguished from eschatology as was done earlier.
From the point of view of soteriology, the consensus had viewed salvation as a mundane deliverance of individual human beings.

'l'he

congre-

gation and the Church arise to for:m a religious society for the preservation

38:Ibid., P• 149.
39™•• p. 150.
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of

C0lliiiOll .:lntere■ts,

purpose.

with the preservation of

Chri■tianity

u a

The Church was essentially an earthly organization.

■econdm:y

Now, L.:ln'°21

says, men regard aalvation and admission into the 0Nrch u cne and the
seme procedure.
of God. 40

The Church is the salvation inatitution

(Hellsveran■taltung)

In thia latter view the Church is prior to the individual and

not the reverse.

:It can expand, but its essence is frcm the beginning.

The idea of the Church of early Olristianity is not collectivistic, not
atomistic.
The Sociological.

3.

As already indicated, the

cmsenau■

had re-

garded the Church u a religious society, an asaociation, a corporation.

When later scholarship dated the Church before New

Te■tement

tiaes by vir-

tue of its continuation frcn the Old Testament Remnant and ahafed :further
that the Church was above individual men, this sociological category we.a
negated.

Once rejected u Catholi.c, the category of the Church u an

instituti.on prior to the indi.vidual again became praainent.

Meanwhile

the science of sociology had appeared, and the question df the aociologi.cal character of the Church acquired a new

■1.gni.ficance.

Since the de-

signation of the Olristians as "people of God," "saints," "ecclesia of
God" or "disciples" really had theological connotationa, it was held that

the sociological formulation of the

que■ticn

1• .taproper,

ina■IIUCh

sociology reckons exclusively with the relationships between aen.

as

Never-

theless, there were those who ccntri.ved various philoaophi.cal and speculative theories that are so intricate end difficult to 'Understand that
Linton himself adm.ta hi■ inability to comprehend tball. 41

-

40n,1d., P• 151.
41:Ibid., P• 156.
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of the new sociologi.cal categori.es that were :invented lead ri.ght back to
theology, so that "to speak of those investi.gati.ons as sociologi.cal 1.s
hardly possi.ble. 1142 One thing seems clear, however, and that 1.s the fact
that the attempt to understand the Omrch as only one among many si.mi.lar
human soci.eti.es that were 1.n existence 1.n the fi.rst century, as the consensus had proposed, was no longer acceptable.

Yet the newer attempt to

deal with the Church .1n soci.ologi.cal categories was equally di.ffi.cult.
Davi.es expresses it well when he says,
The sociological approach to the Church, which sought to explain
it purely .1n terms of human relati.onships, has consequently given
place to a new kind of sociologi.cal approach, which strictly
speaking is not sociological at all, in which the peculiari.ty of
the Church as a di.vine-human society is recognized, a ~culiarity
which demands peculiar categories for its explanati.on. 3
Quoti.ng

s.

E. Johnson, Davies adds, "it is the di.fferences between Chris-

tianity and its rivals in the fi.rst century, and not its simi.lari.ty to them,
that are now recognized to be significant. 0 44
4.

The Historical.

Accordi.ng to the views of the prevailing con-

sensus, Christi.anity had arisen on the day of Pentecost, but the Church
was formed gradually "from below."
but no Church.

The apostles founded congregations

They di.d not create the organizati.on, and Jesus had never

thought of establishi.ng a Church.

The newer Protestant 1.nvesti.gati.ons

now began to questi.on these assumpti.ons, particularly on the basi.s of

42~ . , P• 156.
43nav1.es, pp. 206-207.

44s. E. Johnson, "Paul and the Manual of Discipli.ne," Harvard 'l'heological Revi.ew, XLVD::t (1955), 157.
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Matthew 16:17-19.
points:

'l'he

abundant literature that appeared dealt with two

the founding of the Church by Jesus, and the role of Peter 1n

the 0\urch.
Protestant research had from the beginning, so Linton says, been
distrustful of discussions on the position of the primacy of Peter because this was the precise position of Catholic theology for the establishment of papal primacy. 45

Moreover, it had maintained that the position

of primacy did not harmonize with the general view of Jesus.

In only

two instances does Matthew use the term "ecclesia" (16:18 and 18:17), and
in the former passage the reference is to "My Olurch, 11 which is difficult
t o accept as long as one asswned that Jesus never intended to establish
a religious conanunity but wanted to proclaim only the IC1ngdom of God.
The conclusion was that the word originated with the evangelist or with
his circle of associates, and thus its authenticity as a word of Jesus
was questioned.

Harnack and others had also suggested an interpolation

hypothesis, according to which the passages in question were not 1n
Matthew's original text but were appended in the second half of the
second century.46 Yet among many scholars the assumption remained quite
settled that the passages were original components of Matthew's Gospel.
Linton then presents an extremely detailed discussion of the views
of various scholars on such related points as the "keys of the Kingdcm,"
the "gates of hell," the "loosing and binding," the name Peter, the
character of Peter, the testimony of the Church fathers, and the

45L1.nton, p. 158.
46Ibid. , P• 160.
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rel1g1o-histor1cal and form-critical interpretatians, u well u
mystical views of Joac:hilll Jerem.aa.

By way of

~

all the arguments that have been presented can be
headings:

(1)

the

he indicate• that

clu■1f1ed

under four

the statistical 'l lrg\Dent, which refers to the infrequent ·

use of the word

"churchC" (2)

the eachatalogical argument, which infers

that Jesus had not intended to found a Church because of the approaching
end of the world; (3) the rel1g1o-hiator1ca1 arg1,aent, which augge■ta

that in early Chriatiarnty Peter had not enjoyed the authoritative poai.tion that would merit such a distinction frca Jesus; and (4) the
logical argument, which

inai■ta

p■ycho

that the designation "rock" does not

harmonize with the unreliable character of Peter.
With regard to the historical relevance of the Twelve, Linton is sure
that the number "twelve" 1• symbolical and
new Xarael.

1■

intended to represent the

Even more specifically, he believes Jeaua fashioned Hi•

twelve disciples into a Church, knowing Himself to be the Messiah.

As

to the precise time when this occurred--whether it wu at the institution
of the Lord'• supper o.r whether it wu by the threefold stage of the call
and sending of the d1ac1plea 1 the confession of Peter, and the institution of the SU.pper--Linton say■ , ''we must be satisfied with the •that•

and leave the

•when•

unanawered."47

Fundamental Problems of the D1acuaaion

In his final chapter Linton attempts to
tion■

of the foregoing diacuaaicn.

-

47n,1c1., P• 178.

INIII

'l'hese are:

up the three main ques-

did the early Omrch

45

conceive of Church and corporation or only Church?; how are the concepts
of Church and organization related?; and what is the relationship between
Spirit and office?
With regard to the first question, Linton seems to favor the view
that the Church is to be thought of in terms of the total Church, the
total people of God.

Individual congregations are not autonomous and do

not have supreme authority.

Decisions that individual -c:angregations may

make are decisions of the whole Church, inasmuch as Christ Himself and an
apostle are required to be present. 48

Returning to the element of law in

early Christianity, Linton is of the opinion that, while research has consistently proceeded from Protestant or Roman Catholic presuppositions as
well as from modern conceptions of law, one must understand law in the
early Church in the framework of oriental law.

In other words, the early

Christians were conscious of the concept of law and made use of law, but
they did not apply it in the Hellenistic, democratic, societal sense.
As far as the relationship between Church and organization is con-

cerned, Linton reminds us that, according to the consensus, authority was
ascribed to the person, whereas early Christianity attributed the diversity of services to the gifts and the determination of God.

Some advo-

cates of the consensus had also found the one determining principle of
organization to be that of service-the service of the word and servi.ce
in deeds of love; others found it to be in worship.

Finally, there were

those of the consensus who regarded the congregation as a representation
or image of the total

48~., P• 194.

ecclesia. 11
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'l'his latter idea, Linton believes,

46

must be worship orient.ed.

:rt is the worshiping congregation that repre-

sents the total Church, for in a mystical way the entire Church is present
in worship-the Church of the past and the Church of the future, the
Church on earth and the Church in heaven.

Still others regarded the con-

gregation as a fragment of the total Church which is living in the diaspora.
The individual congregations are merely offshoots of the one Church,
whose focal point is Jerusalem.

Under this type of organization all the

congregations of the New Testament are regarded as missionary congregations.

Linton himself seems to prefer the idea of representation over

the idea of the fragment, since to him this suggests more accurat.ely the
actual situation with regard to early Church organization.49
This is consistent with his belief that the representative congregation is a worshiping congregation, for it is at worship that organization
is required.

:Indeed, somewhat hesitatingly Linton suggests that the

monarchical episcopacy may have arisen from the organization of worship,
in which the bishop had the role of leadership.
Thus, Church and organization, mission and organization are complimentary, says Linton.SO

'l'he Church has not been formed from the congre-

gations, but the congregations have result.ed from the Mission.

'l'he

totality of the Church is of first importance, so that in the ancient
Church there were no autonomous, corporat.e congregations.
Church is truly organized.

49~., P• 199.
SOibid., P• 204.

But the total

rn early Christianity there was not merely
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the idea of equal brothua mt also the ideal of the graded Church, or,

u Linton calls it, a horizontal and a vertical solidarity.
The final fund•ental queaticn of early Church organizatian concerns the relationship between Spirit and office.

Linton begins by

attempting an explanaticn of the psychological experience of the
"ecstatic," who claims to function :in the power of the Spiri-t.

Recog-

nizing this as a legitimate spiritual experience, and believing tha-t
Spirit and tradition are not irreconcilable contras-ta, he says tha-t
the "pneumatic" can well be the holder of an office, even the creator
of an office, and the appointer of an official.

Citing the case of

Paul, he points out that Paul certa:1nly was, en the cne hand, a
"pneumatic," and that on the other hand, he also had a positive stance
toward both office and tradition.

For Paul, order is "a noble blessing."

In Paul the objective and the subjective meet, end for this reason
Spirit and office can work together.

CHAPTER DX

INTERPRETATI:ONS OF DEVELOPING S'l'RUC'l'URES OF THE MINISTRY SD1CE 1933
Since the appearance of Lint:Dn•s exhaustive study of the problem of
the early Church and of ministerial orders, the debate on the ministry
has continued on an even wider scale and more intensely.

New impetus

for the debate has been provided by the ecumenical movement as well as
by

new methods in the study of biblical theology.

J:t is our purpose in

this chapter to review and evaluate what some representative scholars of
various church polities have said since 1933 about the structure of the
ministry.
Development: according to · Hans von Campenhausen
One of the most illuminating and thorough studies of developing
structures of the ministry in recent years is Hans von Campenhausen•s
Ecclesiastical Authority and Spiritual Power.1

As a basis for what we

shall say l.ater, a brief sketch of Cmnpenhausen•s position on the development: of church organization in the first three centuries of the
New

Testament: era will be help:fUl..
'lbe Christian Church originated from the historical. message of the

Resurrection, f.rom which it derived its particul.ar place end task in
the history of salvation.
dom

In this primitive community there is free-

but not equality of function.

Says von Campenhausen,

lffans von Campenhausen, Ecclesiastical Authority and Spli;.t+p•1
Power, translated by J. A. Baker (Stanford: Stanford Univez,sity Press,
1969).

49

At: no time is there a lack of outstanding personalities with their
own particular vocation and authorit:y; and these distinctions are
not the product of the merely fortuitous diversity of individual
nat:ures and their endowments, nor do they arise "organically" out

of the practical requirements of communit:y life-though it is true
that the latter call for attention at: an early st:age, and do lead
to particular forms of organization. Instead they make their
appearance simultaneously with the Omrch itself, and are an integral part of the story of its origin. 2
As far as the significance of the twelve disciples is concerned,

however, the widely held conception that they were the leaders and
governors of the primitive conmunity is, according to von Campenhausen,
untenable.

They were rather representatives of the new, Christian :Israel,

even as the twelve tribes comprised the people of God in the Old Testament.

Stated differently, the real significance of the calling of the

Twelve was not connected with the contemporary life of the conmunit:y at
all, but was in anticipation of that Last Day, when they are to "sit
on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of :rsrael. 113

rn

the case

of Peter specifically, while the whole New Testament presents Peter as
an outstanding figure in primitve Christianit:y, there is no warrant to
suggest: that Peter was a spiritual monarch, or first pope.4
The question regarding the distinctive character of an apostle is

a basic one among scholars of the primitive New Testament: Qlurch.

The

decisive factor, von Cmnpenhausen says, is "the encounter with the Risen
IDrd, which was frequently experienced and understood as a special

2

~ . , P• 13.

3Matt::. 19:28.

4von Campenhausen, P• 19.

so
call or c:ommiasion.nS As a result of the testimony of these eye-witnesses,
he continues,
they are in truth earlier than the Omrch, which is balled on that
testimony, and must continually renew its relationship with it.
They are, 1ndeed, the inaugurators and foundaticnstone11 of the
Church, despite the fact that their importance, their position,
and their personal quality vary considerably in other respects,
and that not even their number can be established with certainty.6
Moreover, since the Resurrection 111 a unique event in t1111e, never to be
repeated, and since the function of the original apostles aa eye-witnea11e11
is also of a once-for-all character, the authority of the apoatolate 111
restricted to the first •apostolic" generation.

Only the historical word

and witness of the original apostles continue with apostolic authority.?

:It is clear frcm the New Testament that the explicit concept of an
"apostolic office" is absent, and that Paul speaks of his calling as a
divine ordinance, a ministry, and a grace given to him by an exclusive
choice of God H1111self.

'1'he crucial point is far

as the apostles• posi-

tion is concerned ia that their calling is dependent upon the person of
the Lord and not on any k1nd of system or organization.

Accordingly,

von Campenhausen continues,

Sibid., P• 23. This, of course applies not anly to the Twelve,
but also to James and "all the apostles," right through to Paul, the
last apostle. Cf. Ren. 16:7; :I eor. 15:7.
6 Ib1d., P• 23.

7:rn the cue of the original apostles one must also take into conaideration the fact that deeds reinforced their procl•ation of the
word, e.g., exorcism, healing, raising the dead, etc. These miracles
were "the signs of a true apoatle." Cf. :II: Cor. 12:12; Rem. 15:19. However, the apostles• authority in this respect must be clearly distinguished from the unique authority of Jesus. Only JeBUS had ultimate
authority and power in Himself, whereas the apostles receive it in HJ.a
name. Cf. von C.penhauaen, P• 25.
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We must not 1n thi.s context draw anachronistic lll0dern distinctions
between "purely spiritual" functions and those of ecclesiastical
admi.nistration. Undoubtedly the first apostolic men of the pr.11111.tive conmun:lty also governed that community, possessed speci.al
honor wi.thi.n it, and t:ooJc decisi.ons concerning it. '1be vital mean1.ng of Christi.an w.:l.tness, embracing as it does the whole of Christian 11.fe, would certai.nly lead us to asS\Dlle thi.s, and Paul and Luke
confi.rm it. J:t is for thi.s very reason that the apostles have to
he warned agai.nst self-aggrandi.sement and desire for power: "Whoever would he fi.rst among you must be slave to all." "You are not
to he called rabbi, for you have one teacher, and you are all
brethren • • • • Nei.ther he called masters, for you have one master,
the Chri.st. 118
Thus von Campenhausen cauti.ons agai.nst the attempts made by Roman
Catholics, on the one hand, to attribute to Peter a special pr1mac:y
over the 'l'Welve and the other apostles as members of a hierarchy, and
that made by Protestants, on the other hand, to work out the apparent
contradictions of early Church order into an embryonic constitution.
'l'he W'lole way of thinking 1n terms of ecclesiastical law and
ecclesiastical politics implied in such a picture is completely
foreign to primiti.ve Christianity• • • • That which 1n spite of
everythi.ng held the primitive Church and its "apostles" together
was net unity of an organized Olurch but the unity of their witness to Christ and of their vocation• • • • For the earliest
period we can discern no more than the rough outlines of the
concept of an apostle. J:n particular we do not know how a
Peter or a James or any one of the 'i\irelve saw and understood his
speci.fic authority, so to speak, from the inside.9
'l'he

only apostle whose thoughts

we

know concerning apostolic

author.:l.ty is the apostle Paui. 10 As far as his own person is concerned, Pau1 knows himself called to be an apostle of Christ, he enjoys
an equality of status with the other apostles, and the only virtue that

8J:bid., p ~ 27.

Cf. Mark 10:44; Matt. 23:8-10.

9 :Ibid. , P• 29

10:rn describing Paul's thoughts von Campenhausen omits references
from Ephesians and the Pastoral Letters, regarding them as non-Pauline.
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•:rn

is open to him to practice is that of faithfulness 1n his calling.

his own perscn a cipher, but endued with the aupr•e authority, that of
God Himself--that is how Paul presents hiJDaelf to hi■ congregaticns.nll

As far as the meaning of his "authority" to his congregations is acncerned, it is apparent that Paul has a "paternal" relationship with
them.

The young Christians are his "children," and he is their spiritual

father.12

Yet he never attempts to develop this authority into a sacral

relationship of spiritual control and subordination; he rather "rejects
in set terms either his right or his desire to construct auch an

authority.13 Von Campenhausen expresses it this way:
However imperiously Paul the apostle may d•and a hearing for
Christ, however ingeniously he may put himself forward u a
pattern for imitation, yet he cannot simply give orders. He
does not himself create the norm, which is then to be obeyed
without further ado, but instead the congregation of those who
possess the Spirit must follow him in freedom; and it is this
freedam which he hu in miJld when he addresses them.14
Even in matters that are related to the truths of the Christian faith
Paul does not put himself in a position of unqualified supremacy over
his congregations, but he appeals instead to their sense of respcnsibility and thus encourages ths. 15 Clearly, Paul•• c:onc:epticn of the
apostolate is entirely "a matter of proclamation, not of organizaticn."

lln,1d., P• 44.
12cf.
2:7-11.

x eor.

Cf. Gal. 6:3; ll

4114-15;

13cf. X Cor. 7:23; ll

xx eor.
eor.

eor.

12:11; Gal. 1:1; X eor. 15:15.

12:14; Gal. 4:19; Phil. 2122;

x The•••

1:24; Gal. 5:13.

14 von Caapenhausen, P• 47.
lScf. ll eor. 3:12; 4J5; 5114; RaD. 15114; X eor. 3116; 516; 6:9;
9:13-24; Paul, of course, can also pronounce anathala and c:cadeamat1cn
when the al:>andcxmaent of the Gospel is at stake, u in X eor. 515, but
the purpose 1• to restore the apoatolate to ita rightful place of
Christian fellowship.
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However I not all ccngregationa of the early Church were founded by
apostles, and in the generaticn following Paul queaticna of authority
and government in the community arose in new fo.m..

Specifically, the

question of the relationship between Spirit and authority in the congregation became a very pointed one.

According to von Campenhauaen,

while it is true that the Christian c:cmnunity 1• not a mere aoc:iological entity by virtue of the fact that it bu the Holy Spirit as ita
organizing principle, nonetheless there 1a need in the congregation for
spiritual authority, for ccntinual admonition, encouragement and reminder.

J:t is for this purpose that the Spirit bestows upon the Church

His many and various gifts and graces. 16 But the recipients and bearers of these gifts do not form a ruling class in the ccngregaticn, nor
even a •pneumatic aristocracy," and the power or "authority" which
they exercise is no "absolute" authority.
operation of the Spirit.

Every genuine gift is an

:rn Paul's thought, therefore,

The congregation is not just another constitutional organization with grades and classes, but a unitary, living coamoa of
free, spiritual gifts, which serve and canplement one another.

Those who mediate these gifts never lord it over one
another. 17
While the members of the Christian cammmity should ac:Jcnowledge and
support the work of their helpers and administrator• as the activity
of the Spirit, nevertheless "the moat striking feature of Paul'•
view of the Christian ccxmnunity is the canplete lack of any legal
system and the exclusion on principle of all formal authority within

16:r

car. 12.

1 7von Caapenhauaen, P• 63.
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the individual. c:ongregation.18 Thu■, the anly authority that Paul knows
i■

the authcmity of the

apo■tle,

correctly understood; el.l other "autho-

rittea" are "gifts," :functions of the life of the Spirit that

live■

in

the congregation.

In the First Letter of Peter, however, we encounter a ayatem of
"elders" with an appearance of authority, either of an official. or
of a more patriarchal. nature.

'l'he■e

"honored"

■en· are

not identical

with the elders of the Jewish congregaticna, yet the idea of organizing in a similar way to preserve the "tradition" of Jeaua, u well
as congregational. order, may have suggested itself to the Jewish
Christian congregations.

While Paul•• emphuia is on the Spirit,

nevertheless, says von Campenhauaen,
'l'he increasing remotene■a of the Church's beginnings, the
emergence of heretical. deviations, the growth in n'Ulllber■ and
to acme extent el.ao the flagging zeal. in the ccngregationa
made it essential. in time to develop everywhere a re■pcnail>le
cadre of leaders, and ultimately to arrange for the formal
appointment of authcmlllzed officiel.s.19
Citing the New Testament booka of Acta, :C Peter,
which mention elders bllt not
■uggeata

bi■hops

Jame■

or deacons, von

and Revelation,

Cmapenhau■en

that "a new •patriarchal' overel.l vi~ion of the Church" is

now emerging as a

re■ult

of the

ri■e

of

fel. ■e

teachin•~h notably

18Ibid. 1 P• 70. Cf. el.110 John Knox, "'l'he Mini■try in the Primitive Church," 'l'he Ministry in Historical. Per■pectivea, edited :by H.
Richard Niebuhr and Daniel D. Willimas (New Yorks Harper and Row,
1956) 1 P• 1.

19von Cmapenhau■en, P• 79. Thia does not necea■arily iaply the
broad diat:incticn that hu been ■ade in which "office," ac:qu1red :by
maan appointment, is diametrically opposed to Spirit. l:t can becale
"unspiritual" when the authority of an office holder 1a made absolute.
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gnoaticiam. 20 The :laage of the "shepherd" now makes ita appearance
and "serves to describe the work and status of the elders in a

suitably emphatic manner.n2l
When we cane to the later Rcman sources <n•ely, :t Clement, the
Shepherd of Hermas, :Ignatius and Polycarp), we arrive at a new stage
of organizational developaent.

'l'he leading men in the ccngregation

are called both bishops and presbyters.

In the word• of van

C•penhausen,
The fusi.on of the two titles, of which we have ao far aeen
strong hints, is in Rcme therefore an acccmpliahed fact; and
the presbyteral constitution has c:cmpletely intenaingled with
the elements of an episcopal system, which in ·Rcme probably
preceded it. Nevertheless, the teen• "presbyter" and "bishop,"
"elder" and "overseer" are not equivalent in meaning. In these
document■ as in all other instance• "bishop" 1• an official
designation. :tt refers to a particular position and function,
in fact that "episcopal office" which ia permanently undertaken by specific members of the congregation. On the other
hand, the borderline between the official and the patriarchal
authority of the "elders" ia fluid. The same tem may indicate that they are regarded either as "preabyt:era" or a:laply
as reverend "old men," and one merges into the other.22
Evidently the patriarchal elanent ia now as pradnent aa the pneumatic.
Clement is writing to the Corinthi.an congregation in a situation
of conflict and, according to von Campenhauaen, 1• champicning a theory
of the apostolic origin of the presbyteral system which implies and
includes a lifelong tenure of the office.
elders that was created

■imply

:tt is actually a system of

for the sake of order mt which now c:aaea

under the protection of •an express apoatolic

20:o,id., P• 78.
21:o,id., P• 81.
22:o,id., P• 84.

injuncticm■"

As a reault
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it acquires a weight and a significance which it had not previously
possessed.

While it 1• in itself a purely formal, institutional th:lng1

it now as&U111es the nature of an essential and binding part of the
apostolic tradition.

In

this respect it may be said that "here for the

first time the structures of canon law are included in the category
of doctrines and dogma, and given the same sacral and imutable
character. 11 23 Von Campenhausen adds,
:It is no longer a question of individuals, chosen en a part1c:ular
occasion, and entrusted by the apostles with a function or task
within the Church, but of an institution, whidl has to be preserved as such, and which must be respected in the person■ of
its representatives. The point at issue is that of "order" within
the congregation. One result is to increase the formalization of
the idea of "office," so that the responsibilities of the elders
as "shepherds" and leaders of their cammunity are no longer left
completely open, but that' their position now corresponds to a
quite definite ministry, which they and they alone have to :fulfill in accordance with fixed rules. They are the Christian cul.tic
officials, and the cult now requires that a clear distincticn be
drawn between "priests" and "laymen. 11 24
In

contrast to Clenent•s emphasis on order and office in the Church,

the Shepherd of Hermaa views the leaders of the Church once more as
"shepherds. 11 Thus

we

hear of "the inner contradiction between the IIIOrth

of the official and the spirit and authority of his office," a problem
which in the history of the concept of office recurs again and again and
has found no satisfactory solution.
When we cane to the letters of :Ignatius, we find a fairly advanced
stage of hierarchical order with the appearance of the manarchical episcopacy.

Jmportant functions are in the hand• of one bishop, and the

23J:b1d., P• 91.

-

24J:b1d., P• 92.
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clergy is divided into grades--the bishops, the presbyters aa the
bishop•• council, and the deacons.

'l'his picture of a three-level clergy

is the main line of ecclesiastical development in the later Church.25
For J:gnatius, the idea of the unity of the Church

i■

basic, and this

endows the person of the bishop with supreme significance.

'l'he bishop

is the one around wham the unification of the Church--the \D'liversal
Church as well as the individual congregation--is acc:aDplished.

All

functions are vested in the bishop but may be delegated by him to others.
I:gnatius is not ccncemed wi.th legal axicms but only with the essence of
Christian fellowship, which 1.s embodi.ed in the bishop.

nm his vi.ew

of offici.al position J:gnatius 1.s peculiarly •ecclesiastical,' but he 1.s
never •clerical, 11126 and thus 1.t 1.s not easy to 'Understand the authority
of the bishop in J:gnatius.

He appears to ccmbine the pne\Dlatic and the

official or ecdesiastical into the office of bi■hap.2 7
Von Cmnpenhausen cites the Pastoral Epistles as having an important

bearing on the ccncept of office and official authority, and he

suggest■

that, since the "bishop" 1.s always spoken of in the singular in these
Epistles, "monarchical episcopacy .is by now the prevailing system, and

25von C•penhausen insists, however, that the .d0911a of the apostolic
office of the bishops, and their apostolic succession, is far fraa
J:gnatiu■ • mind.
As a dogma, it was a later developaent and does not
occur at all in J:gnatius. See von Cempenhausen, P• 91, n. 142.
26J:b1d., P• 103.
27'l'he relationship between the char.i•atic miniatry, emphasized 1n
the Pauline corpus (with the exception of the Pastorals), and an off1c.ial
ministry .is still a cruc.ial point in any study of the developing ministry.
An ac:ccmpanying and consequent probl• in th.is relationship is the whole
quest.ionoof ordination. rn th.is connection Dale Moody, "Char.i■matic
and Off.icial Ministries," Interpretation, XIX (April 1965), 168.
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that the one bishop has already become the head of the presbyterate.n28
'l'.

w.

Manson, however, points out that it is going beyond the evidence

to conclude from "these pieces of occasJ.onal Qlristian help" that there
was a regional apostolate that would serve as a bridge between the original Apostolate and the monarchical diocesan episcopate,29 and von
Campenhausen is also ready to acknowledge that "too little is known
about the precise situation at this time to allow for any conclusion on
this point. 1130 Nevertheless, there are some distinctive features of
the office of bishop that are stressed in the Pastorals.

"For the first

time the office is treated as essentially and comprehensively a teaching
office. 1131

Another new feature is the personal question of the spir1tual

relationship between the office-holder and the office, with natural
abilities and qualifications now listed among the conditions for elevation to the spiritual office.32

rn sunmary, von <:anpenhausen•s funda-

mental point with regard to the Pastoral Epistles is that
in 1ts essential nature office in the Pastorals is not a product
of Pauline tradition. It springs up 1n the soil of the system of

28von Campenhausen, p. 107. '-his conclusion, no doubt, is partially the result of his view that the Pastoral Epistles were written
in the first half of the second century, and that the author was not
Paul but in all probab1lity a presbyter or bishop.
29'1'. w. Manson, 'lbe Church's Mini.strv (Iondon: Hodder and Stoughton
Ltd., 1948), p. 61. See also Dom Gregory Dix, "'lhe Ministry 1n the Early
Church," 'l'he Apostol1c Mini.stry, edited by Kenneth E. Kirk (Iondon:
Hodder and Stoughton Ltd., 1957), P• 263.
30von Campenhausen, p. 108.
~l:Ihid., P• 109.

Cf. X Tim. l:10-11; Titus 1:3, 9, 13; 2:1;

trTim. 1:13; 4:3.
32cf.

I 'l'im. 3:2; Titus 1:6.
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elders, an originally Jewish institution which was taken over at
first in a "atriarchal" form. Renewed emphasis on the idea of
tradition now intensifies its authoritarian quality, and at the
same time gives it more markedly the character of an office. It
hereby becomes even further removed from the men of the Spirit
within the Pauline congregation. 33
As far as these documents of the sub-aposotolic age are concerned,
and with reference to their expressions about the system of elders and
the development of official authority in the Church, von Campenhausen
observes that the documents fall naturally into three definite groups,
from three different provinces of the Roman Empire, and that each of the
three groups portrays a different concept of ecclesiastical office and
of the powers that pertain to it.

Thus, in Rome the bishop is primarily

the supreme cultic official of his congregation, in Syria he is its
spiritual example and sacral focus, and in Asia Minor he is above all
the ordained preacher of the apostolic teaching.

These three main

concepts of church office, which von Campenhausen calls "embryonic forms"
of the Roman Catholic, the Greek Orthodox and the Lutheran thinking
on this subject, are hardly ever again found in such pure form as we
find them in Clement, in Ignatius, and in the Pastoral Epistles.

He

says further,
In all three areas this [development of office) began from the
patriarchal system of elders, which formed the load-bearing
framework of the "catholic" church organization• • • • The
replacement of the original patriarchal concept by one based on
the idea of "office" in the strict sense was also a process which
began everywhere at an early stage; and with it went the division
of the single office into different grades, each with a clear technical definition. In I Clement this process is still only beginning, and in Ignatius of Antioch it is manifestly already complete,
while in this respect the Pastorals fall somewhere between the two. 34

3 3von Campenhausen, p. 116.
3 4Ibid., PP• 120-121.
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Thus, when dealing with the :beginning of the •ec:cnd can:tury, cau1:icn must
be observed against ulmling that the system of elders vu everywhere an

accepted feature of Church life.
confused

account■

Later polemical writers, "in their

of gnostic doctrines," have 9iven ua very little

information about the organization of Church life, with the result that

it is possible "that the orthodox, even while engaged in a struggle
against certain gnostic teachings, still retained their free and flexible
fm:ma of association."
With the triumph of the presbyteral system and the ac0011panying
beginnings of officialdcm in the Church, there now arose in the seccnd
century the question of the "apostolic _successi.on" of the bishops.

With

the passing of the Apostles the Church became aware of the need to safeguard the :fund•ental apoatolic witness, to preserve the traditional
apostolic teachings from d1.asipat1.on and error, as exemplified particularly by the

Gnostic■•

According to

'VOii

Caapenhausen, ·1.t vu

Hegesippus who took up the idea of the aucceasicn of traditional teaching
frcm ancient philoaophic education and adapted it to the eccleaiutical
sphere.35 Not cnly did he assert that there ia a genuine ccntinui.ty of
teaching behind the bi.shops who hold office in
c:cmpiled

list■

hi■

tillle, !:Jut he also

of the actual series of "transmitting" and "receiving"

bi.shops in Corinth and Reale.

Hi• primary purpose vu not to provide a

list of the heads of the Church hierarchy, but simply to emphasize the
unbroken link, the bridge that cannects the apostle• as the sole legitimate founder• of Church doctrine.

-

35n,id., P• 163.

"The list proves, to use Xrenaeu••
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words, that 'the tradition of the apostle• in the church, and the pr:ocl1111ation of the truth, bu ccme down to us in one and the
aucce■■icn. 1 "36

■aae

order and

'l'hu■ the t:echnique of authenticating one•• doctrine•

by the gnostic method of nmning series of

aucce■aive

teachers becaae a

"popular feature of eccleslastical polemic," especially in controversy
with false teachers.

'l'his method 1• continued by :rrenaeua of Lyon and

by Tertullian :ln Africa.

In the case of :rrenaeua, he 1a concerned only

with the defense of the Church'• teachings against heretical doctrines
and not with any special sac:r•ental "character" of the episcopate (which

is a later development), nor with the authority of the bishops u opposed
to that of the laity or to that of the other non-episcopal clergy. 37
A new thought is introduced by Hippolytua who, in addition to his
concern for the succession of the original apostolic teaching, is already
thinJcing of "the special sanctifying power present :ln episcopal c:cnaecratian."38 The canaecration or ordination of biahop■ by other bishops
is supposed to convey to the ccnaecrated person a special gift of the
Holy Spirit.

These are but the beginnings of later ccnaecration ri.tea

which play such a controversial role in the Church of succeeding

centuries down to the present time.
We must refer briefly to Cyprian, with whom the developaent of the autharity of the episcopacy takes large

stride■•

Indeed, u vcn Capeahauaen

says, "The iaage of Cypri.an, the holy bishop and martyr, control•--

·36n,1d.,
- P• 168.

37n,1d., P• 172.
38n,1c1., P• 176.
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despite some lapses in dogmatic taste-the ecclesiological. thinking of
Roman Catholicism to this day. 1139 :In Cyprian•s view the ONrc:h is not
simply the sum total of all Christians everywhere :bu.ta visible human
community with a definite structure and constitution and with an organized hierarchy of classes that are at once spiritual and social.40 As
von Campenhausen explains Cyprian•s view,
At all times a sharp distinction is drawn between clergy and laity;
the clergy are the picked officials of the Church, and the bishop
is the leader and head who sets their standards. 'Bley hold this
position in accordance with the will of God and on the basj.s of
and within a definite system, established by Christ, which already
obtained in the time of the apostles. i'h:l.s system is not only in
practice but also in principle a necessity, of fundamental importance for the very existence of the Church. Every Christian must
he clear on this point, namely that: not only .is the bishop in the
Church, but: the Church .is in the bishop. '.l'hat: is to say: without
the office of bi.shop there is no Church. 41
'l'he appoinbnent of a bi.shop is therefore a most significant act,
and while the congregation participates in principle in the election of
a bi.shop, it is the local presbyters and the neighboring bishops who
carry out the consecration.

:ln the case of an unfaithful. bishop "the

congregation is brought intx> the matter, and the part it plays .is not

39Ibid., p. 266.
40Ibid., p. 269. R. F. Weidner, 1'he Doctrine of the Ministry
(New York: Fleming H. Revell eo., 1907), P• 70, makes the following
relevant observation: 11:It must not be forgotten that the great men who
l,uilt up the Western Church were almost all trained lawyers. 'l'ertulllan,
Cyprian and Augustine, to say nothing of many of the 1110st distinguished
Roman bishops, were all men whose early training had been that of Roman lawyers, a tra.in.ing which moulded and shaped all their thinking
whether theological or ecclesiastical. 'l'hey had the lawyer's .idea that
the primary duty laid upon them was to enforce obedience to authority
and especially to that authority which expressed itself in external
institutions. 11
41:Ib.1.d., P• 269.
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completely passive; but equally it is not legally 00111petent to act
c:11rectly and independently. 1142 'l'hus the "political self-awareness of
the clergy" becomes :fundamental and definitive for the Omrc:h.

'fhe

bishop is the ultimate authority in the Omrch; through him all ecclesiastical measures are carried out.

But while each bishop exerc:iaes the

:full episcopate, he possesses it only 1n solidarity with all other
bishops, and von campenhausen points out that Cyprian, indeed, believes
so strongly in the episcopate that he [eyprian] never :for a moment
imagines a situation in which the bishops throughout the "WOr1d w111 not
he unanimous in their opinions.

"l:t can and it wil1 never happen that

the bishops acting as a whole should :fall into error. 1143

Xncluded 1n

the spiritual authority of each bi.shop is the authority to baptize, to
ordain, to celebrate the Eucharist.

He a1one had the power o:f the

keys, and he alone renders decisions regardi.ng penance.

'l'his is the

situation at the end o:f the third century.
I:t 1s becomi.ng c1ear that the problem that one :faces 1n a study of
developing structures of the ministry is that of discovering the right
relationship between organized legal office and a :free sp1r1tua1
authority.

Only in the ministry of Jesus Olrist did a perfect combi.ne.-

tion of official and charismatic authority exist.

After Paul and the

apostles the trend was toward the ascendancy of official office, undoubtedly because of the need :for leaders in the 01urch to safeguard
the Qmrch•s doctrine and tradition.

By the third century the author-

ity of office attains its fu11 stature, and sp1r1tual life and its

42I:bi.d., P• 273.

43~., P• 278.

l l
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gifts become more and more an individual. and private affair.

'l'he dif-

ficulty, to the present day, lies in the fact that there is no developed
doctrine of the ministry to be found in the

New

'l'estament, for the

doctrine of office was not a fundamental concern of the early Christians.
Other Modern :Interpretations of the Ministry
J. Robert Nelson has observed that also today the ministry remains

a mystery in terms of an attempt to describe its authoritative and
organizational character completely and adequately.

He

writes:

The fact that it has persisted through nineteen centuries of the
history of the church, despite all kinds of distortion, corruption, misappropriation, attack, defection and infidelity, is a
token of its strangely insuppressible and indefinable character.
:It has survived the first century of formlessness and the second
century of evident but inexplicable formation. :It has survived
the fourth century threat of the Donatists to make its efficacy
depend upon the moral character of the person, as well as the
prelatical corruptions of the thirteenth century and later. "l'he
Protestant: insistence in the si.xteenth century that the validity
of word and sacraments was independent of a priestly ordination
did not terminate the ministry. Nor has the recovery of the full
and primal meaning of the laity, w1.th even the current threat of
"creeping laocracy," and the clamor of some Chr1.stians to abolish
the set-apart, ordained ministry, served to blot out the mystery
of the ministry.44
:It 1.s apparent that attempts made during the last half-century,
particularly those related to the ecumenical movement, to resolve the
differences regarding the meaning of mini.stry have not been wholly
successful.

Despite the fact that few 'WOUld disagree that the. New

Testament must be the starting point :for any study of the descr1.ption
and authentication of the ministry, the churches of Oiristendom have

44.J. Robert Nelson, St.yles of Service in the
11

Now," 'lheologv Today, xx:a (April 1965), 84-85.

New

Testament and
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not: arrived at: agreement:. ,One of the reasons for this continuing disagreement: is the problem of pre-conceived notions 1n approac:hing the
New Testament:.

7nfluenced by their own ecclesiastical background and

experience, too many have overlooked the actual
and have come m prior conclusions as
Testament must have been.

m what:

New

Testament: evidences

the ministry of the

I:n this connect:1.on we refer again

New

to Olof

Linmn, who, in reviewing such preconceptions, distinguishes four possible current views of the

New

Testament teaching on the general minis-

try of the Church's membership and the special ministry of the appointed
few.

These are:
1.

There is a special ministry but not a general ministry-the
strictly sacerdotal view, which seems m be held implicit:ly
by some.

2.

There is a special ministry but also a general ministry--probably the most widely held view.

3.

'lbere is no special ministry but a ministry C0111110n to allwhich may be called the strict 11laicism. 11

4.

There is no special ministry and no general ministry-literal
"anarchy" in the sense of a pure and egalitarian fellowship. 4 5

Evidently the mystery of the ministry is not solved either simply by
cit:1.ng specific

New

Testament: references to the ministry.

Rather, one's

concept:1.on of the ministry is determined ma great: extent by one's views
on the nature of the Church and by his understanding of Jesus Christ
and the Holy Spirit.

Oiances are that an individual's view has been

influenced largely also by his knowledge of tradit:1.on, hismrical
development: and the contemporary scene.

45world Council of Churches, Department on the Lait:y, Documents,
v:c:r c0cmber 19sa>, 26.
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Would it not, however, be much more aimple--and adairably biblical--to discover a valid pattern of ministry and church order by modeling the ministry according to the earthly life of Chriat with Hi• dedication to service, suffering and witneas? Even here New Teatament acholarship has not reached a consensus, for not all are agreed on the nature
of the relationship between Oirist and the ministry and the Church, except to the extent of acknowledging that Oirist is Lord of both Omrch
and ministry.

There are essentially three views of the miniatry that are being
defended today, all of them having more or leas biblical support.

Each

may be illustrated by a diagram. 46
Jesus Christ--Apostolic Miniatry--church
According to the first view, Jesus Clriat in both His earthly
ministry and as Risen Lo.rd first instituted the special ministry of the
apostles, and then the Church derived from them.

Thus,

Jeaus Christ

i

Apostoli.c Milustry

J,
Church
This pattern presents the well-known image of the hierarchical c:hurc:h,
based upon the aaaumption that Jesus gave a direct camaisaion to the
apoatles, that this canm1aaicn wu then transferred to other apoatolic

46:x: am indebted to Nelson, XX:I:I, 90, :for theae illustraticns.
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men, and that through the centuries the true episcopal ministry was
maintained by consecration and "tactual succession."
Anglican and Anglo-catholic Views
We consider first a number of representative views of the Angl1.can
and Anglo-catholic communions, partly because in no other 0011111Un1.ons
has a discussion on the ministry rece1.ved keener attention.

i'he unusual

amount of discussion and debate about the doctrine of the ministry that
has been going on in England already since the turn of this century
culminated in the publication in 1946 of a collection of essays with
the title ~ Apostolic Ministry.47 Edited by Dr. Kenneth Kirk, then
Bishop of Oxford, it represented the best in Anglo-Catholic thinking
on the subject of "apostolic succession" and was expected by many to
"end all books on the subject."

Recognizing that the traditional basis

for the Anglican position on apostolic succession had been in the appeal to history, the authors saw that it was historically difficult to
maintain an actual transmission of the episcopate.

Accordingly they

now made the attempt: to find scriptural warrant for their views.

'D1us

the book represents
a comprehensive attempt on the part of the leading Anglo-catholic
scholars of the day to prove from the New Teat:ament and the
early :fathers the necessity of the doctrine o:f the Apostolic
succession as they conceived it.48

47sµpra, P• SB, foot:note 29.
4BAntbony T. Hanson, Die Pioneer Ministry (J:Qnclon:
1961), P• 9.
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:rn the very first essay of this book,

wh1c:h bears the ••e title

as the book i.tself, Kirk maintains that there i.s cne di.vinely ordained
form of the Clurch, a form depending on what i.11 called "the essential
ministry," the Apostoli.c mini.stry, whi.ch was t.ranami.tted to the apostles.
Expressing the vi.ew of hi.a colleagues, he wri.tes,
The episcopate i.s the di.vinely ordained mini.steri.al instrument
for securing to the Church of God i.ts continuous and organi.c

uni.ty, not as a club of like-minded vorllhi.ppers or upirants
to holiness, but as a God-gi.vencci.ty of salvat.1.cn. :It i.s our
convi.ction that Scri.pture and sound theoihogy alike point to
thi.s as the ratio essendi. of the bishop • • • 49

For the purpc.>se of understanding epi.scopacy, he continues, we must
think of the mini.Btry as twofold.
a Dependent Ministry.

There i.s an Bssential Mini.stry and

Thus,

the primary everyday duty of the ministry wu the due admini.st.rati.on of the ward and sacraments; and (after allowing for occasional local variatians in the 1nned1a~ subapostolic period,)
i.t i.s clear that, in so far as the Dependent Mini.st.ry had a
share in these functions, it d1d so by devolut1an, or on caami.ssion, from the Essential Mini.st.ry alone.SO
Contending that the earliest Christi.ans thought of the Essential M1ni.atry as "apostolic," he concludes that "the retention of an apostolic
ministry must be regarded as of the essence of early Chri.stimuty"
and that "everything else -1.s of the nature of acci.dent."
The cornerstone of Kirk'• argiaeat i.s the

hypothe■i.s

the :flmction of the ahaliach in Hebrew aoc:iety and law.

regarding

Following

Rengstorf,51 Kirk and his collaborators, eapeci.ally Dea Gregory

49".rhe Apostolic M1n1s;trx, P•

a.

SOibi.d., p.8.
51Already in 1934, in the firat edition of his Apoatolat und
Predi.qtet, later tranalated by Paul D. Pahl under the title Apoatolata
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Dix,52 laid great weight on the Hebrew term ahaliach as equivalent to

J:.,r o'tr -c oA

a

5 , and they based on this alleged equivalency the argument

that our IDrd intended tD ccmstitute the Apostles as His plenipotentiaries through

whom He

Himself was pledged to act, and it was this c:om-

mission which they passed on to others.53

'l'hus KirJc affirms

that

the apostle, as later chapters will show, .ls the plenipotentiary
(the shaliach) of his Master-the accredited representative of
the ascended Lord.

He is therefore the guardian of the faith,

the source of teaching,~ nd.nister of the sacraments• • • •
• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
'1'he identity of function enjoyed by the second-century bishop and
the first-century apostle is too close to be regarded as a purely

fortuitous coincidence. 1'he shaliach duties of the apostles mw1t
have been handed on, deliberately and with the full consent of
the Olurch, to the resident bi.shops throughout the area where the
Gospel had been preached• • • • :tt might have happened otherwise.
But the continuance of the Essential Ministry was fundmaentai.54
Despite Kirk's confident assertion that thus "we are left no doubt
with many gaps in our knowledge, !Jut with few puzzles to be explained,"
the question pers.lsts as to whether the argument frcm the .idea of the
shaliach has proved the case for apostolic success.ion.

:In his essay

"Apostolic succession," Bishop Noel Hall says that "it cannot be said
that this contribution (of Kirk and his assoc1atesJ to the discussion
remains more than a brilliant piece of speculation, too tenuous to

and Ministry (St. lmd.s: Concordia Publishing House, 1969) , Karl Rengstorf had sought to establish a connection between the Olristian apoatolate and the Old Testament shaliach (lf..'i/'¥>• He S1D8 up the basis of
the institution of the ahaliach 1n the oft-quotecl wards of the Talmud:
"the ambassador of the man is like the man himself." See PP• 21-42.

52'.l'he Apostolic Ministry, P• 228.
53Cf. Natt. 10:2,
15:15; 17:23; 20:21.

s,

19-20, 40; Luke 10:16; John 5:30; 14:10;

54'.lhe ApOatolic M:l.niatrv, PP• 9-10.
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bear the burden that 1.s p1aced upon it.• 55
byteri.an scholar, Dr. T.

w.

J:n a simllar vein the Prea-

Manson, remarked&

There is a certain tendency to th1nJc that
been spoken; and that all that remains to
wait for the logical sequel in a reunited
on the cnly possible baais--the Apostolic
forth.56

the lut word has now
do 1a to sit back and
Church, a Owrch united

Ministry as here set

Ironically, it was an Anglican, Dr. Arnold Ehrhardt, who, whil.e maintaining that "the hierarchy of the Church is founded upon sound tradition in accordance with the Word of God, 1157 nevertheless applied the coup
!!!_ grace to the arguments emphasized in 'l'he Apostolic Ministry.

He

pointed out that so far fran the word apoatolos being deri.ved frm shali.ach,

"our evidence suggests that the term apostolos was earlier than the term
shaliach. 11 58

After indicating further that the shaliach, whatever he

was or was able to do, could mt c:amaissi.on a successor, he says,
We are therefore forced to conclude that unless Dr. Kirk abandons
Rengstorf•s theory that the apostle was the shali.ach of Christ he
cannot very well maintain the doctrine of the Apostolic succesaicn. 59
At this point we will e,cem1~ the views of another representative
of the Anglican ccmmunion, A. G. Hebert, who published his book Apostle

5Sffoel Hall, "Apostolic Successicn," Scottish Journal of 'rheologx,
XI (1958), 117.

56Manson, P• 9.

See also P• 35.

5 7Arnold Ehrhart, The Apostolic Ministry, Scottish Joumal of
Theology Occasicnal Paper No. 7 (Londcn1 Oliver and Boyd, 1958), P• 48.
'l'his is not to be confused with the larger work of the ••e title
edited by Kermeth Kirk.
S8Arnold Ehrhart, The Apostolic Succeaaion (Landcxu Lutterworth
Preas, 1953), P• 18.
59~., P• 20.
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and Biahop in 1963.60 His point of departure is Kirk's The Apostolic

Ministry. of which he had been the author of Chapter IX.

Hebert re-

affirms the position of The Apostolic Ministry and upholds the Catholic
view of valid orders, but rejects "the negative inference that all nonepiscopal sacraments and ministries are simply invalid. 1161

:rn a his-

torical section, Chapters ll to XV, he attempts to show the relation of
Apostolate and Episcopate to our Lord's Gospel message.

He maintains

that the term "all the apostles" in :I Corinthians 15:7 signifies a
closed list of Apostles, "even though we do not know for certain who
were included in it," and, while he rejects the view that the Apostles
were "the Church-in-embryo," or that they constituted the "Relllnant, 1162
he believes that "the Apostles had a definite place of their own within
the Church frcm the beginning. 1163 When the apostles were left to carry
on 01.rist•s mission, "the Proclaimer now became the Proclaimed

One,"

( a phrase which Hebert acknowledges to have borrowed fre111 Bultmarm) ,
and thus there is "a true and essential continuity between the Gospel

announced by the Proclaimer and that of the apostles who proclaimed
Him as the Messiah and the Son of God.n64

Moreover, thia: Apos-

tolic Comm:tssion "includes not on1y the procl•atian of their

60A. G. Hebert, Apostle and Biahop (New York: 'l'he Seabury Preas,
1963).
61:Ibid., P• 9.
62This view is defended
and will be discussed later.

lJy

A. T. Hanson in The Pioneer M1nistry

63ffebert, PP• ~2-43.
64:Ibid., P• 45. Cf. John 20:21-23; 21:15-17; Matt. 28:16-20;
10:1-e,T,:'20; 16:11-191 18:15-18.
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message, but also the ministry of the sacraments and the pastoral and
disciplinary care of their converts.n65

Noting that the

New

Testament:

"speaks regularly of 'functions• rather than •offices,'" and then referring to the Preface of the English Ordinal whi.ch cla1ma the

New

Testa-

ment establishnent of a three-fold ministry of bi.shops, priests and
deacons, Hebert states significantly,
in the New Testament episJcopos, as we have seen, nowhere denotes
an Order of the Ministry, the word "priest" is nowhere the title
of a Christian Minister, and the Deacons of that day were not
full-fledged presbyters. On the face of it, scholarship does not
support this famous sentence from the Preface to the Ordinal. 66
'l'he

decisive question, however, at this point is whether or not

there is real continuity of the episcopal ministry of the 0mrc:h with
the apostolic cona1ssion.

ni other words, was the "authority," which

the apostles received from 0\rist, passed on in scme real measure to
the episcopate?

Or did the monarchical bi.shop originate ·by heccm1ng

the chairman or president of each local presbyterate?

'lhese are, it

must be remembered, second-century developments; they fOftl the so-called
"tunnel-period," a term applied by scholars to describe that period between the time of the apostles and the later, more organized Olurc:h,
for which there is very little evidence with regard to established
church organization, and particularly with regard to any proof that

6Sffebert, P• 48.
66~., p. 52. 'lhe opposite view, ac:c:ording to which he defends
the threefold ministry mentioned 1n the English Ordinal, is taken by
Olarles Guilbert:, "'Dlese Orders of Ministers," Anqlical 1beoloqical
Review, XL (January 1958), 1-13. 1'he article sunaarizes the various
stages of the development: of min1steria1·orc:1ers down to the :fourth

century.
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the episcopal line was actually perpetuated by unbroken tranmd.ssion
from the Apostles.
As far as the supporting evidence for the origin of the Episcopacy

from the apostolic commission is concerned, Hebert acknowledges that he
is on uncertain ground, for "it is not likely," he says,
that we who live under Episcopacy will be able to demonstrate the
truth of our view of the second-century developments, to the satisfaction of those who do not know Episcopacy from within.
He continues:
Yet • • • it is right for us to use our experiences of life in
the Church today to help us in interpreting the evidence of the
Church's life in the past.67
On

this uncertain ground Hebert makes a threefold appeal to the

canonical Scriptures , the Apostolic creed, and the apostolic ministry.68
He r ecognizes the fact that the

New

Testament canon did not reach its

final form until the fourth century, nor the Apostles• Creed until the
sixth century, and he ass\Dlles that an established "episcopate" "existed
everywhere in the Qmrch well before the end of the second century,"

6 7Hebert, P• 53. See also pp. 31-32. Hebert comments further w1th
regard to this v1ew in a footnote on page 54, in which he c1tes Benedict c. R. Green, "The Apostol1c Succession and the Angl1can Appeal to
History, 11 Church Q.larterly RevJ.ew (London: s.P.C.K.) (July-Septemb-t:
1962) , 295: 11:If a man, on the authority of that body in whJ.ch he has
found the Ym!. Sancta, has accepted a doctrine, institution or practice
as belonging to its essence, a challenge to the latter on criticohJ.storical grounds can be suffJ.c1ently met by a demonstration that 1ts
originality in some sense 1s not impossible. :If he has never accepted
it, there w111 be nothing to determi.ne in .its favour, and nothing short
of conclus.ive hJ.stor.ical demonstration, of a Jc.ind rarely provided in
these questions, w.111 serve to convince him. An hJ.storJ.cal defense of
what one has is very d.ifferent from a hJ.stor.ical argument for what one
has not. 11
68aebert, p. 54.
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with an authority that was "quite undefined," but 1n the nature of the
case "real." All these eventual developments of Canon and Creed and
Episcopate, he says,
look back to the Apostles and their testimony as setting the norm
and standard for the Church's faith and life. 'l'he New Testament
was the expression of the Apostolic Testimony • • • 'l'he Creed was
basically the original apostolic preaching. And the Episcopate,
especially that of the great churches founded by apostles, witnessed
to the authentic tradition of the Christian faith which was preserved there. 'l'he great importance of this threefold appeal to
the apostles was that the Church was 1n the midst of its life-anddeath struggle with the Gnosticism which sought to interpret the
faith in terms of the Greek conception of salvation by right
knowledge, and which denied the redemption of the body• • • •
this conflict with Gnosticism can have been the thing which made
it necessary that each local church should have its hi.shop.
Hence the Apostolic SUccession 1n the second century means in the
first place the succession of the hi.shops 1n their sees, like the
succession of the Raman Popes or of the Archbi.shops of Canterbury,
of which Archbishop Ramsey is the hundredth occupant• • • • 1'be
other meaning of Apostolic succession, through the laying on of
hands, received for the time being little emphasis, though, as we
shall see, Hippolytus• rite for the consecration of a bishop implies that there had been a continuous succession-by-ordination.70
Yet i.t would seem rather i.mportant to point out, as Bishop Hall
has done, that the second-century doctrine of apostolic succession,
which was lat.er employed in varyj.ng degrees by Hippolytus, Hegesippus,

:crenaeus and St. Augustine,

1.s suffi.ciently equivocal to demand a not

11

inconsiderable degree of ingemiity if it is to be harmonized with the
lat.er conceptions. 11 71

:rn

the light of the Gnostic heresy, this doc-

tri.ne appears to be concerned i.n large measure with the bishop's responsibility to act as an authoritative teacher, with the ever-present
possibility that, if the bishop departed frcm apostolic doctrine and

70:Ibid., PP• 56-57.
71Ha11,

n:,

118.
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waa deposed, the line of

auc:c:ea■icn

indeed have had a pol•1cal

purpo■e,

would be broken.

The doctrine aay

but the biblical and h1ator1cal

evidence 1• too sparse to do more than speculate.

We muat, therefore,

reject Hebert•• statement that "the Episcopate can claim by right the
••e degree of authority as the other two [Canan and Creed)

.n72

:rndeed,

this method of arguing back frca the aeccnd century and beyond to the
first century has the disadvantage that it relies too much on the argument from silence.
As far u the questicn of the •ergence of the monarchical biahop
is concerned, Hebert frankly admits that we do not know.

Thus,

while in the New Testament there is good evidence for apostolic
delegates with authority over groups of local churches, and we
know that in the course of the second century bishop• •erged
a• presidents of local churches, what we do not know 1• just how
these two different functions came together in the one office
of "bishop.n73
Already 1n antiquity there were two theories as to the origin of the
monarchical episcopate, the one associated with the nme of st. Jercxae
and the other with that of Theodore of Mopsuestia.

74 According to the

former view, the mcnarchical episcopate evolved "frcm below" through
the •ergence of a prominent member of a collegiate episcopacy into a
position of authority over hi• colleagues; 1n o:bher words, the cha1rman
of the board of presbyter• became the "bishop," so that the historic
episcopate is the direct descendant of the New Testament preabytera
rather than the Apoatles.

72Hebert, P• 65.
73Ib1d., P• 59.
74ffall, :II:, 117.
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According to the ot:her theory, t:he process was d1rected 11:frcm above"
by the Apostles by the devolution of the Apostolic Commission to the

president of the local presbytery.

aecauae of the pauc:1:ty o:f clear evi-

dence, Hebert can only conclude that
such eVidence as we have of the period during which the monarchical
episcopate was emerging suggests that the relation between the
holders of authority and those subject to them remained equally
close. 75
'1'h1s, of course, is what we might generally expect, yet that close relationship adds nothing to the claim either o:f episcopal authority or of
apostolic succession.
Despite the lack of clear evidence, however, with regard to the
exact emergence of the episcopate, Hebert is nonetheless conTinced of
the central and vital position o:f the bishop in the life of the Omrch,

even going so :far as to make the claim that the office of the bishop is
the only possible basis for a reunited Oiristendam.76

His conviction

with regard to the indispensable nature of episcopacy in Olristendom,
which appears to be the result, not of New Testament evidence l:lut of his
own personal inclinations and ecclesiastical experiences, is well

75Hebert, P• 60.
76'1'h1s claim has important implications for such problems of the
Church as priesthood and sacrifice in the Scriptures, t:he relation of
the ordained ministry to the universal pr.iesthood of all Olristiana, and
the recognition of non~piscopal ministr.ies as valid ministries, all of
which Hebert discusses to some extent. other viewpoints frcm recent
Anglican and Anglo-Catholic writers on these subjects, as well as on
apostolic succession and the episcopate, may be gained fZ"Om' -the following essays 1n theologj.cal journals: Peter nay, "'l'he Episcopate,"
Angl,ican flleological Rev.iew, XLVl: (1964), 371-389; David Lusk, ''What :ta
The Hismric Episcopate?," Scottish Journal of Theology, rn (1950),
255-277; G~ w. Bromiley, "Anglican!• and the M1n.1atry," scott:ish
,I,ournal of 1he9lOgY. VD: (March 1954), 73-82.

7'1

illustrated by a statement: which he makes 1n CDnnec:t:lon with his discussion
on the way to church uni.ty.

He

assumes that:

it: is agreed on all sides that: the Episcopal Ministry is the necessary framework of a united Olristendom; and it: is C011ing to be
understood more and more widely that: Episcopacy is not: a mere form
of church government:, and that it: may not: be identified with
mediaeval prelacy or with modern administrative bureaucracy, but:
that: it: is a sacred office, a Mysterion • • • it: is not merely
that it goes baclc to the second century when bishops appeared in
the Church 1n succession to the apostles, but that it is in itself
a witness to the Gospe1.77

Another example of the Anglican Church's lively concern with the concept of the Ministry is to be found in Canon Anthony Hanson's 'l'he Pi.oneer
Minis,..gx_. 78 Hanson approaches the subject on the basis of biblical
theology and with careful exegesis.

His stance is that of "one who had

started out fran the Tractarian doctrine of the ministry, and had then
been convinced by some years of experience 1n the Church of South :India
that such a theory failed to fit the facts of experience. 1179

He is

more concerned with "the relation of the ministry to the Church than
wi.th the actual question of ministerial succession," with "concentrating
the debate more on theology of the ministry and less on its pedigree.,.SO
Hanson sees the true and normative pattern of the ministry in the teaching of the apostle Paul as follows:
The pattern is Christ-the ministry-the Church, and the task of
the ministry is, not to undertake some specialist activity from

77Hebert, P• 149.
78ffis book is really more concerned with the relation of the
ministry to the ONrch than with the actual question of ministerial
succession.
79Hebert, P• 12.

nu
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which the rest of the faithful are excluded, but to pianeer in
doing that which the whole Church must do. And the a1nistry itself is no originator, mt receives its tuJt frca Chri■t. 'rhe
ordained ministers only exercise the ainiatry which Christ Hiallelf
hu first exercised, and which He c:cntinues to exercise through
than, and through their activity in the whole Church al■o.81

Hanson•s thesis is that the New Teataaent doctrine of the ministry
is directly related to the Old Testament doctrine of the Relllnant, and
that the relationship of the Ministry to the Church 1• paralleled l,y the
relationship of the Remnant to Israel.

He begins with a study of the

Servant Clapters of Isaiah (40 to 55) and

■hows

that these

chapter■

in-

dicate that the faithful Remnant 1n Israel was thought of u having a
mission and of being a witness.82 Moreover, other prophecie■ of the
Old Testament, he pointscout, speak about the role of the Remnant u

that

of judges or rulers. 83 Then in elaborate detail he takes up this c:onc:ept
of the Remnant and shows, on the basis of I Corinthians 4, 10 and 12 and
especially II Corinthians 3 to 6, that it wu the c:ore of St. Paul••
understanding of his own ldnistry and that of :bbit other
there is a continuous line of prophetic: and

apo■tolic:

apostle■•

Thus

activity pusing

frcm the Old Testament prophets through the faithful Remnant and the
Messiah to the prophets and apost1es of the New

Te■tament.

"It seas

8ln,1d., P• 72.
82~., P• 14.
83cf. Micah 5:5; Dan. 7:13; Hab. 1:12. Ccllmenting on the Haba1ckuk
passage, Hanson suggests that, no doubt 1n the light of later hierarchical systems, ''There is no suggestion whatever that they are to judge
themselve■, or that leaders or princes are to be appointed to rule over
the Remnant. :rn the light of thi• it. seen very likely that Mat.thew
19:28 and Luke 22:30 refer not to the appointllent of the 'l'welve u judges
over the Church, but to the appointment of the faithful Remnant, the
Church, to judge the rest of the world," P• 28. See also Jmaes D.
Smart, "The Chri■tian Ministry 1n the Light. of the Old Testament,"
Review and Expositor, LV (July 1958), 235-252.
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therefore," he •BY•, "a clear deductian fraa Paul•• teaching that the
first disciples !!!E!!. the faithful Rmnant and that their
sprang frcm this fact.
cau■e they

apo■tolate

7n other words, the apostles were

apo■tle•

be-

were the fir■t Qmrch."84 He trace■ thi■ theme of the Ramant

through Paul•• theology in the Corinthian

Epistle■, and

his own conclusicm that Paul 1• not the authoritative

he bases it an

individuali■t

he is frequently represented to be, but that he "very often

■peaks

that

an

behalf of his colleagues when we imagine him to be speaking of himself
alone."

The many

"we" references in the Corinthian Epistles have signi-

ficance, Hanson says, because it means that what Paul

■ay■

al:xNt his work

and that of his colleagues shows what he believed about the apoatolate
and "provides in fact at leut the foundaticm for a doctrine of the
llinistry...as
Paul's doctrine of the ministry, accard1ng to Hansen, 1a articulated
most clearly in :I Corinthians 4 and ll Corinthiana 3 to 6, 1nulluch u
in these passages Paul shows the relatianahip of the ministry to the
Church.

And if, in fact, Paul thought of the essential m:lniatry

u •

continuation of the function of the Rmnant in relaticn to the Hew
:Israel, then the ministry

"show•

in miniature what the Church should

be.n86 The m1nistry is to picneer the Church.

:It doe• not represent

a different order frcm the 0mrch, nor 1• it different in

-

•••enc:e fraa

what the Church 1• intended to be, far it 1• the Church in its picneering

84ilanaon, P• 45.
85:n,id., P• 56.
86:n,id.' P• 60.
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form.

The minister•• .ballk 1a to uncover

God'•

glory and to show it,

with the eventual purpose that~ :beccme centers of radiating glory,87
and thus "all partake in the apostolic function of the ONrch."

Accard-

ingly, Hanson says,
The movement goes frcm Christ to the ministry to the Church • • •
the ministry does not really do anything that the rest of the
Church cannot do or must not do. But it 1• a piafteer u Olrist
was a pioneer (see Hebrews 6120'11'f 0 ' .r ~•.;c •.J ). :Ct does not carry
out Olrist•s work instead of the Church; it rather enable• the
Church to carry out that work in its (the Church••> own life.ea
Here we have the apostolate of the whole Church implied and
phasis upon the apostolic character of the whole people of God.

an•"The

aim of Paul's apostleship is that his converts should be apostles,"
and thus "the ordained ministry, carrying out the Messiah's ministry,

passes that ministry on to the Church which it founds.•89

Jn Hanson••

view, the special or ordained ministry ccmes between Christ and the
Church membership, not u a hierarchical priesthood or a ruling body,
but only as a faithful vanguard, a group of pioneers, providing leadership to all Christians in the exercise of their total ministry.

The

ministry is charged to represent Oirist primarily to the Church in order
that the Church may represent Olriat to the world.

l:ts task is mainly

that of preaching the Gospel but also that of exempltfying the life

87cf.

n eor.

3:12-18.

88ffanson, P• 76. Par a Rmlan Catholic viewpoint on this theme see
the article "What Can the Layman Do Without the f.r1eat7," Apostolic
Succession: Ccnc:111um Theologx. edited by Hana Kung (New York: Paulist
Presa, 1968), XXX:tV, 105-114.
89ffanaon, P• 63. See also Wayne E. Oates, "The canceptian of
Ministry in the Paataral Epistles," Review and Expositor, LV:C (1959),
388-410.
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of Christ, rather than that of administering aacr•enta.

'.rhi• latter

task was entrusted to the local congregation. 90
The core of

Hansen••

exposition of the Ministry 1• its reference to

the atoning and reconciling work of Chriat.91

The 111.niatry 1• respona1hle

to Christ for reproducing His life in the world so that it aay
Church that the Church too is subject to O\rist.

■how

the

With hi• basically

biblical approach Hanson has attempted to show that the only "essential
llinistry" in the Church is the Messianic ministry of Christ.
the sort of ministry that Paul and his associates envisioned.
faithful Remnant the earliest apostles
is what gave them their authority.

l!!£!_

Thia is
A• the

the O\r1st1an Church; th1.a

Of Paul•• positi.on Hanson says,

Paul does give us a theology of the ministry, especially, though
not exclusively, in the Corinthian Epistles. What he tells us 1•
that it is the task of the ministry to live out the life of Christ
in the Church and to be pioneers of the Christian life for the
sake of the Church. But this is done only in order to enable the
Church in its turn to live that life. We thus find the patterns
Christ--the llinistry--the Church. But this does not mean that
the ministry does nothing that the Church does not do; on the
contrary, the purpose of the ordained ministry is to induce the
whole Church to do what it does, i.e., what Christ does. We find
therefore an apostolic, representative, pioneer ministry. The
ministry does not cane in between God and man, still less 1• it a
aubstitute for the laity. :It 1• rather what Chri.at is to all of
us, a pioneer, a leader, an exemplar. :It must also be prepared
to empty 1taelf and efface itself a• Christ did. 9 2
When he cane• to speak of the

relat1on■h1p

between thi• ministry,

and the apostolate and of Paul•• view of the apostolate, Hanson minimizes the theory of the original ruling authority of the 'l"velve and
believes that Paul nowhere leaves the 1lllpreaa1cn that the apoatolate wu

90ffanson, p.

es.

9ln,id., PP• 59-63.
92~•• PP• 108-109.
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confined to a certain body of people who alone had authority in the

Church.

Paul's view of the apostolate was a "dynamic" rather than a

"static" view.93

Says Hanson,

We have therefore fouml reucn to believe that Paul thought of the
apostolate as S0111ething which wu not c:on:finecl to a body or co1lege,
but was passed on from the original apostles to men such u hillsel:f
and his fellow-worker■, who were carrying out the apostolic llissicn
of the faithful Remnant.94
'l'he apostolate is a :fl.mcticn, not an office.

I.tis a diakon1a.

"We are

both served by the apostolic ministry and must ourselves join in the
service;" for the ministry is not scmething given to the Omrc:h frcm the
outside to hold it together, but is rather BC111ething given in the Church
by

Christ, "to be and do that which the Churdi, followiling it, must he

and do."

"All ministry is one. 1195

Citing various writers fran the post-apostolic era, Hanson then proceeds to describe how "Paul•• dynamic doctrine of the pioneer ministry"
began to "harden into the doctrine of the apostolic auccessicn u we find
it in Cyprian. 1196 By this time Church and Ministry have been distinguished
and separated.

The ministry now claimed a direct descent frcm the apostles

not by way of the Church, but by way of itself cnly.

I.t wu not until

the Reformation, with its rediscovery of biblical doctrine, that the
fund•ental questicn wu again raised regarding the ministry and its
relation to the Church.

The answer wu first given by Luther, u

he

93Cf. A.G. Hebert's reference to these tenul in Apostle and Biphop.
P• 19.
94Hanson, P• 98.
9SI.bid., P• 105.
961.bid., P• 117.
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aollght to reuaert the pd.eatbood of the WIOle 0mrch ewer a;aiDat the

Im:ber•• apba■1a

prieathood of the Ol:'fle1ned •1n1.■try.97 Han■cm d1 ■cu■■ea
OD

the ■1D1 ■try a■ a "■ervice" of the 1fm:d and Sacr--t■, Calvin•a

-■pha■J.■ OD "pa■tar■n and "teacher■" a■

the

0mrc:h 1 ■ funct1onar1ea 1

than

Hooker•• v.iew of epi■copacy u a nll8dy agaiDat d1.am1ty and f'.1nally
Jotm Owen•• view of the Om.rc:h u the loc:al ~ • U m anly. Aa a
1

reault of the Refomatian,

H-■OD point■

out, the anly place where Re-

£anl.S Chri■t.1.an■ ■till ■a1Df!a1.Ded a foz:a of the ■1D1.■+ry ci&»tiJmaua vi.th

that of the lledieval Omrch was 1n Bngland, and
Dlgladd that the debate about the

■1n1..■try ha■

rm■equmtly

been

■oat

it 1• 1.n

lively.

A■

'far

u Hanaon 1■ c:cncemed, epi■copacy 1.• the ■oat de■1.rable foz:a of the

•~

■ 1n1•try.

to

any

1.n■tituted by

our

While acJcnawledg1.Dg that "we canao1: ccmcede

fal:a of the ■1.n1.atry the d1.at1.nction of

Lard ar by the first

apo■tl•••"

havin9 bNII

neverthelea• i t • - - to h!a lhat, 1£ the

97While agreeing gmerally with 1Aather 1 ■· v1awa of
prie■tbaod of
all believers, Hanaan IIU99••t■ that IAlther'• doctrina of the ■1n1.■t:ry 1■
the 1 - t dd1.n1.te of all thoN of the Refamara, that what we 'find 1n
IAlther 1■ rather a mnbv of profound 1.n■ight■, and that l.utheranillll . . _
today doe• mt po■...• a d1.at1Dc:t1..,,. doctrine of tbeo ■1n1.■try. Dd.d.
P• 120. On th1■ point the follow1.Dg ea■ay■ ■ay be 1.n■tzuctive: WMrilKd
Goppelt, "The M1.n1.■try 1n the Lutheran Conf'ea■ima and 1n the Rew iruta■-t, l.utherm lfm:'ld, la (Oc:t:ober 1964), 409-4261 Gaarge A. L1Ddbedr:,
"'l'he Lat.berm Doct:r1.ne of the JUm.■ trya Catholic and RafcmNd;• P,pl.91ical Studies, XXX (Dec,e,-. 1969) 1 588-612; Go■ta Rm, •1.ut:11er• ■ IJoctrme
of the 111m.atry,_n Scotti■h Jaumal of 'fbeologx. YU (llarcb 1954), 16-401
Edgar II. Carlam, "'l'he IJoctrine of the IUDiatry 1D the Cclllf'u■im■,•
'rhe Lathe.rllD 9!frt51Y. XV Olay 1963), 118-1311 Lowll c.; Gram, ■a.lge
1D Lather'• Doctrine of the IUDiatry,• ~ IAt:barm 9!!Etf£1X, XY.ll1
(Nay 1966) 1 173-183; Wali:er J. Bartling, •A IUDiatry to IUm.■ te.ra,•
cam,,,,.tJ,a 1'haoloaical Nanthly. X-JU J (-7&me 1962), 325-3361 II. G. lkuafteamm, ~ Public 111.n1.atry 1.D the Apo■tolic Age,• CGDc:m:d1a 'nleolocd.cal
Jlanthly. DU (February 1951) 9 81-109.
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Church of the future is to attain unity, the best farm of the ministry
is likely to be acme version of episcopacy, and he adds,
it will be a very personal and pastoral form of episcopacy, very
closely related to the presbyterate, and not magnified into an
hierarc:hical body on which the ehurch depends for its very existence. 'l'he office of bishop is quite sufficiently dignified and
impressive in itself: it does not need to be buttressed by doubtful historical and theological theories.98
We can agree with Hanson 1n regard to the importance that he attaches
to an early formation of a special ministry, and we can cClllllend him for
recognizing the unique positicn of the apostles without condcning at all
the eventual rise of a priestly hierarchy.

Unlike him, the majority of

Anglicans, and of Anglo-Catholics as well, have not establ.ished their
views on the basis of biblical theology, but on sane doubtful implications of history and tradition.
episcopate.

This applies especially to the historic

At the same time we cannot share his view that the Church of

the future must agree on sane version of episcopacy if it is to attain
unity.

The real unity that the Church must seek is unity in Christ and

the Gospel, and episcopacy can no more guarantee this essential unity 1n
the Church than other forms of ministry and church order.

As a matter

of fact, there are degrees of divergence wen among Anglicans relative
to the significance of episcopacy.

As Bishop Hall has pointed out, some

hold it "to be of the .!.!!!. of the Church, others of its
yet others of its plene .!!!!t•"

!!!!!!. ease,

and

But beyond these divergent views within

the Anglican c:cmmunion, Hall indicates that it would be unthinkable for
anyone in the Anglican Church to accept a sc:hmle of union in the united
Church of the future which did not "involve the extension of the Historic

98Hanson, P• 168.
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Ep1acopate. n

To accept a union on any other terms, he

believe■,

represent a break with the d1ac1pl1ne of the Church 1n the first
tantamount to creating a new ministry.•

"would
centur1e■

In other wrds, he argues,

No school of thought 1n the Anglican Ccanun1on 1• ccnc:emed to deny
or even under-eatimate either the strength or the importance of the
argument frcm Tradition: all are agreed 1n regarding the episcopal
succession as the normal and appointed means by which the c:antinuity
of faith, office and authority ha• been maintained in the Church and
at one 1n the conviction that there 1a no method, other than episcopal ordinaticn, by which a m1n1stry unquesticned and accepted throughout the whole Church of Christ, can be secured.99
Similarly, and even

■ore

conf1clently, Peter Day, an Ep1sc:opal1anr

observes:
Whether or not one believes that the episcopate 1• of the ease, the
plene ease, or the!!!!!,!_.!!!!. of the Church, one cannot escap';"'"the
fact that it 1s there. :It exists, ccntinuing to perfona the :functions assigned to it 1n earlier ages of the church's life • • •
God has chastened and ■ortif1ed the episcopate, but He has not
abolished it. When separated brethren cane together, there will
be bishops among them--1n actual numbers, undoubtedly ■ore bishogs
than have ever existed 1n any past period of Christian history.l 0

In contrast, mt 1n the same ccntext of contemporary attempts to unify the Church, Dav1cl Lusk of the Church of Scotland takes a more cautious
approach when he says that the claim of Anglicans, that the episcopate
1s the only ministry which can be expected to unify ehristendclll, IIIOUld be
difficult to establish from history.

Ci.tj:ng the Refonaation as cnly cne

example among others, he points out that
fresh apprehension of the imediacy of the Chri■tian life, 1n its
relation to God, made it clear that the unity of the Church must be
found at a higher level than 1n any unity of the ministry. A present Christ needs no "vicar. 11101

A

99Hall, :I:I, 126.
100Day, XLV:I, 380.
101Luak, ll:I, 274.
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Finally, Dr. G. W. Brcalley, under:acarillg the di'ftrgmt

~ of

Anglic:ana regarding epi.acopacy, takes a very: aober 1111d realiat1c: view of
the situation when he points out that

:rn the strict and off1c:1al HDN there 1a no AnglicaD doctrine of
episcopacy or of the apostolic ncceaaian IA1ch naecl fGl'II m
obstacle to fellowahip with other Pi:oteatmt c:tmrc:hu. %ndiv1dual
AnglicaDa may of course hold IIUCh teac:h1D9•, and it 1a Saportant
that they ahalald be ccaaidered and - t , mt they hold tbm only u
pr.ivate theologima, not u repre■-tativea uther of the ayabolical
Anglican poaiticn or of the general traditicn of their church. By
symbol and tradition the acceptance of epiacopacy hu tlem a - t ter of dcmeat:.1c diacipl!ne, not of doctr!ne aad therefore of extemal
relaticnship.102
Raun

Catholic View•

We turn our attmUon now to several repreuntative Roeen Catholic
1nterpretat1ona of the

■1nt•tzy and

church order, ld:l1ch are also baaed

an the acceptance of apostolic aucc:eaaion u

OW:

a :fuDdalaenta1 doctrine.

source• for these particular view• Ke all folmd

sh1p1 int.the writing• of••

lu't several decades.
CC111plete

mo have apreaaed

.in recmt acholar-

their v1wa durillg the

Needle•• to say, no't all of the•• 'd.wa are Sn

agreement with the traditicnal Baun Catholic position take

and fonn.alated Sn earlier period• of that

dev1at:1cna do no't 1Dd1cate a aignificaD't

Omrch••

bi■tory,

altbollgb the

c:han9• .in Ream Catholic

ataDc:e

.in general.

:rn

b1a essay entitled "Note• an the Traditional T ~ an Apoatolic

SUcc:e••ian" Ant:cnio Javierre,

Dean of the Paml-ty of 'l'heology at

SaleaiaD Atheneua .in Rau, aaya,

102Brca11ey, vn, a1.

"'1'he

the

art1c:le of the Cree • X believe in
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one • • • apostolic Qmrch• alludes to a definite derivaticn from the
apostles.

Thia, 1n Catholic th1nking, caaes about through auc:ce■■ion."103

Javierre maintains that
The apostle■ were the first disciples of Christ, and the Omrch
perpetuates the attitude of the "l'wel.ve, aquatting at the feet of
their Master. Frcm this point of view it is pemisaible to assert
that it is the whole Omrc:h that is the successor of the apostolic
college. But the apostles had a particular miaaicn, and apostolic
succession, 1n the strict sense, aspires preciaely to perpetuate
this missien of being vicar• of ebriat. So there 1■, one might
say, succession and aucce■aian, just as there i■ the cxmcm priesthood of all the faithful and the ministerial Biie■thood, and they
are specifically different fraa cne another. 1
As he envisions the future of discussion en apostolic

auccea■ion,

the

same writer states:
The simple con:frontatian of facts suggest■ the best strategy to be
followed. Dialogue, centered on the Bible, should base itself en
history and dogmatic theology 1n arder to ou.tline the c:cncept of
succession and detendne its ccnstituent■ • • • • Ancient traditicn
puts the diadoche forward as the means of leveling out the time
lag between the deposit and the depositary. When the balance
between them is perfect, as 1n Christ, succession is redundant; but
when the depoaitaries, apostles, are mortal and the deposit,

103Antan1o Javierre, "Notes on the Traditienal Teaching on Apostolic
Succession," Concilium Theoloqy. xxxnr, 16. ln another article 1n the
••e book, Johannes Remmers, professor of history and theology at MGnster
University, points out that 1n Catholic circles the term "apostolic aucceaaicn" is usually used 1n a narrow sense: "it is restricted to hierarchical succession 1n the Church, even thou.gh •apostolicity• is regarded
as a note and a hallmark of the whole Church 1.naofar as her origin■ and
her doctrines are concerned. Thia terminological restrictian 1• tied up
with a general tendency of Catholic ecclesiology1 laying primary stress
on the role and authority of the hierarchy•" Johannes Renier•, "Apostolic
Succession& An Atrribute of the Whole -Church," 1n Ccnc:iliua "l'heolOgY.
xxxr,, 37.
104Jav1erre, xxxnr, 22. Vatican ll remind• us of this essential difference 1n Catholic thinking between the oeanenn priesthood of the faithful
and the miniaterial or hierarchical priesthood of the clergy in "the
Dpgaaatic Constitutd:cnoan the ctnmch," Document■ of Vatican :a, edited
by Walter M. Abbott, translated frcm the Latin by Joseph Gallagher (New
York: Guild Press, 1966) 1 Art. 10 1 p. 27.
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apoatolicity, is permanent, then, in the
writers, succession is indi■penaable.105
Fran

111.nd■

of all the ancient

a leas rigid point of view, and also in the light of the present

ecumenical debate, Hans K\ing, the well-known professor of Dogmatic and
Ecumenical Theology at the University of 'l'ilbingen, hu provided us with
a number of theses that express a scmewhat different mncept of apostolic
succeasion. 106 His basic point is that the whole Church and every individual member shares in the apostolic successian, for "it is the Qmrch
as a whole that we believe in when we say:

•I believe in the apostolic

Church,'" so that "apostolic succession is therefore primarily a auccession in apostolic faith, apostolic service and apostolic life. 11107
Yet within this apostolic succession of the whole Church there is a
special apostolic succession of the many putoral

service■,

thrmgh which

the pastors continue the mission and functicn of the apostaies, which is
that of founding and guiding the Church.
with a one-sided power to CC11111and.

"They are not a governing

Blit there

i■

a

■uperposition

subordination determined by the kind of aervice.•108

clu■

and a

In the light of

the dogma of the threefold ministry of bishop; presbyter and deacon,
which had a ccmplex historical developaent during the post-apoatolic

l0 5Javierre, PP• 23-24.
106-rheae theses, preaented in the article by Hana J(ung, "What :Is
The Essence of Apostolic SUccesaion?," Ccnc1lium Theoloqy. XXXIV, 28,
are a INIIIIIUY of those elaborated in hi■ book The Church (New Yorks
Sheed and Ward, Inc., 1968).
107Iding, "What Ia The Ea■ence of Apostolic Succeaaion?," PP• 28-29.
A r•arkably s1milar view 1• expreaaed by Ehrhardt in his ea■ay "The
Meaning of •Apostolic~'" The Apoatolic Miniatry, P• l.
108&6ng, P• 30.
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period and is still so prominent in Rcman catholic theology, Kfmg suggests that "we make an undue presupposition when we draw a simple
straight line of succession frCl'II the apostles to the biahops.nl09

Even

assuming that this threefold order of functions is a meaningful and practical developnent,llO it is but one possibility and certainly not "a
dogmatic necessity." He adds:

"The rich begimungs of a Church order in

the New Testament leave plenty of roam for other possibilities in
practice. 11lll
Pastoral service, Kttng says, is a special kind of succession to the
apostles, but there are many other charismatic gifts of leadership which
continue the apostolic m1nistry 1 especially those of prophets and teachers.
But pastoral succession, with the imposition of hands, the ordination, is
"neither autcmatic nor mechanical."

:It presupposes faith, it does not

exclude the possibility of error, and "it needs to be tested by the

109:Ibid.
llOBernard Dupuy, "The Function of Priests and Bishops," Conc:ilium
Theoloqy, XXXJ:V, 82, goes farther than this and says that the threefold
ministry, according to the Rcman Catholic view, "continues to have a
!!! jure character. There will always be deacons, a ministry of elders,
a ministry of supervision."
lllK:ung 1 ''What :Is The Essence of Apostolic Succession'?," P• 31.
This is certainly a departure frcm traditional Catholic statements about
the priesthood. One modern example of such a traditional Catholic statement, which, however, he admits must now be reexamined, is that made by
E. SchillebeeJcx with regard to the priesthood: "The sacerdotium, whi.ch
is subdivided into episcopate, presbyterate, and diaconate, was instituted
by Christ as one of the seven sacraments, and this sacr•ent of ordination,
which is guaranteed by the •apostolic successicn,• i■poses--only in the
case of a •valid ordination•--• character. Despite the universal priesthood of all believers, this •official' priesthood is, in its correlation
to the ccmmunity, nonetheless •essentially distinct• frcm the services
rendered by the laity, although these are equally of the Church." E.
Schillebeelcx, "The Catholic Understanding of Office in the Church,"
Theologi.cal Studies, XXX (December 1969), 567.
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community of the fai.thful. 11 While making a distinction between the power
of the Christian in the universal priesthood and the special power of the
pastor (bishop or priest), Kung also maintains that there lffllst be cohesion
between the two, and that, therefore, it is "a false view of ecclesiastical office to see obedience and subordination as a one-way street."

"An

absolutist government of the Church, at the level of the whole Church,
the diocese or the parish, is a contradiction of the Gospe1. 11112 For
this reason he suggests that admission to the apostolic succession in the
pastoral line according to the New Testament ought to take place through
"the cooperation of those who are already pastors and the conanunity, "
the latter as the royal priesthood having a voice in all the affai.rs of
the community according to the juridical principal that "what concerns
all , must be dealt with by a11. 11113
Vatican II addressed itself specifically to the matter of lay participation in the affai.rs of the Church in the "Dogmatic Constitution on

112Kung, "What Is The Essence of Apostolic Succession?," p. 33.
113Ibid. Approval of the idea of lay participation in the affm:rs
of the Church community is developed more elaborately in Hans Kung,
"Participation of the Laity in Church Leadership and in Church Elections,"
Journal of Ecumenical Studies, VI (Fall 1969), 511-533. In a summary
statement at the beginning of the article Kung states: "If laity may
only work and advise but not participate in decision-making in the Church,
they are not the Church in the full sense of the word • • • • A substantive
treatment of the problem indicates that while a sociological model of
the Olurch has been influential--e.g, monarchical in the past, democratic
today-a theological model taken from the New Testament shows no basic
duality between clergy and lai.ty and seems, in fact, to resemble the
democratic model • • • • How then can lai.ty be excluded from decisionmaking? :rt is not a question of a struggle for supremacy of the lai.ty
over the priests, or of the priests over the laity. Both together are the
Church, deriving together their positions and their authority from the
one IDrd of all • • • • Certainly then decision-making is a joint procedure; obedience is always conditional, except to Christ•• •• Representatives of congregations should participate in elections of pastors,
bishops, and popes-as in fact in ancient times the bishop was elected
by clergy and people," p. 511.
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the Onlrch" (Article 37) and in the "Decree en the Apostolate of the
Laity" (Article 26).

However, its stat•enta leave the impression of

being carefully guarded, deliberately cautious and BClllewhat paternalis-

tic, when they suggest that the lai.ty is to be encouraged to give its
advice and to beccme involved in the apostolic missicn :but is not expected to participate in the govemnaent of the Cmrch.

The following

passage provides an example of this:
Let sacred pastors recognize and praaote the dignity as well u the
responsibility of the layman in the Cmrch. Let th• willingly make
use of his prudent advice. Let them confidently usign duties to
him in the service of the Church, allowing him freedan and roan
for action. Further, let them encourage the layman so that he may
undertake tasks on his own initiative. Attentively in Christ, let
them ccnsider with fatherly love the projects, suggestions, and
desires proposed by the laity. Furthermore, let putors respectfully acknowledge that just freedcn which belongs to everyone in
this earthly city.
A great many benefits are to be hoped for from this fmniliar dialogue
between the laity and their pastors: in the lai.ty, a strengthened
sense of personal responsibility, a renewed enthusiasm, a more
ready application of their talents to the projects of their pastors. The latter, for their part, aided by the experience of the
lai.ty, can more clearly and more suitably cane to decisi.cns regarding spiritual and temporal matters. J:n this way, the whole
Church, strengthened by each one of its members, can more effectively fulfill its mission for the life of the world. 114
Notwithstanding this encouragement for the lai.ty, a qualifying statement
in the same article cautions:

"Let it alw~ be done in truth, in c:om:-age,

and in prudence, with reverence and charity toward those who

a

reascn

!!£_ their sacred office represent ~ perscn !!£_ Chri.stnllS taphui.s mine)

Indeed, Vatican ll was very clear and prec:ise in 1ta attitude toward the hierarchy, although, in :fact, the authori.ty of the hierarchy 1s

ll411 0ogmatic Conati.t.ution on the
llSn,id., P• 64.

Omrch,"

Art. 37, PP• 64-65.

..
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explained more in terms of service than of dClminian. After speaking of
the People of God and the role of the Holy Spirit in Olapter 2, the
"Dogmatic Constitution cm the Church" introduce• 1n Olapter 3 the tena
"succession" with regard to the hei.rs of the apostles• office and states:
In order that the episcopate .itself might he one and undivided, He
(Christ] placed blessed Peter over the other apostles, and :Instituted 1n him a pen1anent and visible source and foundation of unity
of faith and fellowship. All this teaching about the institution,
the perpetuity, the force and reason for the sacred primacy of the
Rcman pcntiff and of his infallible teaching authority, th.is sacred
Synod again proposes to be firmly believed by all the faithful.

Continuing in the same task of clarification begun by Vatican :I,
this Council has decided to declare and proclaim before all men 1.ts
teaching ccncerning bishops, the successors of the apostles, who
together with the successor of Peter, the Vicar of Christ and the
vi.sible Head of the whole Church, govern the house of the li-ving
God.116
Johannes Remmers, however, has a different view and points ou.t that
on the basis of the unique characteristics of the original apostles
(eyewitnesses of the risen Christ and recipients of a mission frcm Him),
there could be no successors and no apostolic successi.on, and that :ln
this sense the apostolic office could not go on.

Moreover, the mission

of the apostles transcends thei.r own person, because 111.t embraces the
'all' over which Jesus has been placed as Lord--all peoples, all nati.cms,
all times right up to the Parousia. 11117 In th.is respect, Rmmers, who
sees apostoli.c succession as scmething enjoyed by the whole Church,
agrees with K~g.118 More apecif1cally 1 th.is apoatol.ic auccesai.on of

116:Ibid., P• 38.
117Remmers, XXX:IV, 40.

Supra, P• 87, fn. 103.

118supra, P• 89 1 fn. 111.
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all the believers becomes operative when the Church confrcnts the witness
of the apostles which canes to it in the Scriptures.

But, Ramaers adds,

Legitimate successicn in the hierarchy ensures and safeguards the
apostolicity of Oiristian doctrine; it guarantees the authenticity
of the tradition being handed down. But the bearer·of this tradition is the whole Church, and the agreement of the whole ccaaun1ty
of believers 1s the proof .and the critericn of its authenticity.119
In SUlllllary, Rmlller • a view is expressed in his leYaluaticn of the &COliliapliah-

ment of Vatican ll on thi.a point, when he says,.
A basic outlook on Oiristianity took shape during Vatican Council
ll, some insights flashing suddenly to light, others taking much
time and trouble. Thia basic outlook wu that the c:cnmnity of
believers as a whole, not the hierarchy or the ecclesiastical
leadership, should have the primary place. 'lfe may happily regard
this as a rediscovery of the biblical notion that the Church is
an adelphotes, a brotherhood of believers; it is a much broader
and deeper notion than the juridical c:cnc:ept of collegium.120
With the same inclinaticn that is observable in the statements of
recent Catholic theologians, F.duard Schillebeekx sees a need, "in view
of the present crisis in the priesthood and also in the light of ecumenical concern,·" for basing future di.scussiona of the ministry and church
order on "the office of the Church" rather than on their "actual institution."

He fails to find any direct c:cnnecticn between the contemporary

offices in the On.arch (the epi.scopate, the presbyterate, and the di.aconate) and an act of institution on the part of Jesus while He vu
here on earth.

Fraa purely historical analysis, he points aut, it 1•

apparent that already existing model• in the Jewish and Helleniatic
W0rld, as well as ccncrete d•ands made by the historical situation of

the Church, \'influenced the factual structure of the leadership of the

119.Remmers,

-

:xxxnr,

120D,id., 49.

44.
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camnunity." Even frm a sociological viewpoint, "a wocial group IIUCh u
the Church would be \Ulth1nkable withou.t off1cial

lliniatrie■."

this aoc:iological process within the Church which

cau■ed

However,

the episcopate,

the presbyterate and the diac:c:mate to •erge frm an originally greater
number of offices in the Church is, according to Schll:l:ilbeekx, correctly

interpreted, an ecclesiological grounds, u

the 'llm'k of the Holy Spiri.t,

for, after all, the Church is "the Temple of the Holy Spirit.• Ac:cardingly,
Even though these offices
foundation by Jesus, they
the apostolically ordered
and not simply the result
=•d~=:m~r2fan be said
.......,....,_ioiiiiiii.,·

do not go back to a hiatori.cal act of
are, by virtue of the pneaatic nature of

Church, themselves the fruit of the Spirit
of a sociological prodesa of growth. J:n
that these Church offices are bued an a

'1'hus, the "office of the Church" forms an essential part of the "apostolically ordered Church" end, therefore, an essential part of the Church u
the "Church of Christ."

But the Church herself, he edda, can regulate

the concrete forms, divisiana end powers of this office.

He

augge■ta,

further, that there is a need for the leadership of the Church to consult the behavioral ac.1.ences, particularly religious

■ociology,

in order

to adopt a pastoral policy that ia suitable to the changed cultural circumstances and that will enable the Church to function meaningfully in
the future.
in m1nd.n1 2 2

J:n th1a effort "the ecclesiological foundation auat be borne
One

of the results of Vatican I.I. wu the implicit accept-

ance of the validity of the office of the Church in other churches.
Schillebeelcx evidently agrees wi.th thi.a when he states that

Even if the universal collegiality and the office of Peter, which
could really function in other Church order■, are not taken into

12lschillebeekx, XXX, 569.

-

122:tbid., XXX, 571.
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ac:caunt, • epiacopal. or preuyterial Clmrc:h order ■hauld not ill
itself be regarded a■ a do9ut1c factor ;t ea«Ung to d1v1■1CIII. A■
■uc:h 1 thm, theM are not• obstacle to unity, bat anly ~ermt
and do91atically justified Omrch order■.123
Thia doe■ not yet 11ND that Sch11lebeekx regard■ other Qmrc:h order■ a■

equal to the Catholic order, for •1t cm be affimecl,• be

are (fr:cm the Rman Catholic point of
a■ churche■ with regard

Yiw) ill

■aya,

~tbat they

a a1tuat1CIII of __.gw.y

to the apo■tolk ■IICCe■aiCIII ill the office.•124

In another reapect, when Sdlillebeekx

refer■

to the unner ill llh1c:b

(again, accorc:ling to Raum Catholic practice) a candidate 1■ received

into the college of office-bearer■ with the laying en of banda,125 witb
the cansequent "mark" or cbarac:ller of ■uch receptim, he - • no can-

tiDuing

cau■e

for

d1Yiaiftlle■■

:bet.e.in Catholic and

Prote■tant c:hurc:he■

today,126 although hi■ raticnale 1n thi■ r99ard doe■ not appear qldte
a■

clear

a■

the bare

■tataent.

Another canteaporary Catholic theologim, Han■ Ura

approaches the probl• of the

■tructure

of the

•1n1 ■try

ftll

by

Baltbuar1

attalpting

to return to the biblical origin■ of d1ac:1pl6■h1.p and autbor1.ty. 127 The
Omrc:h today---■ the
Cbri.■t,

c:,cammicn of

■ainta

en the oae band, 1111d 1n her

and the

apotlea■

bride of

cansp1.cuoll■ 1aperfect1on■

J:aefare the

1 23Dd.d., XXX, 573.
~24~.,

xxx,

578.

125A d1.■cu■ a1cn of th1■ dactrine fr:cm the K'••ical viewpoint 1.■
found in Naur1.c:e Villain, "Can !'here Be Apo■tolic Succe■■ioD Ollta1de the
Chain of Japo■1.t1on of Handa1 1 • Conc:1l t:1a '!'heDloqy. DXXV1 87-104.
126Scblllebaelac1 XXX, 576.

12711ana Ura f t l l Baltbuar, Qmrch and lfarld. tr-■lated by A.
Littledal• Id.th A.'le:nnder lkll (llw Yarka Herder and Herder, 1967).
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1110rld 1 on the other hand--rma1ns 1 Balthaaar believes, an enipa.

However,

as he sees the problem,
The answer to the difficulty, which c:cncems Catholics and nanCatholics alike, can be found only li personal discipleship and
authority are seen as intimately ccnnected from the wry first, and
inseparable both in fact and idea. And thia connection 11W1t mean
not only that the personal practice of the believer ia protected
and guaranteed externally by an imperscnal authority (this may well
be true, but it does not dispell all doubts), but also that the
very concept of discipleship, which can only be apprehended dialectically I only 2E excessum, implies that of authority I and 1a inseparable from it.128
The very fact that Jesus personally called twelve disciples, who, according to Balthasar, fona a collegium, and that their call involved
them in an exclusive identliication with Jeaus in the mission of salvation is to be explained, not merely in sociological ar ethical term•
(as in the Greek master-disciple relationship), but as a unique relationship with God in Olrist.

He calls it "the paradox of following," in

which "the more one desires to be a •master,' the more one IIWlt r•ain
a pupu.11129 Further, the call to discipleship preaents "the mare
intense paradox of imitiltlian." The disciples are called to imitate the
inimitable, 130 which is "not the exterior act, but the interior sentiment that, as God's attitude and settled disposition, is transfused
unreservedly into the faith of the Church. 11131

Xt 1a at this point that

authority in the church c:aaes into being, for "where the paradox of
'following' results far Protestantism in a dialectic is just where

128~., PP• 45-46.
129~., P• 59.
130cf. Matt. 11:29; 20:26-281 John 13113-17; Phil. 2:s.
131Balthasar, P• 67.
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for Catholics, it: result:• in 111■■1.an and office.•1 32
c:11ac1ples1 act: of aw:render in faith :by
of

Christ:" (Gal. 4119),

other■

(J:

The•••

80

imre■t.Sng

God

-■-rs the

tha with •the f'cma

that: they, in t:urn, aay bee,_. a "f'cma" for

117). 'l'hl• •fom" 1• the

authority in the Church, the •pat:t:ern

~

■o1l

frca llh1ch

spring■

the flock• (J: Pet.er 513).

Power and authority are thus illpart:ed to the '!'velft "without: educ:at:ian

or preparaticn, with no period of

tr-■it:icn;

and than,

80

tllldcwed, they

are sent: forth." While there 1a IIUCh of W.. pcwer and authority that:
extmd• to all

Chri■t:18118

to Balthuar, it:

IIIOUld

in their

re■pan■e

to

Chri■t:,

yet:, according

be a grave error to canclude :&ca this tbat: there

1• no more than a universal priesthood, or that: W.. aut:hority 1• s1aply
a universal

chari■mat:ic:

on certain individuals.

quality in the ctmrch, 1aprinted mare atrclngly
%n

hi■

view,

'1'he t:welve, chosen out: :by nae frca the very ~ and
deaignat:ed apostle• in a apec:1.fic ■enae, are thay who were ptesent: frm the aut:■et: and naainecl whm ac,at: of the other• left:
(John 6 1 66), who "cont:mnecl wi,th ae in ray trialalJI ( ~ 22 1 28),
who praaounced the decisive words of the can£eald.cn and received
the key• (Matthew 16 9 18; 181 18), were given the :funct:ian and
authority to celebrate the Dacharist: and to bind and loose •iD■
(Luke 22,19; §ohn 20,23). J:t: WU to t:bm u a college that: the
risen Chri■t: appeared, to th• he :finally opened the aean1rMJ of
the Scripture• (Iake 24,45), to t:hal he iapartecl the final caami■■ian and the ;r•t: apostolic prcai■e (Mat:tlaaw 28 1 16-20).
Office and power bold fut: together, and are never 1ap19118d in
the period covered :by the Act:■ of the Apoat:le•s St:. Pmal'• whole
theol09Y of the apoatolat:e preauppo- their rec:DFii~ton.133

132:Ibid., P• 71.
133-™•• P• 79.

s-

also the "Decree en the lli■bop•' Putaral

Office in the Omrch," Doclamta of Vat:icm n, pp 396 1 1n wh1ch the
aut:hority of the biahopa and the pope, ac:tillg u • colleta, 1a
defended.
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Baltha■ar••

funcUonal

fund•ental inal9ht, it

appear■,

and repre■entaUve c:haraci:er of

la that of •the

the Chrlat.lan

fcma of

exia1:enc:e lthe ChrlaUan calling] , 1n which the huull oppo■iUcn
l:)ebfeen per■cn and :funcUon 1■ no langer applicable.•
any eccle■iology which u■ign■ what la per■cnal

Accordin9ly,

to the lali:y and

what 1■ :func:Uonal to the clergy i■ -■eden a fal■e prllliH, becauae

func1:1cnal.11:y on the Chri■Uan level applie■ to :both.134
Baltha■ ar believe■, i■

not a

■ati:er

'1'he que■tlcn,

of alt:emaUvu--did Chrlat t:rain

the apo■Ue■ for the clerical ■tai:e or for the Olri■t:ian life 1n
general 7--mt it
di■ciple■

(u

i■

al■o

a matter of

nece■aary

un11:y.

"Chri■t

traina t:tie
■uch

la

Yet; Balt:huar rei:um■

to

the people) 1n the Chrlat:ian fcma, which u

beyond the diaUnction of clergy and la11:y.•

the t:redltional Catholic

po■lUcn

when he

declare■ 1

But this o
an po■■e■■icn i■ mt to be ccmfwled vit:h t:he Prote■i:ant idea that the prie■thood of all believer■ 1• the foundaticn of the ■pecial ■tate of the clergy, 1n that the power■
inherent, collectively and dao=atically, 1n the Omrch are
imparted IJy it to ilMSividual■• The hierarchy, u la clear 1n
the text■, WU direcily ••tabli■hed IJy Chrlat, and 1■ not to
be referred, for its ■pecial camli.■■ion, cuually to anything
univu■al in the Church.
Thia doe■ not rule out that the
:func:tional ■ide of t:hi■ aped.al c::ia.-d■■ion aay be a particular
expre■sicn of the univer■al :functicn•fcml of the Church. ecm■equmily, what la ■pecial la not acaethin9 added, atemally
and po■itivi■tically, to what 1■ un1ver■a1. Xt la, rather, a
aped.al 1aprinting IJy Cbrlat en the un1ver■al fcml, whereby it
can and ■hauld a, in a aore ■pec:1al way,
aadel, and pattern of thi■ univer■ai.135

:txeo••

134cf. Bartling, XXXXll, 325. See al■o Brueggaun, xx:a, 81.
135Balt:huar, P• 109.
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It

:follow■

quite naturally, Batbuar

arguea an the llu1a of I Corinthiana

12121-26, that higher: qualliicationa and peracmal d1at1nc:1:1ona directly
•ignliy higher type• of functicna.

One .ill impre••ed with Baltbuar•a ·tharollgh aad

in■ighthl

attapt

to underscm:e the aac:redne•• of every ~iatillD'• calling and to rutare
the lai.ty to funct1onal pollitiona in the Omrc:h.
h1a

Yet we auat queatian

uauapticn that the calling o:f the 'l'velve aignliie• the eata))llahaellt

o:f a hierarchy o:f a apecial clas• of Chriatimla wbo derive authority

over others by their call to diacipluhip.

Here

we

would agree with

Hansen, that d1ac1pleah1p or the apoatolate 1• aiaply acaethillg that
widens out to all Chr:i•tiana 1n the c:ourae o:f

it■

pu•iz19 over into the

Omrch. 136 While we wauld also agree with Joaeph l>u••-van-Werdt that
the "universal priesthood doe• not ae1111 that everyane
(I Corinthiana 12a29),n137 inallalch

CaD

do everything

u t:h1a would introduce

a11

anarchi-

cal element into church order, we IIIOllld have to inaiat that all

£om■

of ain1.at.ry are poasible to ever:yme, provided that the individual bu
a rec:ognized char1• and a Ulldate :frm the Cbriatian commmity to exerciae it.

Aa

Du••-vm1 'Werdt apre•••• it,

The uni.'Var■al prieatbood 1'et:okenll th1a buic c:bar1•at1c: atate of
every meaber o:f the CO!Pl'mSty of Chr:iat. Har 1a it abaDdoned by
the peracn who attain■ to aupr- functiarul of go,,emMDt in the
Church. Any d1atinct1an of the variolm ■Sn1■tr1• within the
whole 1• therefore aecmdary and relative. IUnl■t.ry 1■ nch GIily
when it 1■ related to the whole. li it tum■ into the oppo■ite
and beccaes a cla:la to power, waking the whole ■ubordinate to
it■el:f, it no lC119er ...... the whole and 1■ no langar andecclMial

136aan■en, P• 89.

137Jos. Du■■•"WD Werdt, "What can the Layam Do Witilaut the Pr1e■t1,•
Canc1U.ua Tbeol.OGY. XXXJ:V, 105.
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•1n1atry. Ho lliniatry 1a excluaive in auch a way u
the ~lsauperfl:uoua. Nana unite• .in 1belf the

to r.ader

fulne•••

plercaa.

The queaU.cn ■ay

well

))e

uked whether,

■Snee

Vatican

:a,

the

there 1a

• renewal of Catholic thought regarding tba IUJliatry of the Qmrch.

l'n•

deed, in h1• reapanae to the •J>ogu.U.c ConaU.tution an the Church,"

Albert

c.

OUtler aug9eata that the 1deu

expre■aad

in th1a doc:uamt opan

up "a new era in Rcllan Catholic c:cmcept1ana of church carder," that

"there 1• much here to pander, llllch to .recogn1u u integral in cur
00ii11Nft

history u

Chri■U.ana,

llllch to appropriate in the ,rad.au•

part■

of divided Chriatendal. 11139 Parhapa only the future will deteE■ine

whether the ec:menical clillate will chan9e the traditional Rman Catholic
poaition or whether: the wice• of the advance patrol in Catholic theo-

logy will be ailenced.
the Catholic laity

The proapect appears

IN■t ))e

to exiat that the w1cea of

redtoned with in the future.

Jeaua Olriat--ctmrch--111niatry
The

aeccad view of the

■1niatry

in 1ta relaticn to Jena airiat

and the Church is that the CbriatJ.an ...,_m, ty wu can'VOked by the Holy

Spirit folllalifing

Jeau■•

reaurrect1cn, and that Olriat u

the Lord of

the Church then called varioua _,_r• of the Churc:b to par1:1.cular kinda

138~., XXXD', 110.
139Docuaenta•,of Yat1.c:aD :a, PP• 104-105. 'l'he IIO■t rec:mt 1111d c:mprehmaive aerie• of a&alu an the Omrch and ■1nt ■t:er1al order■ that bu
appeared 1a Dlchariat and 111n1■tn. XV, IAlther-■ and Catholica in
Dialogue, publ.1■hed jointly by Repre■-tativea of the u.s.A. Natimal
Ccwl1t1:ee of the IAltheran World Pederat.icD and the Biahop■ ' Ccwe1ttee
far llcmnm1cal and l'nter-.reli91aua Affair■, 1970.
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of

111niatry, which

'Du■

apr••• the -■HDtial ■1ni■try of the vhole Omrch.140

cancept aay be illustrated u

:follow■1

Jen■ Chri■t

i
L

Church
IUD1.■ try

Thi■ 1■

the pattern that bu been fa'VQE'ed and ~ended by

of varioua "encn1aati.cna, and it 1•

oppo■ed

to all priestly,

epi■c:Dpal

Tho•• WID bold

and hierarch1.cal sy■tm■ of ldni■terial order.

Prote■tanta

th1■

YUW

of the doctrine of 111ni■try ■ee the Chriatian Church taking ■hape dter
Penteco■t
Je■u■

aa the

re■ult:

of the life, duth and reaw:rec:ticn of the Lord

Christ and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit.

%1: 1• the 0mrc:h,

the corporate :body of IMllie.,,_.■ in Cbri■t, which bu :beenccm■:!
proclai■

vice to

the Ga■pel of Gad'• grace in Oiri■t and by it■ witne■■ and ■er
■how

dca of Gad.

loving canc:ern for all aen and to bring tha into the ICing•
The Hew

Te■tmunt

Cburc:h 1• a fellow■hip of all believer•

in which the Spirit of Gad dwell■, in which the
■taticm

••imled to

cmcepta of rank and

are excluded,. and in which the aaly 11111:hori.ty

of the 11.ving

that are

Chri■t

exerci■ed

exiat only a•

and the Holy Spir1.t.

'?he

are derived frca the ane

diver■it1.e• of

1■

vari.au

the authority

JdJMI■

of ■1111.■try

■1ni■tzy of the IJard and

function for the edifying of the Body of

and for the exten■icn of the Kingllall of Gad into all the WQE'ld•
.
In a worcl, the Chm:ch u in■Ututed by Chri■t 1■ prior to every :fOZII ~

Chri■ t

llini■ try.
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Thia J.a the pattern, too, that bu c

IDded it:Nlf' to the aocalled

"l'ree Churchea," in wb1ch rmgregational autmaay bu bMD alpbuiu4 1111d
the autbority of the ordained llim.atry llin1a1Md.

!bi■ f'om of' •1ni■ter

ial tradition owed a great deal to the vorJc and teaching of both Luther
and Calvin.

I:t c ... out of ccmtineDtal Anabapti• 111d

1111d found a:preaaicn

1n Baptiat

Engli■h Separat:i■a

and CCDgngaticnal Omrchea.141

I:t

deeply cliatrwlta any allianca between Church 111d State, u well u any
■harp cliatincticn !,etween •1ni■try and laity.142

Fraa the :beg1Min9 of their hi■tary in England the l'ree 0mrcha■
have

con■iatently

emphuized the apiritual u againat the 1nat11:ut1.anal

conception of the lliniatry, and they atrcngly
tu1c

■a1nta1n

that

1:ha pri■ar:y

11

of the ■in1atry 1• to aubac,re apir1:tual aada. • 143 Jn th1a vein

F.dgar Richard• remarks,
So wherever ■1.Dner■ were be11MJ ccnverted, and wherever the Church
wu :being blUt up in faith and lOYe through the ■1ni■traticm■ of'

P r e e ~ •1n1ater■, the Pree Omrch ■iDi ■trie■ 1natru■antal
in achievin9 thi■ thought thay bad every right to regard 1:ha■elvea u true •1ni■triea of the Wm:d and s~--t■ 1D the Univeraal Church. They did ao 1n the c:mw1ct1on that it J.a aore
1D accp.rdance with the apirit of' the Go■pel that the reality and

14lAD excellent au1111ary of' the doctrinal poaitim■ of' the variou
dencw1ne+.t.cm■ en the Churc:b and the ■1niatry J.a to be found
in The Nature of the Church, A Repar1: of' the AW'icaD lfhaolog1cal c:c.■lttee of the Ccnttnuatien 0-,1 ttee, World Ccnfermce en l'aith and
Order (New Yorks Willett, Clark and
1945 >. S• al■o the brief hi■1:oJ:tcal ducriptian■ of' the Church and it■ ■1n1atJ:y l,y Richard R.
Ce
erer and Bcw1n L. Lueker, 0mrch and llin1■1:rY in '.rranaition (St.
tod •, Ccnc:ard1a Publ.1.ahing Hau■e, 1964) •

Proteatant

eo.,

The

142.Brneat A. Payne,~ 1Un1.■try 1n H1■tor1.cal Perapectift, 11
Baptiat Qlarterly, XVll (April 1958), 263.

143zdgar R1chard■, "I:a There a Pree a.arch Doctrine of tbe 1Uniatry71"
The Bxpo■it.og tiae■, LXXX (May 1969), 242.
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validity of a ministry ahoul.d be tested ~ apiritual
than by c:anaideraticn■ of external order. 44
L1Jce the great

Refm:mer■,

Free Church

representative■

value■

have

rather

c:mi■i■tently

maintained that the true Head of the Church is not prince or pope or
bishop, but Christ.

The characteristic Free Church claim 1• that "the

Redeemer has His own Crown Rights, and that the Church llhauld not he
subject to any outside rule. 145
One of the fundamental tenets of the Free Churches is the doctrine
of the priesthood of all

believer■•

Nonetheless they have ac:1cnowledged

the necessity of a special ministry within the universal priesthood.

In the words of Edgar Richards,
Although at times the Free Churches have been in danger of regarding the ministry as a sort of general manager•• job, or as no
more than the mouthpiece of the universal priesthood, yet there
is a constant emphasis on the need within the Church for a special
ordained ministry set apart and caaaissioned for the task of
building up and shepherding the Church.146
Theologically and historically the Free Churches have regarded the Church
as prior to the ministry, and this view was aimed at repudiating the
Ranan Catholic doctrine of an exclusive and sacerdotal priesthood.
evidence for this view,

Richard■

As

cites statements fraa such praninent

Free Church figures as 'l'hcmas Cartwright and Robert Browne 1n the
Puritan period; the
negie Simpson and T.

w.

144Ibid., LXXX, 242.
145Ib1d., LXXX, 243.
146Ibid.
147Ibid., LXXX, 244.

R.

w.

CarMan■on; and the early Baptist, John Slayth.147

Ccngregaticnali■t,

Dale;

Presbyterian■,
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Since they regard the lliniatzy u the aervant of the Church, Pr•
Charche■ atand 1n clear diatlnc:tian :fEOII the

which

llde■ the

ldniatzy.

Rman 1111d High Cllurch view,

exiatence of the Omrch depmdent upon an

UHDtial

Acc:ard1ngly, the inward call of God taku precedence over the

official and ceraanial autho.risat.icm o:f the Church.
i■ what make• a aan a lliniater.nl48

"'1'he call o:f God

Thu■, too, while the laying CD o£

hlmda in ordinaticn i■ practiced tad~ 1D ■aae Pr• Cburc:hea, nme o£
them regards thi■ rite u

e■HDtial

to the

With regard to church polity, there
aang

Pree

come■

be:fare arganizaticn1 that Paith

Church u

Omrch■en

an

■aking

i■

of a 111n1at:er.

an increuing tendency

to apply the pragmatic teat.

in■t1tut.icm i■ only

a

i■

mean■

In■i■ting

that "11:fe

prior to Order, that the
to prcaoting the spiritual mda

o:f the Kingdom of God,nl49 Pree Qmrcbea hold that no flam of dmrch

goverment, not even
it

became■

c:hanve.

epi■copacy,

b

to be regarded u

apparent that the higbeat

1ntere■ta

"M0clerator■"

or "General

if

1D the Church.,_.,,., a

Stressing the pr:1nc1ple of parity 1D the

Cburche• regard

J.ndi■penaable

■ini■qy I

SUperintmdmt■"

Pr•

u

u■eful

in

an advisory c:apacity and with nothing we than "lleral 1111d perrmive
autbar:ity." Ac:cm:ding to R1c:harda 1 the o£:f1c1al
1937 declare• that "the

exi■tence

■iniatarial

d..anatratecl 1D the clo•• brotherhood o£ the

-

149~•• LXXX, 242.

Stat.amt o£

o£ a threefold ■1n1atry bu no :buia

1D the • • T•tament, and the princ1ple o£

148lb1d.

Nethodi■ t

parity hu

J:,am

Met:hadi■t ■ini■try.•

Bllt
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he

add■ ■ignifi.cantly,

■o

"Eftn

the willingne■■ ■ince Archb1.■hop Piaher: 1 ■

Caabr1dge Semen of 1946 to take
mark the beg1nn1ng of

ep1■copac:y

into the

m1n1■tr:y

Church developMDt o:f the

pr1nc:1ple■

llini■tr:y 1■

llini■tr:y

for

■erv1ce

perta1n1ng to the Pr•

with which w. can agree, acae of

which even :find ■uppart 1n the Hew Teatamt.

exerc:1aed in the

ayataa aay

a breakaway :frm that tr.U.Um. "150

In aumary, there are a "Pnber o:f

Churchmen

Methodi■t

In the v i • of Pree

■erv1c:e

rather than :fer rule; it 1a to :be

the

Moreover, there 1a a

of

Go■pel.

di■tinct

into which a man may enter through a call :frm God, with the

approval of the Omrch, and by ordinai:ion--a IWd.■tr:y that 1• to :be
d1■t:ingu1shed

a

■p1r1tual

llini■t:ry

fraa the

office which

au■t

:bl.e•■lnv•

of God

rellind■

ccm■idera•

that have bee wrowJht 1n mwan live• over

.it■ accaapli■taenta

hand, Nelaan

1■

:be conducted in accordance with spiritual

the centur1e• through this :fom o:f

write off

Finally, it

Frcm th1a point of view, and 1n

and Hew Testament standard■•

t1on of the

of the whole Church.

llini■t:ry,

in the

cne can har:dly ignore or

Chr1■t1an

0mrc:h.

0n the other

ua that "the chief difficulty aay lie with the

under■tanding of the character and role o:f the apo■tlu."151

there 1a no unlveraal

ccm■en■ua

While

aa119 New Test:aaent ac:holara with regard

to interpreting the total MBD1ng o:f the apostlu :far the Omrch, there

dou appear to :be a trend, indepeadmt of dmae:!naticmal loyalty, 1n
favor o:f ac:Jmowledgeing the lfew Testaent

-

lSOibJ.d., I.DX, 245.
15111.iacm ,

xxxx,

93.

apoatle■,

bat Y1rtlle of their
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direct appointment by the Lord Himself, as vital links between Christ and
the historical Church.152
Jesus Christ-Mini.sters:

Church

A third way of designating Christ's relationship to the Church and

to the ministry is by a triangular pattern.

'l'his represents neither a

purely hierarchical nor an exclusively charismatic idea of the Church
and of church order, but rather takes both into account.

Thus,

Jesus Christ

I

Ministers

~

~
Chµrch

This conception sees Christ as being related by the Spirit directly
to the whole Church and at the same time indirectly by the ministers.
The living Lord Jesus Christ is absolutely prior in both time and

authority to the Church and its ministry.
to bear witness to Him

.ans, the· Holy

Christ sent both the apostles

Spirit to empower individuals hear-

ing that witness to have faith and become the Church.

Accordingly,

Christ at all times maintains His connection with the Church 1.n two ways.
His relationship of judgment, love and sustain power is maintained
directly by the Holy Spirit and yet indirectly by the human mediation of
the apostol.1.c ministry.
This is the view taken by the late British scholar T.

w.

Manson. 153

Commenting on the concept of the "essential" ministry of Jesus and the

152n,i.d.
153The Church's Ministry.
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"dependent" ministry, which was emphasized so strongly by Dr. Kirk and
his colleagues,154 Manson says,
There is one "essential" ministry, the only ministry that is unchallengeably essential. This is the ministry which the Lord Jesus
Christ opened in Galilee after John the Baptist had been put in
prison, the ministry which He carried on in Galilee and Judea, the
ministry which He continues to this day in and through the Church,
which is His body• • • • The Church is the Body of Christ; and the
life of the Church is the continuation of the Messianic Ministry.
It follows that the nature of the Church's task can be defined by
reference to the records of the public career of Jesus, His teaching
and His acts.155
From this Manson concludes that there is "only one essential and constitutive Ministry, that of the Head, our Lord Jesus Christ."

All other

ministries in the Church '.'are dependent, derivative, functional. 11156
In its attempt to reflect and to continue the essential ministry of
Jesus Christ, the Church, as Manson sees it, has a dual role:
"apostolic in relation to those outside, and pastoral in relation to
those within. 11157 'l'hese are but two aspects of the single life of the
Church, and both serve the purpose of the building up of the Body of
Christ.

The apostolic task is that of proclaiming the Gospel (the

kerygma), and the pastoral task includes instruction in Christian truth
and training in Christian worship (didache).

In this light it is possible

to see more clearly the implications of Apostleship.158

154'.l'he ApOstolic Ministry, passim.
155Manson, pp. 21, 24.
156Ibid., P• 30.
157Ibid., p. 32.
158Manson makes the relevant coment that: the word "apostolic" has
had its meaning narrowed in the course of the centuries, so that "instead
of declaring primarily the Church's colllllitment to a great mtssionary t:ask,
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During Jeaus• lliniatry, apoatleahip appear• to be a ~ticn rather
than a atatua.

ter.
IIDd

The helve were amt u

the repreaentative• of their llaa-

They had been witne•ae• of Hi■ ainiatry and alao of Hi■ rentrect1cll,

thia made a vital difference in the

of their message.

courage and fervor.

live■

Later on the ezperience of

■en

of the

Pmteco■t

and 1n the c:m1tmt

gave tha new

Bllt the charac:1:er of the Miniatry had not ch1Dgecl;

its pat.tern had been "laid down cnce and for all by
rat.if1cat.1on that. Paul alao cla1aecl for his
As far as theffut.ure of this apostolic

011D

Je■us.

apo■tle■hip.159

llini■try

in answer to the specific quest.ion, "To what. do the

apostles succeed?," Manson

'l'hia vu the

is c:cnc:emed 1 and

■ucce■■or■

of the

replie■ 1

It. is not. the apec:1.al ■tat.us involved 1n our Lard'• ~ • e to
the 'l'welve. F.qually it. 1• not the quality of having bee an eyewitness to the foundat.ian fact■ of the Paith frca John'• Bapti•
to the Resurrect.ion. That. quality ceued with the first generatian
Christiarun i.t also wu not tranlllli.■■il>le. What 1a left? So far
u I can ••• three thingaa the need of the warld 1 the call of
Christ, and the tradi.ti.cn of Hi.■ ■5n1■+.ry in the flesh 1n Galilee
and Judea and in the Church whi.ch is Hi.■ Body throughout the 'IIIQl:"ld.
And, so far u :I can see, i.t !.■ the Church that ■uc:ceeds to thue
things. '1'he Church 1a apo■toli.c because ■he 1• called by Chri.at
and empowered and in■tncted by Chri.at. to go and make di.adple■ of
the nat.1ons. 160
Manson 1• surely ri.;ht when he
today, which, following Paul,

we

say■

that the Church'•

aim.■~

are acc:uatcaed to refer to u "the

mini.stry of reconclliat.ion," 1a a cont1nuation

of

the

••••tial

llini■try

i.t merely registers a claia on the part of the Eutem and Raun CC1111U111cma
to be the lawful ■uccessor■ of the Apo■Ues." ~ •
159ec.pare J: COri. 15 and also Gal. 1112 1 where Paul inai.at■ that his
Gospel 1• not fraa ■en but by revelation of Jeaus Chri.■t, and, therefore,
he claia• for hiluelf what could be clai■ecl for the Twelve.
16~BOD, P• 52.
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of Jesus; yet a word of caution might well be in place at this point regarding the importance of malcing a aharp distinction between Chri.st••
ministry and ours.

There 1a an enonKNs difference between what Chriat

did for mankind and what the Omrch tri.es to do for men.

Christ 1s

unique.

What He did was coanic, "once for all time," never to be re-

peated.

His obedience to the Father was absolute, His aervice perfect.

As Balthasar reminds us, we are called to disci.pleahip, to follow HiJll,
to be witnesses to Him.

'l'hat whi.ch He did first we cannot do for our-

selves, but as we ac~pt it we are called into His aervice.

While the

metaphor of the Church as the Body of Oiriat expreasea the essential
relationship as nearly as any other New Testament description, i.t dare
not obscure the fact that the Church remains a human institution.
Church dare

rid; claim

the perfection that

belong■

origin is divine, but that is God's gift 1n

to its lord.

Oiri■t.

The

:Its

Similarly, when Man-

son speaks of the Church's ministry as a continuati.on of the min1.stry

of Jesus, it must be borne in mind that the atoning llie and death and
resurrection of Oirist alone is the Messianic miniatry, and the ONrch
merely fulfi.lls that ministry through i.ts obedi.enc:e to God 1n Christ and
1n

i.t■

service to man in the world.

We do not claim the ministry of

Jesus as an inheri.tance of which we are the only exec:utora, but we go to
His mini.stry to receive an unmerited gift of grace which it 1s our privilege to share with others. 161 Moreover, we go 1n humility and in peni-

tence and not to seek pedigree and status.

The continuation of ·the

ministry of Jesus must be a continuation of it
disciples.

161cf~ Eph. 417; :I 'l'im. 1:12.

~ Jesu■ through

His
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Again, if we speak of the lliniatry of the Church u • "red•pt!.ve•
111n1■try,

our

it is caly

becau■e

our own lliniatry maat and llhauld

Lord•• rede11pt1ve llini■try.

A■

we have

■aid, llini■try 1■

gifta of the Spirit to the Church, and it 1a

witnea■

to

one of the

characteri■tic of

the Holy

Spirit to point away fre11 Him■elf to Olri■t.162 It 1■ thia ■piritual

ccntinuity in

Chri■t

ainiatry to Christ.

its dependent

which links :both the
Thu■,

aini■triea

the Church'•

vi■il,le

Church and the omained

ldni■try 1■

derive fre11 the

llini■try,

ae■■1anic 111Ai■try

'l'hia, ••Y• Robert Paul, in c:aaplete agreaent with

.!!!!. of the Church, the ane fora of

cne

Man■on,

apo■tolic ■uc:c:e■■ion

of

and all

Chri■t.

"1• of the

that mast be

maintained if the Church 1■ to be the Church of Je■u■ Olri■t.•163
Bllt what about the practical functicn:lng of the llm'k of
in the Church7 Haw does cne explain the
of

llini■try

to the

in I

Corinthian■

view■ of Man■an, we

exi■tence

12 to 14 and in

idni■try

of the vari.oua

Ephesian■

41111

find that, while he recognise• a

omer■

Retur:ning
"■ettled

111.nistry• in the Church of the first century, he al■o :believe■ that each
new emergency that arose in the New

Te■taent

Church wu • t l,y "an ad

hoc arrangement,• and that there 1• no hard and fut ■yata of organiza-

ticn for carrying an the

Church'•

ldniatry.

He aay■ that

the total picture of c:cnvrevatianal life 1n 1.t■ worship and organizaticn down to about the ■:lddle of the second c:entmy 1■ 1.neritably
fragMDtary and 1ncaaplete. W vhen ve arranve the fr&91•ta,
joining up tho■e that will join, and placing u m■t we ■ay the
■any i■olated bita, cine th1nv that 1Peediately aerp■ 1a that at

162c:aapare John 16113.
163Rol)ert Paul, IUniatey (Grand Rap!.d■ , llic:b1gan1 If■• B. Berclulm' ■
Publillhing Co., 1965), P• 82.

111

this atage it 1a idle to loo1c 'for any hard and fut
rigid unifand:ty of warahip or or9anisat:1m.1 64
Ob■erv1ng

t:he ait:uat:im in the t:went:ieth

ay■t:aa,

for

c:mtury, and deploring the

"unhappy diviaicn•" that exist 1n Chriatendca 1 llanacm nanethele•• aee■

God-pleu.t.ng acc:capliahlNDta 1n the IC1ngdaa of God both en the paE't of
the Chw:'che• with a hierarch1cal IWliaterial order and by those vi.th
nan-epiacopal

llini■triu a■

well.

Thia conc:luaicn 1• drmm 1n the light

of the fact that the kind of c:1mrch organiutim that

exi■ted

1n the

firat century or 1n any other century 1• not m ideal mt aer:ely the
rupcnae of the Church to her

ta■k•

at any given tiae.

U

1119

take

aeriou■ly

the idea of the Body of Christ and the cont1nuaticn of the Me■ai.11111.c M1D1■-

try, we cannot, according to Manacm, regard Omrch or9anization aiaply u
if .it were on a par with the pol:ltical organ:lzat.1cm of a nat:lcn or the
ec:cmau.c

■tz:uc:t:ure

of a

IIOCiety--■aaething

the wtwa of the elector■•

Say■

that can ])e c:han;ed about at

Manaon 1

We m.:l.■c:cnc:e.ive the IN■ine■• 1n hand 1!fhen we equate Rcaan:laa w:lth
absolute monarchy, Anglicani• w:lth ar.:l.atocracy, and the PrChurch ay■t:m■ wi.th daocracy. The•e polit:lcal categorie• have
little or no relevance 1n thi• ■phere; and what little th9Y have
can be expre••~ in the ■tataent that 1n ao far u Churchu becaae poli.t:lcal ·organizationa they all blDd 1n one d1rect.1on-:bureaucrat1c oli9archy.165

16411anacn, P• 65. However, w. D. Dav1.u be11.eve■ that, while there
probably WU a d.:l.ver■ity of :fam. 1n the ■a:uc:tur• of the early Church,
neverthele■■ , the prlmitive Olri•t:lan ccwem1 ti.e■ were not ~ - • •
Thay wwe subject to order 1n their Gr9an1zat;ian and wor■bip. SN"• I>.
Davie■, Chriat:lan Or.:l.ain■ and .Jllda1.• (Phlladelphi.&I '1'he lfut:111uter
Pre••• 1962), pp 218. Martin H. Scharl•ann bu al~ ccmtruted the
or9anizat1cn and life of the Qlaran ccwwm1.t:y and the cangregaUcn at
Corinth 1n Qua.ran and Corinth (Hew Yorks Boolman Asaoc:iate■, 1962).
165ttan.on, P•

as.
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Thi■ 1■ ■o, he add■, becau■e

we are dealing with a living aqai■II, lihich

bu grown and developed through the cmturi.es 1n
it■

functi.m

a■ the

The various

enviromaent.
t.icn■

Body of

that it

ha■

far achieving the
With the

Chri■t

organ■

■Ille

that it

the Body of

make■

ha■

grown and the variou :func-

far which the church

tam■ of

their

fitne■■

exiat■•

twentieth-century outlook, and reciognis1ng the need
it■elf

far the contemporary Church to adapt
a■

adapted to fulfill

1n the changing ciraa■tence■ of it■

undertaken are to be valued in
purpo■e

way■

Chri■t

1n

to fulfilling

it■

pre■ent-day c:1rcuutance■, 81.■hop

a convincing cue far the need far flexible

fm:a■

of

:funct1cn

Stephen Neill
llini■try

1n

our tiae.166 The Church'• ta■Jt 1■ always an unf1ni■hed ta■lt by virtue
of the fact that, m the cme hand, the Church

exi■t■

1n

hi■tary,

which 1a

the ■cane of perpetual change, and that, en the other hand, we are called

to take a hand 1n the ful:fillaent of the
Neill obaervea, the image of the Church
Chri■tien

!■o

to

parpo■e ■

ha■

of God.

Par centuri.e■,

bee that of a reapectable

ccngregation, under the leaderahi.p of a godly lliniater, trained

pa■a

through the

trouble■

of

thi■

tranait:m:y world that they aay

1n the end obtain a celestial 1nher1tance."· He

cont1nue■ 1

All the mpha■ia 1• on that which 1■ fixed, ■table, and unchanging;
and it 1• the■e el•erv which ao■t naturally find their expruai.cn

166stepben Neill, The Unfiniahed Task (Laadcn1 Lutt.rwm:1:h Pru■,
1957), P• 61. Many ■iails ■ugge■tiona have been llade by other■• AaoncJ
article■ 1n theological journal.a which offer ■Clle pract1cal ■uggeatiala
for new fm:aa of 111ni■try 1n our t.Sae, the :following may be cited1 Ralph
A. Phelp■, Jr., "New Pattm:na of Non-chlmch 111n1■try," Reviaw and Expo■i
tor, LXn (1969) 1 167-1721 G. Willi■ Bennett, "lfw Pattema of Church
M1niatry," Review and Expo■itor, LXYX (1969) 1 155-1651 G. Willi■ Bamett,
ftlle Wi.t:nu■ of the Serv1ng
Rav1af and pg,g-t.tor 1 ID:C (1969),
101-1141 J _ . :r. Mc:Card, "'1'ha 'l'heological. Dil_.. of the Protestant 111D1■•
ter," '-'he Pri.ncet:cn a-•naey aalletin, LXV (Ho...-r 1960), 3-10.

Church,•
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1n a :fixed and unc:hanging orgen1sat1on. Far thi■ rea■an, controver■ie■ between the Churcbe■ tend to :filad their c:mt:re 1n the que■tian o:f the ■ini■try and the order o:f the Church, and o:f the validik
o:f the Sacrll■llftt■ wbich are depmdent an ■uc:h lliniatriu.1 67
Such in:flexibility o:f the Church' ■ arganisatian hu hindered it 1n the

put 1n meeting the
changing

deund■

■ituation■•

■ituation■

and

oppm,tunitie■

Accord1ngly, he

o:f the

rec:nn,end■ ,

tiaa■

in rapidly

•~ielly 1n :frantic'

eaang the younger churcha■ 1n :foreign luda, the develc,:i an~

o:f a genuine lay

ordained to the

in which the :famer ar wc:hant ar lawyer 1a

■ini■try,

llini■try

o:f the

Sacreaent■

CCllld.■■.ianed

end

to the

111ni■try

of the Word, without giving up hi■ ■eculer occupat1on.l68 Ob-

viou■ly,

this

prie■thood

.i■plie■

of ell

the glllNine application of the doctrine o:f the

believer■

True to his calling in

in carrying out the

Chri■t,

the lay

■-her

llini■try

o:f recanciliation.

o:f the Body o:f

Chri■t

tlua

has the oppart\mity to fUnct1cm u a royal priest.
:In this cantext o:f the

relation■h1p

between Christ, the Church

and the miniatry, perhaps we need to ■ay a :fe, word■ about the aeemng

o:f the layman u a royal priest, spec:1:f1celly amut the . .en1.ng o:f the
word "pr.iest."

l'n the u■ual u■age of the Orthodox, Rman Catholic end

AQglican Churchell there
and the people.

1■

Over the

a sharp

d1.■t1nctian

drawn between the priest

c:mturiu tradi:tim baa rein:forc:ad

tinctian with a ver.iety of ini:81:pretaticna o:f

■acreaentel

tbi■

d.1•-

ede1ni•trat1on,

teaching author.ity,umd the indelible character CCD:ferred upon a un by

167KeU1, P• 19.
168:Ibid. , P• 64.

1118 challenge

o:f a lay aini■try in :fareign 111■-

■i.an field■ .1■ d1.■c:ll■■ed by llayllard Dorow in "Church, 111niatry and
111■■1.an Field■," Ccncord.ia fllaoloqical Nanthly. XXXV (s.ptaber 1964),

455-469.
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ordination.

Bl.It even a• these Churches insist upon their

01G

particular

doctrines of priesthood, others fail to find any buia or justification
for this distinction between priests and laymen 1n the New Testament.
'l'he familiar reference to priesthood 1n the New Testament is made 1n
I Peter 2:9, where the whole camnunity of believer• is described u "a
royal priesthood." An echo of this is found 1n Revelation 5:10 and 20:6.
There is also the familiar Old Testament reference 1n Exodus 19:5-6.

:In

addition to other uses of the word "priest," where the term is applied
either to the Old Testament Jewish priests or to Christ Himself (Hebrews
7) , this is all the New Testament tells us about priesthood.

Yet upon

this frail foundation, Nelson observes, "have been built two massive
theological structures:

the doctrine of ministry u a clerical priesthood

and the doctrine of the priesthood of every faithful Christian.nl69

As far as Christ•• own view and attitude toward the teJ:111 "priest" is
concerned, Manson points out,
When•, we turn to the Gospels we find that Jesus makes no use of the
ideas of priesthood. He lays no claim to the title of priest for
Himself nor does He confer it on His disciples. In His parables
the imagery is not taken•1from the Temple and its ritual, but frcm
ordinary life. Those who came into contact with Him might think

169Kelson, XXII, 96. For a very thorough discuasicn of the biblical
basis of the doctrine of the priesthood of all believers 1n relation to
the priesthood of Christ, see T. w. Manson, M1n1s;t:rx and Priesthood:
Christ•• and OUrs (Richlllond, Va.: John Knox Preas, 1.958), PP• 35-72. :In
a footnote on P• 37 Manson indicates the various implicat:Lans that this
doctrine had for the theologians of the Reformation. He saya1 "the
Calviniat view leaves no place 1n the Church for priesthood. To call1·the
Christian c:cmun1.ty •a royal priesthood• is no more than to confer on its
mabers an honorary status without any defined f'unctien. For Zwingli
the Christian as priest offers himself to Goda for Luther his function
is that of intercession for his fellow mtabars. 'l'he main strains of
reformation theology are not at one. regarding the priesthood of believers.•
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of Him u prophet, or rabbi, or even
of Hill in terms of prieathood.170

Me■■iah.

i'hey did not th1nJc

Moreover, as far as we know, there 1a no instance in which a Hew Te•~ment writer ascribes the title of priest to any individual JHllber or
order of ministry in the Church.

In neither of the li■tings of spec:1.al

rdniatries in X Corinthian• 12 and Epheaiana 4
included.

"In a

word,"

Manaon ■ay■,

1■

the nae "priest"

believer■

"while all

are pries~,

all believers are not mini■tera,"171 and he conclude■ that it 1a still
proper in the churches to draw a clear d1atinc:t1cn between priesthood
end ministry, the latter being thought of

in the ec:oncmy of the churches.
ministry . and the particular

u a

■pec:ial

office or function

Yet, says Robert Paul, "the Church'•

111n1■try

of Ministers within the Church are

not different in kind, for they both find their aource and inapiraticn
in the only essential Minister, JellUS Olri■t."172 Thia i■ why any
question of priority of a minister over the Church becclle• a denial of
the essential ministry of our Lord, and he

add■,

Uthe question of priority arises at all, it 1■ only 1n tel:ma of
a minister•• self-oblation en behalf of ehri■t•s people--an exmaple
and an offering which 1• given to the Church by Oiri■t through Ha
servant, so that all the Church itself may reapcnd in ministry to
the world.173
A clear solution to the problem of the

relaticn■hip

in the early

Church between the ministry of all the believer■ and the particular

ministry of the few

1■

not easy to discover and to articulate. While

170Manaon, Ministry and Priesthood, P• 45.
l~Ibid., P• 69.
172:o,id., P• 110.
173lJ>id., P• 112.
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there are no clear-cut pattema to follow as far u the rutr1cted
lliniatriea are concerned, neither can we cca.clude that the early 0lurch
had no need for these special llin1atr:1ea.

J:t 1a clear, llowever, that

the ccaaum.ty of Chr1at1ana in New 'teatallent U.ea accepted the var&•ty
of min1atr1ea as gifts of God fOr the ordering, upbullding and extending
of the Church.

And thia aae recognition ought to characterise our

th1nJdng about ministry today.

CHAP'1'ER 'J.V
stJIIIARY AND CQCLUSXONS

'1'he

Nature of Ml.nistry

:tn questions conc:erning the ministry the c:hw:'ches of today are

still uncertain and in disagreement, not only

when

ecumenical dialogue, but also

in terms of the structures

of their

own

ministries.

when they th1dt

they are engaged 1n

i'bis is true also of the Lutheran ONrch, inas-

much as the Lutheran Confessions say almost nothing about the :fonl and
structure of the Qmrch•s ministry.
neither does the

New

Of even greater significance,

Testament provide us with a normative pattern of

church order, but gives us only a point of

departure.

'lhus, any re-

construction of the ministry of the New Testament must rest upon the
mere implications of a very few passages.

While the

New

Testament: tell.a

us much about the nature and quality of earl.y Olristian life, it: tells

us little concerning the fo.z:ms of early Olristian organization.

What-

ever the rea'&On for this, it is undeniable that this silence presents
grave difficulties.

'l'he problem is further complicated by the fact that:,

as John Knox points out, "even where an early writer speaks of the
ministry, one often cannot be sure what part: of the OWrc:h he

or what: peri.od in its development he represents. 111

apeaJcs for

'l'here 1s no doubt:

that the post-apostolic Omrch was devel.opi.ng 1n its organization, but

lJohn Knox, "i'he M1n1stry 1n the Primitive Omrch," '.Q1e 111n1a1:gy in
Historical Perspectives, edited by H. Richard Niebuhr end Dani.el Day
Willimas (New York: Ruper end Row, 1957), P• 3.

J
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the directi.cm of this developaent was not the same in every part of the

Church, no.r was the progress proceeding everywhere at t h e • - rate.
During the late years of the nineteenth century, amut the year 1880,
Protestant scholarllhip and research h~ arrived at a conaenaua r99arding
the m!nistry and ministerial order.

Acc:ording to this consensus, the

Church wu not a divinely established
IIOCial developaent.

The

!n■titution

but rather a necessary

early Christiana were influenced IJy the

and Hellenistic world around them and, u

Jewi■h

a result, organized a reli-

gious society. The officers of this society were originally c:oncerned
only with administration, and only later was teaching acti.vity ccab1ned
with management affairs.

Two

prcminent exponents of the

c:cn■enau■--F.dvin

Hatch and Adolf Harnack--were in agreement that the Owrch wu a secular
creati.on, and that m.1nisterial orders developed u a result of the
of social misery, which in tum provoked
represented a

c:cn■istent

deed■

of charity.

attempt to interpret early

The

Chri■ti.an

tion, not in religious terms, but in the light of social

impetu■

c:cn■en■u■

organiza-

nece■■ity

and

mundane acti.vity.
Rudolf Sohm, who disagreed with this particular view,

INb■ti.tuted

the word "church" for "corporation," and the "Eucharist" for

tion."

"admini■tra

He rejected the idea of law in the Church and regarded Omrch

organization a• charimati.c and not jw:lic:ial.
a teaching office and not an

adaini■ trati.ve

ac:c:aaplish the downfall of the

conaenau■,

:further inve■ti.gati.on■ of the evidence■•

longer centered cm the

Church'•

cne.

office of :billbop wu

While Sona did not

he did provide an

illpetu■

The■e 1nvesut•t1.Gn■

for

were no

organizational life, but rather ccnc:en-

trated on special ~ - - of the Church.
nature of the

The

apo■tolic ■!niatry.

One

of theH pro:bl- wu the
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:It

reuonable to

1■

the llew Teatament

u■uae

llini■try

111niatry of Christ wu

that any proper study or

IIIWlt becJ1n with

■clllething

'l'hi■ 1apl.1e■

1■ Chri■t••

ence■

to

:functicnarie■

who e■tabliahed

'l'e■t•ent,

1n the Omrch,

111niatry which, wblle it -Y

ane who

■ervea"

tion, "Whosoever would be firat

(Mark 10144).

indicate■

Je■ua•

(Luke 22127), and it

Christ••

i■

:by

the Church

re;m:dle•• of its varied refer-

the point of departure for the

point of departure is expressed in

that the

that the Church••

change its :fOl:'ll or shape, 1• neverthele•• to be carried an
to the end of time. The New

of

'l'he

IUaaelf.

■GIUlthin;

91ven to the Cmrch,

Church receives as a trust f.ran her Lord.

m1nistry 1• not its CND; it

Jeau■ Qlr.1.■t

di■c:ua■iml

that it

1■ Qlri■t. lli ■■elf

01ri■t1an llini■try.

own word■,

":I• aoncJ YOII u

given d1recticn 1n Hi•

aon; you

■hall

fllat

pre■c:rip

be the servant of all!

own word for eatabli■hincJ

the X1ngdola of God wu

"to serve," end the whole work of Hia disciples must also be that of
service, of lliniatry. 0ur Lord•• lliniatry, then, found
in status or in earthly authority mt 1n

giving.

purpose not.

and 1n caaplete

In this respect all lliniatry auat. be derived from the

lliniatry of

Oiri■t.

■ucce■■icn

apostolic

Church of Jesus

Thia i• of the

and

~

Oiri■t.

of the Church, the one :fm:a of

Mareover, this cne,

God••

■elf

llu■ianic

that aat be ccntinued if the Church ia to

to the whole Omrc:h. All of
vant■

■ervice

it■

l>e

ea■ent.ial ■ini■try 1■

people are called to be

saint■ ,

the
gi.ven
ser-

witne■■ea.

i-rc.

thia general llini■try of all, however, the llew Teataent. dia-

tinguiahea

~

apostles.

:It. ia at thia point that. probleaa and

specific :fm:a of

■iniatry,

1n the varioua churcbea of Qlriatandca.

n•ely, the

a1ni■try of

di■agre•arta

What. is the

the

have ariaan

■igni:ficance of

the
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"apostle?"

Who

is he? What is his authority?

the apostles in function and in authority?

:rs there a successJ.on of

nie consensus of 1880 main-

tained that no special authority had been given to the apostles, that
any authority which they exercised emerged from their personal gifts of
leadership and not on the basis of any unique appointment or authorization.

Later scholarship insisted that this authority was based on a

divine commission which they had received from Christ.
Beyond all the doubt cast upon the origin of the apostolate, there
can be no question about the fact that the apostles referred to in the
New Testament (whomever their circle included) were the spiritual leaders
of the early Church both 1.n point of time and 1.n regard to being responsible
and respected.

They are the messengers of the Gospel of God's redemptive

act in Christ.

They derive some authority by virtue of the fact that

they are eye-witnesses of the risen IDrd, and that they are sent as bearers
of the Word of the risen IDrd. 2

This is not to imply, however, that the

TWelve of Jesus• day were the official representatives to carry on Christ's
work.

It merely indicates that Jesus prepared His disciples in a con-

vincing way for their work of witnessJ.ng to Him, and that He equipped them
for a ministry of service in the Gospel that was to continue.

:In this

sense they form a unique group, not with any judicial authority, but as
personally called and commissioned servants of Christ in the ministry of
reconciliation.

The mission of the apostles 1.s to serve as "stewards" of

the mysteries of God (I Corinthians 4:1; 9:17; Colossi.ans 1:25; Ephesians
3:2; I Peter 4:10), to lay the foundation of the building of the Church

2<:f. I Cor. 9:1; 11:23; 15:9-11; Gal. 1:15; II Cor. 5:20.
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which 1■ Chri■t• ■ Body (I Cor1nthiana 3:10; Epbe■ian■ 21201 Matthew 161

17-19), to ■erve aa ■hepherd of the flock of Olri■t (John 101111 211161
Acta 201281 I Peter 512).

Frca hi■ Letter■ Paul i■ certainly aware of

having ■me .re■pon■ibllity and authority frca Chri■t to preach the Go■pel,
to bear vitne■■ to the nev creation 1n Olri■t, to call am to .repentance.
He even feel■ the obligaticn to exe.rci■e auperviaicn.

Yet, u Hans van

Caapenhauaen baa indicated, Paul perfomed t h - dutiu ccapletely can■ciou■

of the freedom and integrity of the variaua

lord over thelll,

■o

that

hi■ directim■

c:hurche■ and

not u

·

to thlll were aore in the nature of

exho.rtatim■ than C011111and■.3

Fraa the very beginning, then, it
u■ociated

with certain apecific

the Twelve, Paul and "the other

appear■

that

individual■•

111n1■try

The■•

apoatle■" (Galatian■

variety of other lliniatriu•-propheta,

1119),

u

apo■tolate

mt also a

elderf,
auch

thi■

.reason it

1■

difficult to aee how the t:em

identified with ar applied to
Church.
the

Heverthelu■,

Go■pel

pre■ent-day office■

the cnw1 ■aim of

Ch.ri■ t

:following the

apoatle■, a■ 1■

illdicated l,y

Act■

eye-witne■■u.

"apo■tolatet'

can be

111n1■triu

in the

and

to serve in the

and to build up the Omrch did cant.inue.

:td.abop■•

vu anly

teapo.rary and did not cmt:inue heycnd the first gene.raticn of

For

al■o

included, not only

teacher■ , ruler■ ,

However, it would certainly•- that the

vu

cau■ e

of

For the generaticn

20117-38 and by the

Pu-

toral Epi■tle■, it ■-■ that the leader• of the Olurch were .rupcnail:)le

far the

llini■terial cmai■■ion

tru■ted

to tha

:by

the

to proclaia the

apo■tle■

Go■pel

vh1ch bad been

(I Tillothy 1118; 6120).

'ffd.■ doe■

en-

not

3Hana van Caaptlllhau■en, Eccle■ia■tical Authority and Sp1.ritua1 Power.
tran■lated &ca the Geman by J. A. Baker (Stanford, Califomial Stanfard
Unive.r■ity Pru■,

1969) 1 P• 47.
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auggeat any Jc1nd of

of o:f:fice-holdera in an in■t1blt.1oDal

Zt wely 1aplie• the continuity of Olriat•• cn-,1••1.cn to pro-

■enae.

claia the

word•,

-auc:ce■■ion

Go■pel,

which wu first given to the apoatlu.

it does seem clear that the Hew

1nth1ana, Z Corinthians 12 and

Galati-■

the nature of the Christian m1nilltry.

vice 1• extended to all
of IIClllle

to be

leader■

Te■t•ent,

believer■,

yet

in the Church.

z,

en the

■peaka

In other
ba■1• of

ll

c:ar-

in a blo:fold way about

The call to di■ciple•hip and ■er
th1■

do•• not preclude the call

All --hers of the 0nu:c:h

■hared

a unity of purpose and calling, but in this unity there 1• a diversity of
func:ticn■

discharged by variou• member• of the Cmrch.

Thia, of c:aur•e, raiaea the crw:1al queati.m of the

relatim■M.p

between the lliniatry of all believer• and the special m1niatry of ■cae.

While all c:hurche• of ~istendca are generally agreed that the authority
of ime

a1ni■try re■t■

on the authority of Jeau• Chri•t, not all are agreed

..

on the practical relationahip between the prieathood of all believer:•
.
.
and the "particular" ll1n1atry.

Stated f.r:aa another angle, it is the quea-

tion of the priority o'f the Omrch ar of the ■iniatry. 4
■annar,

.

Stated 1n th1a

and illplying an alternative, th1a 1• a que•tian that bu •erioua

illplicationa, u the ent1re ·h1atmy of the development .of church arganiution from the day• of the apostle•
■hip

With regard to this relatian-

between the general and special ■1n1•try, it ahauld b e ~

that Chri•t•a

that

llhow■•

it■

c:a.1■•1.m

wu given

and aerc1aed within the Church, and

goal WU the edificatian of the Church.

'l'he particular ■1D1atzy

is not to be .1n ccapetitiaa with the prieathood of all l:Mtlievera.

45• Chapter Ill.

Har
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can thia

relat1an■h1p

func:timla.

be properly explained in tema of the delegatian of

Rather, there 1a to be a c:oorcUnatian of the two.

to serve cne another in a mutual relatianah1p,
Chriat, which
realized.

1■ e■aentially

Leanhard

Goppelt

a paat:aral

exprea■e■

■o

■ini■try,

that the

■1n1•t-.ry

of

can be continued and

well the :buia of th1a

lationship between the ministry of all and the

They ought

■pedal

■utual

re-

lliniatry 'Whan he

that

■ay■

Both the redemptive event and the Church have an

e■chatalogical

pnelmatic and a historical aspect ■1multaneoualy. The foraer
aspect united all
in the "prie■thood of the :believer•,"
while the latter c:au■e■ addiver■ity of ■£Vice, e•pec:1al.1y the
particular office■ whoae ■odel wu the apo■tolate. Becauae of
the historical upect, the ■ea■age emu through historical trad:lticn and nece■■itatea u a . re■pcaai:bility for the Church u a
whole the faming of the aia■ian a■ well a■ the correcting putoral
care for the struggling :believer■• '1'h1a required office• alcng
the lines of the apo■tolate.s

••ber•

'l'hu■,

the f~emental queaticn

1■

not whether the lliniatry 1a prior to

the Omrch, or vice-:ver■a, or who ha■ delegated authority to whca.

The

fact appear• to be that both exiated together.

"The Church exiata

serving u well u from

for 01riat and fraa

■o

■erving ■ince ■he live■

far
111■,"

that in this aenae the Cmrch, acc:arding to 01ri•t•• c:ow1••1on,

"1•

re■pcnai:ble

The

for the realizatian of th1a

1aplicaticn■

of th1a for our day

arriving at a theology of
etlri•t at the center.
for llini■try 1■ tf,., ~
thi■

■iniatry

Die ■o■t
1<.

or toC •

term points in two

•ervice■"

■ocm

:beccae apparmt.

we auat place the

CCWW!OI"

and

In

■ervant-iaage

favored Hew

Te■taent

of

tez:a

In relatian to the ■1n1atry of Olr:lat,

direction■•

Through both preachinCJ and teaching

5Leonhard Goppelt, Apo■tolic and Po■t-Apoatolic Ti■ea, trana1ated
A. Guelich (Hew Yorks Harper and Row, 1970), P• 196.

by Robert
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Jeaua

111ni■tered

to His own people, bringing the Word of judgaant and

candanaticn but al■o of forgivene•• and healing.

also took the fona of
in it■ need.

are

■ervice beycnd

Neither of

e■■ential part■

there is also 1n

the religiow, ccwnJtd ty to the -world

the■e dimen■iona

of

mini■try

of the pattern for llinistry 1n

Chri■tian

Olri■t•• ainiatry

Bllt

are optional; they

name. Moreover,

Hi■

ministry a service to God, which recognize•

the ■aje■ty and mercy of God and involve• per■onal and corporate rupcnae

to Him.

Thi■ in the biblical term is ~ £ C. "t v
O

exsplified in
mental

Chri■t• ■ mini■try,

element■

.,

fl ,1

'

o(

al■o ccnatitute■

it

in the Church'• ministry.

The

cae

■iniatry

rived frcm the Messianic

In

thi■

■iniatry

of

mt

respect all 111niatry

Chri■t.

funda-

of the

of our Lord, then,

found its purpose, not in atatua or in earthly authority,
and 1n ccmplete ■elf-giving.

So auongly

•

in ■EYice

mu■t

be de-

And th1a continuity 1n

Christ link• both the total Church of God's people and the "lliniatera"

to Hill 1n a mutual relaticnahip.

The dual emphui• ca the unity of pur-

pose and calling, en the cae hand, and the

diver■ity

other hand, must be renewed in the Owrch today,

■o

the priesthood of all believers becalle• acre than a

than a lay reactim to the clericali• of the
renewal of the cmcept of

Chri■t•• llini■try

pa■t.

of

■ervic:e■,

cn the

that the ccmcept of
piou■ ■logan

and aore

At the•- tiae a

1• also needed en the part of

the Church•• leader■, in order that there aight be, in the word■ of

Jurgen Roloff,
the releue of the 01\arch'• ll1nilltry f.l:CIII it■ pre■mt rigidity and
frca the d11n9erou■ ■pirit of a functicnuy off1cialdaa, 1n amer
to lead it back to the true putoral office wh1ch :fulfills the caalliasicn of Je■u■ with authm:1.ty l,y letting putoral care go with
the procl-ticn, l,y ■eeking the lost, and l,y boldly apealcin9 the
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word of :forg1vene••• 1'he Lord of the Cmrch call■ the putoral
a1ni■try :bac:Jc to 1ta order■ in a c:hangin9 world.&
Pam■

Very

■ocn

after the

trie■

of the apostles, however, a developNDi:

day■

oc:curred wlw:h changed the

of M1n1•try

Cbri■tian

Qmrch with 1ta "dyRllllic:"

into an arganizaticm with 1nat1tut1cnalizecl officea.

fellowship was giving way to the
dynllllic view of the

m1n1■try

form■,

of ministry are

to the call of service.

Cbri■t.ian

and the

wu developing into a •static" 'View of

nece■■ary

Thu■,

urged thm to aubait to their
■ervice.7

'l'he

eccle■ia■tical in■tituticn,

"office." The New Testament, of course,
or

ain1.■•

provide■ hint■

for the

■eke

that.

■aae

of an arderly

fm:a,

re■pon■e

when Paul wrote to the Corinthiana, he
leader■

And when Cl•ent. of Rcme

in recognition of their faithful

wrote to the

■eae

ccmgregaticn to-

ward the end of the first century, he urged thal to restore their

depo■ed

presbyters inasmuch a■ they had been properly appointed. 8 'Ebe result. wu
that. there was a varied developaent. of 1Din1atr1es within the Church, beginning already in the first century.
ina■much a■

'l'hi■

developunt is very c:caplex,

both geographical and chrcnologic:al

ccm■ ideration■

c:cae into

play, and the taaptaticm is ever present. to geaaraliu and to establish
u nonaat.ive what aay only have been temporarily expedient. and local.
What. we may know about. the developaent. in one area of the Church ll&Y" not.

6J\lrgen Roloff, "The Queaticn of the Church•• Ministry in Our Genera•
ticn,• Lutheran World, XX (October 1964), 408.
7a.

x car.

8cf.

wn Campenhausen, P• 87.

1&11&.
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be true in another area.

The New Testament, as well as later Church

writings, give us only fragmentary information.
There are other considerations which complicate the problem of
trying to discover ministerial order in the primitive Church.

That there

were many forms of ministry already in the first generation is evident
from Paul's list in I Corinthians 12:28:

"first apostles, secondarily

prophets, thirdly teachers, after that miracles
helps, governments, diversities of tongues."

then gifts of healings,

Together with this passage

should be placed the reference in Philippians 1:1 to ''bishops and deacons"
and also what we find in Romans 12:6-8.
statements?

What are we to make of these

Another problem is the distinction that is sometimes made

(whether this distinction is valid is questionable) between the "charismatic" ministry in the early Olurch and the "institutional" ministry.
Furthermore, what importance does one attach to the bishop in relation to
the presbyters , or to the rise of the threefold local ministry?
grades of authority and function?

Are there

Is there a real distinction between

teaching and administrative duties?

The later rise of monepiscopacy must

also be considered as an important development in the early Omrch.

These

and other features of early Church organization indicate a variety of
ways in which the ministry of the Olurch has developed.
'l'he silence of the

New

Testament regarding any established forms of

the ministry and church order, it seems to me, allowed the Church the

freedom to establish its own forms of ministry as changing situations
demanded.

It is not at all surprising, then, that at the end of the

apostolic age a many-sided development of church ministries occurred.
One of the most significant was the development of the threefold ministry of bishop, priest and deacon.

With regard to this kind of development,
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it maat be acknowledged that it bu both
tion.

■criptural and hi■toric:al ■anc:

All three of.flee• are aentioned in Paul••

lliddle o.f the second century the three.fold
alllo■t

universal pattern.

derstandable.

and by the

111n1■try appear■

to he an

The reucn for thi■ developaent 1• al■o un-

If the Church vu to ccntinue the 111n1•try of

to grow, it h,c! to safeguard the

apo■tolic

prevalent Gnost1c1a.

Chri■t

message and to vitnea•

the evil influences of a secularized world.

Xt had to deal

This required spiritual

the welfare of the Church's doctrine and U.~e.
concern■,

Letter■,

leader■,

:rn

al■o

and

again■t

with

overseers, for

the light of these

and for the preservation of the Church'• unity in the world

as well, it is not difficult to see why the three.fold mini•try developed.
One 111U■t be

careful, however, not to interpret th1B to mean that the

threefold ministry was divinely instituted.

While the Rcman Catholic,

Greek Orthodox and Anglican churches have adhered tenaciollsly to this

.fo.r:m of ministry, precisely becauae it hu scriptural and historical
sanction, it does not follow that

th1■

ministry that the Church can adopt.

1• the cnly legitillate fora of

:It may, indeed, have had a stabiliz-

ing and unifying effect an the early Church, and it may still well •erve
the purposes of the Catholic, Orthodox and Anglican churche• today, mt

it 1• not the prescribed order of the New Testament.
Another development which followed frcm this, which
hi■tarical

1■

purely a

one, and an which the New Testament is abaolutely silent,

that of apostolic succession.

Thi•

succession of the doctrine of the

1■

a phrue which can refer to the

apostle■,

or to the

aucce■■ion

authority of one bishop to another, or :finally, to that
clailu that the

apostle■

1■

of the

auc:ce■■icn

which

ordained bishops to aucc:NCI tMII and that the
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historic episcopate 1• essential to the Church.

Accarding to the latter

view, without such ordina'tion it i• iapoasible to exercise a valid

try or to celebrate a valid sacraent.

A• indicated 1n Chapter Ill,

Kenneth Kirk and his colleague• tried to
aucce■sicn

attempt.

show

that th1• concept of apoatolic

had scriptural warrant,9 wt they were not ■ucc:e■a£ul 1n 'their ·

Nowhere does the New Testament suggest that
prie■t and

had ina'tituted the office of l:)ishop,
Testament is quite clear 1n

■tating

Je■ua,

deac:cn.

or the Twelve,

Rather, the New

that the Church is to exerciae pastoral

care, proclaim the Gospel and perform
own

aini•-

service■

of all kinds, l:)oth to its

members and to the world at large for mom Christ died.

'lo th1nJc 1n

terms of apostolic caaissicning is really ant. anac:broni•, for it was not
until early 1n the third century that the concept of the
office took hold. Furthermore, the New Testament

tran■missionoof

pre■ents

to us a picture

of ministerial services that are actually dependent on the Church.
whole Church has inherited the apostolic
Church has l>een called and •powered

:by

c:caa1■■1on l>ecau■e

Oirist to aerve.

The

the whole

Apostolic

■uc

ceasicn, on the other hand, implies an elite group upon which the welfare
of the Church depends.
arch1cal form

a■

'l'o uphold apostolic ■ucce■sicnoor any other he1r-

a necessary structure of

■iniaterial

order 1• to overlook

the fact that 1n the Kew Te•t•ent there was a diversity of aim.aterial
forms.

Uniformity of ministerial order 1n the New Testament is siaply a

myth.

9Kenneth Kirk, editor, The Apoatolic Miniatry (Landon: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1946).
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Valid 114:ni.aterial Order•
In view of what we have juat aa1d, it •e•• only proper that the

varioua dencminationa of Olristend.cm recognize each
min1.stry and church order u valid fem.a.

other••

J:t 1• a hopeful

fOZ'II■
■1.gn

of

1n cur-

rent discussicna on the Christian ainistry that the a1niatr1ea of all
Christian
of the

denanination■

stat•ent■

are being accorded a new appreciatian.

Hot all

poaition■ ,

and acae

represent official dencminational

of thm are expreased with certain

re■ervaticn■,

but they do indicate

perhaps an avant garde type of thinking that holds prclllise of further
Christian caoperaticn end of a prior recogni.ticn of the essential
try of 0u:'ist.

mini•-

Thua, the Anglican, A.G. Hebert wri.tea,

J:f such churches are in error 1n lacking Episcopacy, that does not
mean that they are not within the Church• • • • 'l'herefore the
churches which sprang out of the RefOZ'llation are to be rec:kcned
as part of the Church, and their ministries to be real llinistriea,
in spite of the fact that a variety of errors which need to be remedied are found within those churches. The r•edying of those
faults and errors can, however, . never be brought about i,y hostile
critici• frcm without, but alway• and in each cue by the healift9
action of the Holy Spirit from within.lo

J:t was a significant development_ also in Catholic: circle• when
Vatican l l indicated its recogniticn of the ministries and the Eucharist
of other Christian churche• u

val1d. 11 Thia is a quite different

approach, however, frcm that taken by A. T. Hanson, who, u we 1nd1c:ai:ed

1n the previous Chapter, writes :from his experience with the Qmrch of

lOA. G. Hebert, Apost.le and Bishop (Hew Yorks Seabury Presa, 1963),
P•

148■

·

llwalter N. AJ:abott, editor, ".Decree on Ecmaeni.1111," 'Die Doc:uamta of
Vatican ll, translated :from the Latin by Joseph Gallagher (Hew Yorks The
American Preas, 1966), pp. 336-370.
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South India.

0n the prllliae that in the Nev 'l'ut:llllent there wu anly cne

ainiatry that wu universally recognized, he
that we ahould not concern

our■elvea

c:onclud•••

"it will follow

with authenticat:ing already

exi■ting

miniatrie■, mt with introducing one miniatry accepted >:,y al1.r12

of course, reccaaend• acae veraicn of epiacopacy.

To be aure, 1n

He,
it■

eaaence there 1• only cne miniatry - the aini■try of recanc:11iat1cn; mt

to expect the CNrch of today, with

it■

branches of developaent and various

traditicn■, it■ decline■ and renewal■,

to return to the aillple

■tructure

twenty centuriea of

of the firat generation of

1• difficult to conceive of, and a bit

mireali■tic.

and implementation of, Olriat•• 111n1stry

also be u

hi■tory, it■

Christian■

In it• devoticn to,

1n the modem world, this may

little desirable as it 1a possible.

If the Nev Teatament saya

anything at all to ua about the ministry and Church order, it

■peaks

of

a diversity of form 1n a unity of purpoae under the Lordllhip of Christ.
Discussions on the Christian llinistry today are inescapably
ical.

ec\Beft•

All denam1natiana face the same problau of the practical appli.c:a-

tians of Christian ministry u well as the difficulty of arriving at a
clear understanding of the essence of Christian lliniatry.

to c:cntinuing

diac:ua■icn■

among the churchea an the nature and :fora of

the ministry, Leanhard Goppelt
auggeat■

With reference

point■

1n a aignificant directicn llhen he

that the decisive tuJc will be

to avoid both a pneumatic-kerygmatic evaporation of the aini■try
and an 1natituUonal-h1at.or1cal petrificaticn of it >:,y mean■ of acae
principle of ordination and aucceaaion; and to give equal 1mportance
to the pneumatic and hi■t.orical side• of the a1nistry. Far the
ministry, like the preaching of the goapel and the sacra11mt■, is

12Anthany T. Hanaon, The Pioneer Miniat.ry (Landan1 SCII Presa, 1961),
P• 170.
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church'•

intended not for the age of the
ccn-.tian mt for the
church 1n time, a church which 1• being gathered 1n history u the
e■chatological people of God, wh1ch live■ 1n re■pan■ihlli~ for
the world, and which still 1■ awaiting her C0D8\lalat1an.13
On another level there 1• the o_,an prob].•

of adequately equippin9

young men--and waaen--for special lliniatry 1n today'• world with a theol09ical training that will make tha "able

■1ni■+=era of

the New Testa-

ment.• To be a servant of the Word 1n a relevant manner 1a the Omrch••
call to ministry 1n any age.

13Leonhard Goppelt, "The M1nis~ 1n the Lutheran Confeaaicna end
1n the New 'l'estament," Lutheran World, XI: (October 1964), 426.
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